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FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD. 
| Cor this department brief suggestions, facts and 
experiences arc solicited from housekeepers, 
farmers and gardeners. Address Agricultural 
editor. Journal Office. Belfast Maine.] 
Vegetables for Home Use. 
11 is ;ui old saying “that shoemaker's 
wives and blacksmith’s horse's go without 
shoes," and it is equally true that the ta- 
ble of the farmer often shows a great 
lack of good vegetables. We have visited 
and known farmer’s families where the 
only vegetable in common use was the 
potato, which was moderately used with 
large quantities of pork, the latter gener- 
ally fried though sometimes boiled. We 
have been in other families of farmers 
when even though they were poor never- 
theless enjoyed an abundance of all the 
vegetables, and not a few of the fruits, 
including the strawberry. If pork was 
used it was boiled with the cabbage only 
to season it. \\ c need not discuss pork 
li< re to any extent as an article of food, 
lor we .,11 admit that it has its uses, but 
we cannot admit that it is as healthful 
food as are the vegetables that can be so 
■celt and cheaply grown. It would seem 
;;,ii!ge that we need talk to farmers 
:1 it>i:; lai.-ing and eating more vegetables 
w hen they are the very persons who should 
imi do raise them. The farmers about 
■ lie large cities supply vegetables to those 
who cannot raise them, and this latter 
i.tss do as a rule appreciate them more j 
.;ly than the producers, even though 
ao> do not get them in the same fresh 
■ Iki 1:ion for their tables that the farmer 
mid have them for his own. Thousands 
the cine.- yearn for a little land on 
licit they may raise crops of fruit and 
ogctables so that they may have the 
od : s,,! the soil in the best condition. 
1 -a pa asure to cat, and most men 
g it'd t so. why may not the farmer, as 
as he who dines at Parker’s or 
... -. extend the pleasures and attrac- 
— of his table by placing thereon the 
: products of bis soil in the shape of 
i healthful vegetables and traits t It 
; t only costs less to supply such food 
to purchase that brought to the 
by the butcher or the .grocer, to say 
•iitng ot its advantages in the way of j 
client and health. We do not wish 
"• reg.tilled, as vegetarians, using no | 
any means : we fully 
■ vi m an animal, as well as a vegeta- 
v diet. 1 »ut what w- do want and are 
!. rig to impress upon the minds of our 
.(del s is a greater regard for and use of 
e.otaii’es iiaily on the tables ot 
a i*i s where the;, are now seldom seen. 
\\ hy !> there sueh imlitiereuee in this di- 
ftei asked this ques 
n et eil a variety of answers, 
s. is tmi in a-li trouble to raise 
■ iy tilings: wi prefer to raise milk 
stork or something else that pays bet- 
\i.othii answers, •‘my father never 
so,i many vegetables and I was not 
jlit up to eat them, and so I have 
eared much about them." The 
rd -ay s. ■ it is an acquired taste this 
: j tomatoes, celery and such things, 
1 I don't see any great good in it." 
in -arh answers are given and seem 
-at --Iy those who give them only. 
Man's real wants are few, it is true, and 
can live with but few articles of food. 
Aotild -ci m more natural that we 
i.d prefet fruits and vegetables, the 
■ 
i d productions of the soil than many 
■ j< that have come to be eaten and 
a n in the place ol more healthful food. 
s trite that one has to acquire a taste 
s, n;r if the vegetables raised now-a- 
such as celery, tomatoes, etc*., that 
ready to admit are good for mail, 
dec.- man have to acquire a taste 
i.u-ru in all its forms, a filthy and in- 
thing, for whiskey, rum and other 
.rating drinks, the effects of which 
ten if not always injurious. Those 
• sec oy ster- served for the first time 
ir tally show a dislike to them, but 
me in time to be very fond of them. 
V gcud reason can be given by any eul- 
.a- ot the soil for not raising vegetal- i 
inthe.-e days ; improved varieties. 
1 tin e a a- when our fathers had but a 
tc.( 1;-' ■ sc jet from, and ev eti the 
si .inly ot ordinary quality as computed 
tin witliin our reach. The fact 
it tak-s land, dressing, and labor to 
■lure these vegetabirs is no reason 
■ they should not be grown. Many 
'.hem who offer tills excuse will often 
in more time at the grocery store or 
a- street talking politics to no pur- 
than would be needed to insure an 
: dant supply of tile best vegetables 
me .;si. for many months. We often 
t s.ud that we can lay up no money 
• inn. only get a living. We do not 
to this v iew of it, but if it be true, 
why should not such a man get the 
hving he can out of it as he goes 
ug. and in order to do so. raise the 
,p- he can use and enjoy. 
Now we believe that it is the duty of 
v man to make the most oi himself 
;ii- surroundings during the short 
that he remains here. It' one's lot 
ist upon the farm, either from choice 
re of circumstances, then let him do 
an tn get the greatest amount of 
ppine.-s for himself and family, if he 
one. from his farm. 
believe that more real enjoyment 
e had on the farm by one who en- 
: a -business ul farming than in any 
r walk of life, because the farmer has 
i.ir 11 u ; 11in bis ovv u emit rol and is so 
e ie;'*■ t111 e111 upon others He ought 
■ I >ni the farm the highest and 
■ de-t eiu y incut that it can yield. 
lie- ... :• t nave Ins own horse or horses. 
• >n 1 > ibr work Imt for driving; be 
ild have a cow, or cows, for fresh 
k, and butter, too, if possible; should 
e all the fruits that can profitably be 
ecu. including straw berries and other 
11 fruits : should keep hens for the ad- 
it age of fresh eggs, and last but not 
t. he should raise an abundance of 
.etaides Not merely potatoes, and a 
pumpkins among the corn for pies 
n thanksgiving time, but such a list 
■\e give below, all of which can be 
•htably grown for one’s own use. Were 
call upon those of our readers who 
e been in the habit of doing just this 
ig to give us the results of their experi- 
e. they would, we doubt not. unani- 
.-!> endorse all we have said and give 
i'luiona! reasons why the farmer should 
■i.v the luxuries that are within his 
ich and that cost so little. Not only 
-iiouhl vegetables be grown, but the aim 
of tlie good housewife should be to so 
■ok and prepare them as to make them 
-attractiw ; nd palatable as possible. 
I' is said that few know or care how to 
•ok a potato and make the most of it. 
! he >ame may be true of other vegetables. 
lien we have been asked, ‘‘Why do you 
-■"» so many varieties ?’" we answer that 
Will extend the range of flavors as 
•i’ll as possible. If all kinds of food had 
same taste we would soon become as 
••• 1 of it as those old grumblers did who 
••re confined to a diet of manna. We 
■ uld take a new fruit or vegetable if 
possessed no other quality than that of 
different tiavor. Header, have vou ever 
•light what a range of Uavorsis offered 
•a in fruits and vegetables Have you 
"ally thought of these things, and eu- 
'•d them the more as you remembered 
■be facts? 
II we have seemed to repeat the same 
■ eights, and put things a little strong, 
for the purpose of fixing it more fully 
'id strongly in the minds of our readers, 
1 that they will this coming season act 
l*on our suggestions, and having once 
iic .so. we have no fear that they will 
~r" to old habits. 
We now give such a list of vegetables 
we think every one who has a garden 
farm should grow for his own use. 
Asparagus, without fail. Beaus, bush 
nd pole, horticultural and Lima pole, 
jj'/fts, Egyptian for e;?rly, Dewing’s Early l$i"od and Long Smooth Blood for winter 
,M'• Cabbages, Early York, Improved 
S;ivoy. Drumhead Savoy and Red DuUdi. 
1 arrots, Short Horn for early, Long 
'range for late. ('aulitlower, Early Paris, ci Large white Erfurt. Celery,”Boston 
huket. Sweet Corn, Marblehead Early 
""•'ert, Crosby’s Early, and Excelsior. 
ucumber, Early Russian and White 
t'l’ine. Egg Plant, New York Improved. 
Lettuce, Black Seeded Tennis Ball, Larlv Curled Silesia and Drumhead. 
.Melons, Christiana and Nutmeg. Wa- 
termelons, Mountain Sweet anil Mack 
Spanish. Onions, Yellow Danvers, Pars- 
nip, Hollow Crowned or Guernsey. Peas, 
Kentish Invieta. McKean's Advancer, and 
Champion of England Kadish, Early 
Long Scarlet. Rhubarb, Linnaeus and 
Victoria. Spanish, Large Leaved. Squash, 
Summer Crookneck. for early, Turban 
and Hubbard for fall and winter use. 
Tomatoes, Boston Market and Paragon 
for later. Turnips. Purple Top Flat, 
and Turing's Improved Swede. 
This list could be greatly extended to 
proiit. but none should raise less than 
the above, and many we hope will raise 
a larger number of varieties to get the 
widest range of flavors. < >thcr sorts may 
do ,s well as some we have given, but 
these we know to be good. [Massachu 
setts Ploughman. 
The Care of llie Matches. 
In nothing about the household does 
the injunction to have “a place for every- 
thing’’ require more strict enforcement 
than in the care of matches. What are 
known as “parlor matches” light the 
most readily, and arc as much more dan- 
gerous than the common matches as they 
arc more convenient. The general stock 
should be kept in a tin box, which is not 
to be opened or taken from except by the 
master or mistress of the house. For 
each room where matches arc used there 
should be a metal match-safe of some 
kind, and the matches are to he kept in 
that and nowhere else. Ii should he re- 
garded as a serious offence for a match 
to he am where or fin ever so short a time 
found “lying around loose.” In the kitchen 
and the bedroom, 01 wherever else 
matches are in frequent use, it is better 
to have the match-safe fixed and always I 
in the same place, so that it can he found 
if need be. in the dark. In taking 
matches from the-largvr box to replenish 
the safes, let that always he done by one 
person, and it will pay for that person to 
look over the matches at the time, throw- 
ing awa> all broken ones: and where, as 
is often the case, two or more are stuck 
togethi r b\ the explosive mixture, these 
should be carefully broken apart, and un- 
less two good matches are the result, 
rather than to put into the safe one with 
too little and the other with a ragged ex- 
cess of the mixture, throw both away. 
Also throw into the tire those matches 
that have two or three times as much of 
the mixture on the ends as thc\ should 
have. These, in lighting, often explode 
and scatter bui ningparticles in a danger- 
ous manner. If. in lighting a match, day 
ofniglit.it bleaks oi the explosive end 
comes off without lighting, do nothing 
else until that end is found and put into 
the lire, or where ii an do no harm. In 
fact, treat matches, evert match, as if it 
weie, as ii realh is. .1 firearm capable of 
dangerous mischief to person and prop- 
erty. l each the children to carefully 
observe the same caution. American 
Agriculturist. 
Usetul Hints. 
If rscradish will afford instantaneous 
relief in most obstinate cases of hoarse- 
ness. Tin* root, of course, possesses the 
most virtue, though the leaves are good 
till dry. when they lose their strength. 
The root is best when it is green. The 
person who will use ii freely just before 
beginning to speak, will not he troubled 
with hoarseness. 
The hem-tits of the cookery lashion are 
incalculable aiieadw and if it can he 
maintained long enough to induce every 
American woman to obtain a thorough 
knowledge of at least plain cooking, the 
average age of man 011 this continent 
will immediately increase ten per cent 
Let this fashion of cookery hut rage freely 
enough and long enough, and centenari- 
ans will become so numerous that they 
will no longer fear to tell their age lest 
tliev lose tln-ir character for verucitv. 
fX.‘V. Mail. 
Slake one peek of lime, and while hot j 
and at the thickness of cream, add a pint i 
of linseed oil and a i|iiartei pound ot dis- j 
solved clue. Let it stand a half-day he- i 
lore us no. Tii s for interior walls, is far 
superior to simple lime and water. It is ! 
also tirst-rate for out-door work, though ; 
expensi\c. for buildings, fences, \c., 
slake clean, white, fresh lime under wa- 
ter; add a pound of sulphate of zinc to 
even peck of lime, and half a pound of 1 
salt.' 
Simple Treatment of Sciatica. Dr. 
Kbrard of Nimes states that lie lias for 
many years treated all his eases of sciatica 
and neuralgic pains with an improvised 
electric apparatus, consisting merely of a 
tiatimn and vinegar, two things that will 
lie found in every house. The iron is 
heated until sutlieiently hot to vaporize 
the vinegar, and is then covered with 
some woolen fabric, which is moistened 
with Dnegur, and the apparatus is appli- 
ed at once to the painful spot. Tile ap- 
plication may lie repeated two or three 
times a day. As a rule, the pain disap- 
pears in twenty-four hours, and recovery 
ensues at once. [.lour, de Med., etc., de 
Uruxellcs. 
Brighton Cattle Market. 
Boston, 'Vi.dm.shu, April 0. 
Amount ..I -fork at market: ( attle, 24**'.; ,-heep 
ami lambs, n*2n; -wine, 12.071*; veal, number of 
western « attle, 1 *.*7o. ea.-tern rattle, 2>4: miieb eow- 
:in<l northern rattle, lan. 
Prices "f I>ret e.ittle 4" loo lb live weight, extra 
quality, $«; :)7#i0 77*, Jir.-t, £.'» s7'2n0 2'.; seeond. 
£n 12's ga 7*>; tbir-i. £l <-2A <j.'» no; poore-t grade of 
enar-e o\en. bull-, rte., $.‘i 7mj I 07 ... 
Brighton Hides. Sr p tt*: Brighton Tallow, arp1 tt.; 
Country Hide-, 7«-. P' lb: Country Tallow. tvpP.c 
C !l>: Calf skin-. 121.*•. & lb Sberp Skins, $T aOii 
2 oo rarb ; Lamb Skins, £1 nu«2 OOrarli. 
Working < >xen—We quote sales in full 
1 pair girth o ft., 7 im-lirs, live weight 2 at to lb, $!!*; 
1 pair girth 0 ft.. 2 inebrs, live weight 2100 tt., $>a, 
1 pair girth *• ft., 0 inebrs. live weight 2000 IT), $120, 
1 pair girth 7 ft., o imhes, live weight .toon tt*. $145; 
1 pair girth o ft., inches, live weight 2n2"i tt>, $1 
1 pair girth 7 ft., inrhes, live weight m»o tt., £17-'>; 
Mib'li < .'ows—K\tra. £nU«i7o: ordinary, $20 n 4.'*: 
-pi'ingers, $ISji.V» per head. We quote .-ale- of 2 
mib'h row- f**r £'.•'.: 1 do., $2*: 2 rows and ealves at 
£:*•")ij 4.‘>. I milrh row for .<Sn: 1 row ami i-alf. *42; 1 
-pringer, £.‘>n. 1 row and rail, £ 12. Viood row-were 
in fair demand. 
"beep and Lambs—Those from the West were 
taken !-• the abattoir to lie slaughtered: sheep cost- 
ing from o-; t" 7 .. ami lamb- from 7 l«i 7Ce. p lb, 
live weight. 
Veal ralve- were in good demand W e quote 
-ah*-of 20 at £•'» per head; lo ealves weight 120, at 
£0 t-“ It* ! i weight, priees ruling at 4 «i!‘,c & tb. 
"wim 1'at hog-, o n7r. ts tt».. live weight, all 
owned l*y Imteher-. store pigs—only a few offered 
in market for sal«', -riling by the head at priees 
ranging from £2 a<» to $m head. 
A Model Wife 
She was a plucky woman—tlu* wife of a Brad 
ford oil speculator, who saw her husband’s fortune 
pass away almost in the twinkling of an eye, by a 
sudden and heavy fall in the price of illuminating 
tluid Walking into a store she took off her seal 
skin sacque and sold it. From that place she 
went to the jeweler's and disposed of her diamonds 
and all of her silver. When her husband returned 
home, disconsolate and downcast, she met him in 
the door, dressed in a neat calico wrapper He 
had been a clerk before fortune smiled upon him. 
and she a modest school teacher She informed 
him that she had discharged all the servants, 
and they would live as formerly, she doing the 
work She handed him soOOO as the result of sell- 
ing her jewelry, etc., and told him to use it. Joy 
and hope beamed in his eyes and touud a place in 
his heart again He went again into the business. 
In one month he had regained his former position. 
What is Behind it? 
So amount of money can stand iii the stead of 
a good name. It is a blunder everywhere and 
every time to suppose the loss of >1mrart,, can be 
paid for. Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondout, N. Y., 
proprietor of the great medicine called Favorite 
R medy,*’ would have but little confidence to 
recommend the public to buy and use it If hi# oou 
tjood name were not behind it. Rut the fact that he 
has staked his rrpufntinn upon it ought to be. and 
is. better than a thousand cheap certificates—in 
the opinion of the people. The Doctor is a regular 
physician surgeon, and despises a humbug as 
hear:ily as any man. If you are sick with any 
complaint of the Rlood, Kidneys or Liver, irvest 
One Dollar in the Favorite Remedy,*' and it will 
speak for itself. ^w!5 
“How Countrified.” 
I saw a manly farmer, a champion of the soil, 
With his neat, though homely garments, anti look 
of honest toil: 
With wealth of heart, and wealth of hand, brown 
beauty in his face, 
lie stood withiu your city, and 1 marked his modest 
grace; 
And many passed with stately step, in broadcloth 
and in pride, 
Hut murmured, as they looked ou him, “Oh. my! 
how countrified!” 
1 saw an aged lady, a Deborah past her prime. 
Who’d measured years of usefulness, content to 
bide her time : 
For a seat within a stage coach. I heard her ask- 
one day. 
When one with face like Esau (no birthright b\ 
the way) 
From underneath a cloud of smoke, said. •Can’t 
she ride outside ( 
I'm sure there is no room within for one so conn 
tnfied.' 
In learning's classic temple, with au open brow 
and high, 
Stood one of nature's gentlemen, bright genius in 
his eye. 
Vet bore his hands a trace of toil, his frame a trace 
of health. 
Of far more sterling worth, my friends, thau all his 
classmates’ wealth ; 
And high up wisdom's mount he stood, it could 
not be deniod. 
Vet in the distance one could see how very “conn 
trifled." 
1 saw a bounteous, well-spread board, iu farm- 
house kept with care ; 
And merry was the household band, for city friends 
were there. 
While the generous, soul felt welcome each kindly 
lip expressed 
Inspired with easy confidence each cared for.huppy 
guest : 
And while I listened earnestly to what each might 
confide 
I heard their numerous praises, but never “conn 
trifled. 
-Not many months from this, I saw Die unstress of 
that farm. 
At threshold of her last year’s guest, with satchel 
on her arm ; 
Straightway a little daughter, well instructed w hat 
to say, 
Appeared to tell her country friend that Ma has 
gone away.' 
As with disappointed countenance, the woman 
turned aside, 
'Hie lady murmured in her room. “She looked so 
countrified!" 
Shake oil your cankering fetters, ye slaves to 
fashion's king. 
Declare your independence, and truthful offering 
bring 
To deck the shrine of liberty : ill virtue put your 
trust, 
And honor merit everywhere, in damask or in 
dust. 
We re children of one family, it cannot he denied. 
For our Father dwelt in Eden and lie was ••conn 
trifled." 
Running the Blockade. 
AN KXl ITlNd 111 ASK OIK > Al'K 1 K All KIVKI1. 
The blockade of a coast line of three 
thousand live hundred and forty-nine 
miles in length, greater in extent than 
the whole coast of Europe from (.'ape 
Trafalgar to Cape North, was an un- 
dertaking without precedent in history. 
During our late war with Groat liritain, 
when that Cower had StHI naval vessels 
in commission, not a single port of the 
Cnited States was thoroughly blockaded. 
Curt after port of the Confederacy was 
closed, until we cither lie-lit possession in- 
closed till their cities bordering on the 
ocean, save Wilmington. From various 
causes Cape Fear liver was more difficult 
to blockade than any port on the coast of 
the Cnited States. The two main en- 
trances arc forty miles apart, and these 
two arc subdivided into several others, 
any of which can he made available. 
The water shoals gradually and regularly 
to the shore line, and numerous detached 
batteries were planted along the coast, 
so that a blockade runner of light draught 
could run close under the kind, protected 
by the rebels, and pass in over the bar at 
leisure. When coming out, a steamer 
could select her own time, securing every 
advantage, passing either up or down 
the const before making an oiling, or if 
thought preferable, could proceed st might 
to sea, trusting for her escape to the 
night and mists, and with the additional 
advantage ot carrying a high pressure of 
steam, as well as knowing about where 
to look for her enemies. Almost every 
vessel employed in running the blockade 
was constructed in England with great 
skill, regardless of cost, and with sole 
reference to the illicit trade, the profits 
of which were simply enormous. Many 
who failed to make themselves acquaint- 
ed with the facts connected with the 
W ilmingtnn blockade, especially news- 
paper correspondents, were very severe 
in their criticisms of the- manner in which 
it was conducted. The oilicers and men 
of the navy labored vv ith untiring zeal and 
sleepless vigilance through weary months 
of winter and summer, and in all weathers, 
stimulated by patriotism and hopes of 
prize money, trying their best to break 
up the traffic: but, in the opinion of 
prominent naval men, Wilmington is a 
port that can never be effectually dosed. 
Running the blockade tit Cape Fear was 
made a matter of business by foreign cap 
italists, as well as by the rebels. Owing 
to the vigilance of the tieet, articles of 
commerce commanded a fabulous price. 
and while a successful trip resulted in 
large profits, the business was not prose- 
cuted with impunity. Sixty-live steamers, 
the aggregate value of which amounted 
to $14,000,(MMl, were captured or destroy- 
ed in endeavoring to enter or escape from 
W ilmingtou. Some idea of the ditlieulty 
of closing the main entrance to Cape 
Fear river can be formed when it is stat- 
ed that with fifty men of war, some of 
them the fastest in the Federal navy, 
commanded by naval officers specially 
selected for their prowess and skill, cruis- 
ing unceasingly tc and fro, blockade run- 
ners, watching the opportunities of dark 
nights, and relying upon their extraordi- 
nary speed, succeeded in eluding the 
tleet-heeled cruisers, entering as well as 
leaving the blockade runner’s paradise. 
Such was the state of affairs when the 
writer received orders to join the man-of- 
war Blue Blazes, stationed off Cape Fear. 
One night towards the latter part of 
June found the Blue Blazes well in shore 
moving cautiously along, with the lead in 
active operation. A dense fog prevailed 
—one of those thick, damp, overwhelm- 
ing banks of vapor resting on the surface 
of the ocean, rendering it all but impossi- 
ble to distinguish objects moving about 
the deck, while overhead all was clear. 
1 leaned idly over the tatfrail, anon watch- 
ing the bright bubbles and silvery gleams 
ot phosphorescent light,scintillating about 
the steamer’s broad w ake, then allowing 
my thoughts to linger over scenes and as- 
sociates far removed from war. A gray- 
| haired mother, pale and anxious for her 
j only son; a broad-shouldered, noble- hearted sire—as true a sailor as ever trod 
a vessel’s deck—since gone to his long 
home—God rest his soul; the kindly feat- 
ures of two as kind, generous and loving 
sisters as ever a roving brother was bless- 
ed with; the old home, tilled with retnin- 
iscences of youthful days, floated gent- 
ry, aye, pleasantly, through my teeming 
brain, while the features of a fair-haired 
maiden, fresh and rosy as a June flower, 
watching, praying, for her absent lover, 
brought the moisture to my eye. 
“I beg yer pardon," growled Sailor 
Jack, the quartermaster, in my ear, “but 
it strikes me, do yer see, sir,'that there- 
is something wrong over there to the 
eastward.” 
\\ ith a start I shook off the lethargy, 
the dreamy influence by which } had been 
beguiled, adjusted my belt, and “Richard 
was himself again.” I listened, peered 
through the fog, and listened again, but 
could distinguish nothing out of the com- 
mon way. 
“What do you think there is in the 
wind, Jack f” 
“It struck me, do yer see, sir, that I 
heard the boom of a gun to seaward. 
Mebbe one of these ’ere night-dyers is 
skimmin’ through the fleet.” 
“Nonsense, you old croaker. Had such 
been the case we would have seen a 
dozen rockets bursting aloft ere this as a 
signal to be on the alert.” 
“Mebbe ver right, sir; it doesn’t be- 
come me to differ, do you see, sir. Hut 1 
remember once, thirty-seven years ago, 1 
was on the coast of Africa as foretopman 
aboard the old Rar-” 
“There goes a rocket, by the lord 
Harry ! Another, one, two three guns in 
rapid succession. There is something up, 
sure. Hoy, go down and call the Captain.” 
In an instant every man of the watch 
was t»n the alert. The engineer of the 
watch was ordered to let his steam run 
up, while the smokestack rolled forth a 
goodly volume of smoke. Sharp-eyed 
topmen were sent alof:, with orders to 
report at once anything that resembled a 
vessel's spars. The head of the Hlue 
Hlazes was pointed in shore, at which 
stage of the proceedings the commander 
appeared on deck. In a few moments he 
was acquainted with the situation, tne 
position of the vessel pointed out to him 
on the chart, as well as the report that 
the forward pivot-had been cleared away, 
the crew assembled at quarters, ready to 
prescribe one of Cucle Sam’s pills should 
the patient heave in sight. 
“I.et her stand on the south’ard, sir. 
keeping in six fathoms of water. Perhaps 
we may run foul of her. Hut it will oe 
more by chance than good management, 
in this infernal fog 
For full half an hour we felt our way 
along, then stopped, lying motionless in 
the water, with our head to the north- 
ward. Pockets were living in all direc- 
t ms, from the offshore vessels, with an 
occasional report of a heavy gun rev er- 
berating through the dense stnioai>hete. 
Not a light, not an object, could be dis- 
cerned, while the fog with provoking 
obstinacy refused to lift in obedience to 
our anxious lira vers. 
“\\o must be very close to tlie land, 
muttered the commander, as 1 ranged up 
alongside. “Confound the fog, it will be 
the means of allowing another cargo to 
be run in for the benefit of the rebs.'’ 
I knew the worthy commander spoke 
from disinterested and patriotic motives. 
It was not prize money that he thought 
of for a moment. Far from it: but it 
was torture to his noble spirit to stand 
idly by while the enemies of his country 
were receiving substantial aid and com- 
fort. The fog was undulating, swaying 
to and fro, moved by the influence of a 
gentle breeze that had sprung up from 
westward. 
“By heavens, we must be close under 
the guns of some of those batteries, and 
should the fog lift suddenly we would be 
in a nice mess. 1 take it. King her lip, 
sir, and let her bear F. N. K." 
1 was on the point of obeying the order, 
when, with a convulsive grip, the lingers 
of my superior tightened on my arm. 
“Hold a minute. 1 »o you hear that.' 
It is a steamer's wheels, and coming this 
way as if the devil was after him.'' 
I listened with every drop of blood in 
my veins dancing a jig. 1 did hear sure 
enough, and it was cither a blockade- 
runner comingdirectly intoour very teeth, 
or possibly one of the in-shore cruisers 
like ourselves. Suddenly the safety-valve 
of the Blue Blazes opened, followed by a 
shrill, hideous shriek ol spiteful, pent-up 
steam, that echoed around like forty 
thousand demons in full chorus. Like 
magic the fog rolled up shimmering like 
wavy folds of lace 'm ath the soft influence 
of the starlight, it revealed a low range 
of sand hills on the shore side, seemingly 
hut a stone's throw away, while on our 
starboard bow there was the English 
••night-llyer,-' as Sailor Jack called them, 
going For the north passage w ith the ve- 
locity ot a ty phone. There was no mistak- 
ing the low hull, raking masts, jaunty 
smoke-stacks vomiting forth clouds of 
black smoke, the peculiarly cut bow and 
general appearance. Once seen, an Eng- 
lish blockade runner of the late war could 
never he confounded with any other style 
craft. 1 am afraid the commander swore, 
hut the keen sharp report of the rilled 
I’armt drowned the energetic expletives 
of my superior. Whang! went the shell, 
exploding above the fleeing steamer's 
mastheads, which the skipper very prop- 
erly kept in one, presenting the least pos- 
sible surface for our men to lire at. The 
thirty -pounder on the forecastle sent her 
missile after the illicit trader with good 
effect, a shower of white, glistening splin- 
ters tilling the air and gleaming in the 
starlight. “He has got our mark, and 
will know us next time," growled one old 
salt who had watched the effect of the 
shot. The batteries now tried their hand 
at the fun, and had only been deterred 
from an early participation in the night’s 
sport by a doubt of as to who was who. 
Once friend was determined from foe, 
the rebs made it exceeding warm for the 
Blue Blazes. They had caught us nicely 
within range, and it was fun for them, 
but we failed to see where the laugh came 
in. Shot, shell and shrapnel dropped 
around us with reckless prodigality, to 
say nothing of an entire disregard for life 
and limbs. We were not long delayed in 
getting our masts ranging in one, while 
the manner in which our wheels revolved 
soon placed a respectable distance be- 
tween us and our foes. The cause of all 
the disturbance had in the mean time 
rounded to, displaying her full dimensions 
in the dim light, that made every man's 
mouth water on board the Blue Blazes 
as lie gazed. The lire from the batteries 
had ceased, while the clear, sweet notes 
of a bugle, rising and falling on the calm, 
Mill air, reached our ears with a plaintive 
cadence. It proceeded from a sauev 
steamer, and we recognized it as ‘‘Dixie.” 
It was the last straw to break the camel’s 
back, serving to send my commander 
below in a towering rage. Perhaps the 
engine room department was not reserved 
■for a precious overhauling that morning. 
But no taint of disloyalty, treason or 
treachery could be ascribed to that branch 
of the ship’s company. Something con- 
nected with the safety-valve had given 
away at the wrong moment, with a result 
already related. The captain of the auda- 
cious steamer, who had so successfully 
run through the tleet. was no new hand 
at the game. It constituted his sixth trip, 
his reputation for coolness, daring ami 
disregard of danger being (irmly estab- 
lished throughout the entire blockade. 
II is steamer was well known as the fastest 
one in the trade, and the exploits of the 
Phantom and Black Jack, her command- 
er. formed the material for many an ex- 
citing yarn reeled off in the dog watch. 
Four weeks after the above incident our 
commander received orders from the 
Admiral to report at Fortress Monroe for 
the purpose of conveying some important 
and pressing papers of state to our agents 
located at Nassau. The Blue Blazes had 
been selected on account of her superior 
speed, and when the nature of the cruise 
leaked out it was hailed with joy by all 
hands, as a welcome break in our dull, 
monotonous existence. 
w e were at anchor oil the bustling, 
busy town of Nassau, surrounded on all 
sides by the rakish steamers which were 
coining money out of Uncle Sam’s misfor- 
tunes. The Phantom arrived, sheering 
close alongside as she ran up to her 
anchorage, causing our commander to 
grit his teeth as he walked up and down 
the sacred limits of the quarter-deck. 
Suddenly wheeling, he beckoned the 
writer to follow him into the cabin, where 
for three hours he talked earnestly, to 
which an attentive ear was lent. Four 
days after that the Blue Blazes weighed 
anchor, with orders to return to her sta- 
tion off Cape Fear, while I, with the sur- 
I geon’s certificate certifying to my delicate health, remained behind to inhale the 
soft, balmy breezes, for which the island 
of New Providence is noted. The head- 
quarters of the blockaders, where they 
usually congregated to compare notes and 
exchange news, was a ship chandler's, 
kept by a bluff, full-blooded John Bull, 
who was a rank secessionist. 
A young man attired in rather a shab- 
by suit of ’longshore togs, joined the 
throng lounging about the doors one sun- 
ny forenoon, and in a timid, shy manner 
accosted one of the short, thick-set indi- 
viduals, attired in pilot cloth, possessing 
an unmistakable stamp of the true salt. 
“You want to see the Captain of the 
Phantom, eh ? \nd what the dickens 
can be your business with Black Jack, 
my hearty ?” 
“I prefer to tell that to him in person, 
if you please, sir." 
“You do, eh ?" and the sharp, pene- 
trating gray eyes fastened upon the young 
man, and took in all his dimensions at 
once. "Well, spin your yarn for my time 
is short, and I have no leisure to waste. 
I am the master of the Phantom, at your 
service. Step this way: we'll lie a bit 
more private.” 
"I understand you will soon sail lor 
Wilmington.” 
“Do you?” and again the keen eye 
seemed to penetrate to the very soul of 
the shabby stranger. 
“Yes, sir, and 1 am anxious to reach 
my native land. 1 am a South < 'aroliniau, 
a native of Charleston. My parents are 
icll known there. I was wild, and tool- 
isiiiy ran away. 1 have tested the pangs 
of poverty and 
" 
“No shot in the locker, eh? How 
much do you want ?’ and the ldockade- 
runner hauled out a handful of gold, with 
the well known generosity of his class. 
The young man flushed, stammered and 
iiesiihiicu : I 
■1 do not want that, Captain. Many, 
many thanks. I am not in immediate 
want. But I am anxi ms to regain the 
soil of my native State. 1 have had some 
experience on the sea : could make my- 
self useful and will work my passage, if 
you will only grant my request.” 
“Boor and proud like a 1 the pesky South- 
erners," muttered the seaman. “How do 
I know you are not a Yankee spy? The 
town is full of them.” 
“Would I he likely t place my head 
in the lion's mouth by going direct to a 
Confederate stronghold ?" 
“Possibly not with Black Jack, for I 
have a way of dealing out quick justice 
to those i suspect of treason,” and lie 
tappeil the butt of a revolver in his inner 
coat pocket in a most significant manner. 
•How did you come here ?" lie inquired 
abruptly. 
“<m the British mail steamer.'’ 
“Humph, very satisfactory that, (five 
mo your hand and look me in the eye. 
Ah, ha! a solitaire diamond, eh! Do 
sailors and prodigal sons usually wear an 
appendage of that kind .' Speak !" and a 
deep frown darkened the seaman's ruddy 
countenance. 
•■It was my mother’s gift, sir, and I 
have preserved it through all my folly 
and misery," he responded simply yet 
feelingly, as he gazed without shrinking 
into his companion’s glittering eyes. 
“I, too, had a mother once." he mut- 
tered. Then looking suddenly up, he 
added: "You can go. but all of my men 
are picked and true. You can mess with 
thi> petty officers. Don't you meddle 
with any duty. Mv eye will he on you. 
Depend upon that, and when we reach 
Wilmington 1 shall turn you over to the 
military authorities for them to test the 
truth of your statement. Do you accept 
my terms ?" 
“Only too gladly and thankfully, my 
dear sir.” 
••Then he on board at sundown. There 
is mi knowing what may occur before the 
sunrises.” And with a careless nod the 
master of the Phantom sauntered away. 
Paint streaks of light were illuminating 
the dull, grey horizon, announcing the 
approach of the god of day, as the Phan- 
tom rapidly and quieth slipped out of the 
harbor with alight cargo of war material 
destined for the Southerners. Nothing 
of importance occurred up to within two 
days' sail of W ilmington, when the chief 
mate was taken suddenly and seriously 
ill. The balance of the ollieers could not 
navigate, which fact seriously incommod- 
ed the dark -featured master. The young 
stranger quietly ottered to take sights 
while the supplier noted the time, and 
his services were gladly accepted. Every- 
thing had been timed to a nicety, so that 
the Meet would be encountered at mid- 
night. A heavy dew, the sure runner of 
a southerly breeze, dampened the (leek, 
while a light, thin haze added to its 
friendly obscurity in l'avoi of the little 
vessel. All hands were on deck, the fur- 
naces gleamed with an intense heat 
while every precaution had been taken 
to slip by the grim watch dogs of the 
Federal navy with as little trouble and 
risk as possible. The captain, glasses 
in band, stood in front of the pilot-house 
carefully scanning the horizon. 
•‘Too bad 1 am robbed of the mate's 
services, when I need him the most, lie 
had the keenest eye of us all.” And the 
seaman drummed nervously on the rail- 
ing with his lingers. By liis side stood 
the unassuming passenger, quiet, sub- 
dued and silent. 
“We shall soon be in amongst them," 
muttered the guiding spirit of the Phan- 
tom. “I see the loom of the land plainly 
enough. It can't he possible the Meet has 
been blown olf shore—Hal that's your 
game, is it ?" and sign; lling to the engi- 
neer, the steamer daited ahead like a 
startled deer. 
A small steam launch, mounting a how- 
itzer in the bow, had drifted down upon 
the blockade-runner unobserved, but in 
their eagerness to secure the prize, the 
gun was iired too soon. The shell ex- 
ploded harmlessly, but tbe steamer with 
her rich cargo was lost to them. The re- 
port of the gun was the signal for a sud- 
den and grand display of naval pyrotech- 
nics. On all sides rockets and colored 
lights could be seen, while in the distance 
the rumble and splash of revolving wheels 
could be distinctly heard on board the 
Phantom. The engines had been stop- 
ped, w hile Black Jack noted the fact that 
ins steamer was literally surrounded, held 
in by a cordon of vigilant, active enemies. 
"There is only one chance left, and 
that is to haul oft’ shore and wait for 
another opportunity. They are swarm- 
ing around us like bees.” 
“We can play them a trick, Captain, 
that I have often seen tried successfully 
by opium smugglers on the coast of China 
when desirous of eluding the mandarin 
boats.” 
“Wluit is it? Quick!” 
“Hoist out your long boat, step the 
mast, attach a lantern to it. Set the 
mainsail and let her go before the wind. 
They will swallow the bait, hook and all. 
While the boat runs to the northward 
we can either haul in shore or remain 
where we are until the coast is clear.” 
“Vou are a trump: the idea is a good 
one. I shall not forget you, depend upon 
that. Now to business.” 
In ten minutes the decoy was tearing 
up the coast, the lantern swinging from 
side to side. It was seen, followed in hot 
pursuit, one vessel after another joining 
in the chase, only to realize the humiliat- 
ing fact that again they had been out- 
witted, and the Phantom in triumph 
enabled to cross the bar without so much 
as sighting one of the hostile fleet. 
With tne arrival of the famous steam- 
er tit the wharf, came crowds of friends 
to congratulate the jovial and popular 
commander. Respectfully touching his 
hat, the passenger approached, saying in 
a low tone he was about to go on shore, 
expressing his gratitude for all the kind- 
ness that had been extended to him, and 
that he was ready to be turned over to 
the military authorities in accordance 
with the Captain’s own terms. Rut he 
was hastily interrupted by the master, 
who forced into his hands a heavy pack- 
age, strongly sealed and fastened, with a 
single line written in a bold hand on the 
outside wrapper. It read as follows; 
“When you open this, remember the giv 
er.’’ With a signiticent glance and a 
warm pressure of the hand, the two men 
gazed into each other’s eyes for a moment 
and parted without exchanging a word. 
Time rolled on: the cargo of the Phan 
tom was soon transferred to the wharf 
and its capacious hold retilled with bales 
of cotton to its fullest extent, in addition 
to a full deck load, it was the largest 
cargo the Phantom had ever attempted 
to run, worth a fabulous sum, in addition 
to which the choice stateroom of the sa- 
loon had been engaged by a Confederate 
agent, intrusted by the President of the 
Confederacy with important dispatches 
destined for the rebel representative in 
Europe. A great deal depended upon* 
the success of the Phantom’s next trip, 
and if all went well. Black .lack would 
take his final leave of the business, hav- 
ing made money enough as lie informed 
his friends at a farewell dinner the night 
before he dropped down the river. The 
night was dark, although the moon rode 
high m the heavens, heavy masses of 
clouds at intervals entirely obscuring her 
pale rays. The wind moaned and sighed 
through the taut rigging and rakish 
spars of the steamer as she slowly steam- 
ed toward the mouth ot the river, while 
an occasional dash of rain gave ample 
warning that the elements were in any- 
thing but a pleasant mood. I tenser and 
denser grew the threatening pall over- 
nead, until tne moon, giving c*p i/jn rwi- s 
test, withdrew entirely leaving the dark- 
ness so palpable and intense tLiat it could 
almost be i'elt. A liner, more propitious 
opportunity to run the blockade had never 
been vouchsafed to the Phantom during 
her eventful career. As usual, every 
man was at his post, all their energies 
centered upon the forward portion of the 
vessel. The quarter-deck was entirely 
deserted save by the cotton bales thickly 
stowed upon it. A private signal was ex- 
changed with the shore batteries, a fare- 
well flash returned, and the bow of the 
steamer was boldly turned seaward. The 
Ponfederate agent stood in close proxim- 
ity to the pilot house, where lie could 
observe all there was to be seen, feeling 
naturally nervous and uneasy until as- 
sured that the Yankee licet laid been left 
miles astern. 
1 he sharp \Yhi/./. ui a rocket aitended 
by a glittering train of sparks, rose ma- 
jestically against the dark opaque back- 
ground, scattering ana valanehe of colored 
tires in all directions, which to the aston- 
ishment and rage of all on board, met 
with a ready response from the dark, si- 
lent blockade-runner. It seemed like a 
preconcerted signal, for scarcely had the 
first rocket burst, when two in rapid suc- 
cession rose from the deck of the Phan- 
tom, while a powerful blue light attached 
to one of the smokestack guys suddenly 
lit up the vessel, revealing with startling 
distinctness every spar and fathom of 
rigging alolt. Beyond all was darkness, 
relieved here and there by the sparks of 
rockets ascending from the midst of the 
licet, now fully aroused and on the alert. 
“Treachery!” gasped Black Jack, for 
a moment all but bereft of the power of 
speech; “treachery! and on board m\ 
own vessel. I'p there, one of ye, and 
douse that light. By the Kternn'l lint it 
shall go hard with the infernal Yankee 
that has done this. Search the ship and 
let me know if —” 
The balance of the order was lost in 
the bursting of a shell directly over the 
steamer. All was confusion and amaze- 
ment, so suddenly had the treacherous 
demonstration been made. The ('unfed 
crate agent found it more convenient to 
beat a hasty retreat to the noneongeuial 
shades of his cabin. His satchel contain- 
ing the important papers inti listed to his 
care had disappeared with not a sign to 
indicate the identity of the thief. In the 
meanwhile a second shell had exploded 
in close proximity to the pilot-house, the 
blue light still burning, no one earing to 
expose his person in the lurid light to the 
keen eyes of the enemy. The furious 
whistle of solid shot sounded like a death 
knell in the ears of the diseomlited block- 
ade runners, while the dark hull, heavy 
spars and frowning battery of a man-oi- 
war. with ports triced tip and battle lan- 
terns gleaming ominously in the lace of 
the gathering storm, announced to Hlack 
.lack that Fortune, the tickle jade, in 
whose lap he had sported with impunity, 
had at the last moment east him ruth- 
lessly aside. 
"Stop your engines! (leave to, or I’ll 
blow you out of the water!” roared a 
voice from out of the gloom, evidently 
terribly in earnest. 
flio summons did not have to he re- 
peated. 
Busy Bath 
WHAT IS DOIN'.. IN HKK SHIT YAliDS. 
A Times reporter made a ‘dying visit" to the 
north end shipyards to day, for the purpose of 
noting what is being done in that busy portion of 
the city. Every one from the “bosses" down to 
the “lumpers" in the yards visited, were doing 
their “level best” to do work that cannot be ex 
celled in the world Carpenter*, fasteners, caulk 
ers, paiuters, joiners, spar makers, riggers, and 
others that are employ ed m a shipyard, seem to 
work almost like machinery in tin- didvieui classes 
of work to which they are adapted. Not one ship 
yard is idle, and everything beto) -ns thrift and 
industry 
The freight steamer at Lion. Win Rogers'yard 
is framed, keelson laid, and bilge keelsons and 
lower deck beams are being put in The steamer 
is being built by contract for parties in Rhiladel 
phia, and is iutended for a collier. She will be 
about 800 tons burthen. The machinery for her 
has been taken out of the steamer Ctiiity. which 
is now lying at Harvard's wharf. 
A keel has been laid and frames are being made 
at this yard, for a bark of about 800 tons for Port 
land parties. 
The ship at the Hitchcock yard, which is being 
constructed by Messrs Chapman A Blair, is hav- 
ing her bilge keelsons put in. and upper deck 
chimps are also partly in This ship will be about 
1700 tons burthen, and of sharp model both for- 
ward and aft 
Messrs. Goss, Sawyer A Packard have a bark of 
1000 tons nearly ready for launching, she being 
nearly planked. She is for parties in New Beil 
ford. 
A vessel is being framed at this yard for Capt. 
William Lewis, of New Bedford. She will be built 
and tit ted expressly for the whaling trade : she will 
measure about 000 tons. 
Messrs. Goss A Sawyer have two large ships 
framed, one of them being built for Capt .1. R 
Kelley. She will be about 1000 tons burthen. The 
other ship is owned by out of town parties, and 
will be about 1 bOO tons A keel for a centre board 
schooner has also been laid at this yard. Another 
vessel is in progress of construction" and will soon 
be ready for planking 
At Se wall's yard a large vessel is being construct 
ed under sub contract, by Mr. E. I*. Mallett. She 
is framed and partly ceiled. 
The centre board schooner at the Messrs Moses’ 
yard, is nearly ready, and will probably he launch 
ed the latter part of this week. She will be about 
700 tons burthen, and is built by Mr Samuel Pack- 
ard under sub contract. [Bath Times 
Streaks of Luck in Mining. 
Six months ago a middle-aged mail, a former 
resident of Gospel Swamp had to borrow monev 
to buy a burro to go to Santa Catarina mountains, 
prospecting. Ho sold, the other day. a mine for 
$13,000, and has better mines still for sale. An- 
other former resident of Los Angeles discovered a 
mine in the Dragoon mountains, and kindly placed 
a friend in the claim After a while he was offer- 
ed $75,000 for it, and, on finding the other half- 
owner, discovered ho was in an advanced stage of 
intoxication The whiskey-eyed individual, who 
had not put a dollar in the claim, concluded— 
"Worth a million, if it's worth a cent Won’t 
sell for $75,000 Our wives will be dressed in silk 
down in Los Angeles," The result, was, the par- 
ties bought out the sober partner and are now en- 
gaged ill freezing out the would be millionaire. 
Another instance and 1 will leave mining matters. 
A certain miner here owed a merchant $110, and 
on coming to pay his note had only $100 The 
merchant tore up the note, remarking, that "it 
was all right l’ut me on some claim that you 
discover.” The miner did it, and the claim has 
since been sold for $40,000 [Los Angeles (Cal.) 
Herald. 
A glass dress is being made for Fanny Davenport 
in 1'ittsburg. It will have a long train of woven 
glass, and bo elaborately trimmed with glass lace 
To make the texture the glass is first spun into 
fine threads and then woven 
Back wood’s Jollity. 
I’FIRISTMAS DAY IN A CABIN IN ONE 01 TIIE 
BACK COUNTIES OK MISSOURI. 
[•\M. ^uad" in the New York Evening Express ] It used to be the saying in the army : “When a 
soldier is riding a boss, and the boss plays, the 
soldier is played.” 
When my mule played out after an all day’s ride 
through a Missouri snow storm 1 dropped off into j 
snow a toot deep, and more corning, and felt a bit 
discouraged. 
It was in a back county, if there are any back counties in that state, and the settlers had located 1 
their cabins just six miles apart to a rod. When 
I set out to walk, and pull the mule to boot, he 
looked up at the sky, around at the woods, and 
keeled over in despair. I was trudging along in the snow over my hoot tops, thinking how much 
easier it was to drown than to freeze to death, 
when the sound ot a tiddle reached me between 
the snowflakes, and 1 discovered that I had reach 
od a six mile cabin. 
“Come iu old boss,” saug out a voice as 1 fell 
against the door. 
W hen l opened it 1 was in a room about sixteen 
feet square—the only one in the house. The big fireplace gave light, and the furniture was home 
Biade A gaunt, long haired pioneer sat on a shake 
down bed. playing the tiddle; a gaunt, slim wo- 
man was dancing in the centre of the floor, and several children were scattered around as specta 
tors. 
Keep it up, ole woman—’d evening stranger i)e through iu a mimt: iind a cheer—go in for ail 
ver worth, Mary !” called the tiddler, as 1 shut the 
door behind me. 
As I walked to the fire one of the children 
wheeled up a block of wood, and the father re 
marked 
Powerful storm outside, stranger—keep them feet gwine, old lady- -yon children wipe otf vour 
mouths and sing with me 
“! was forty mile.* from Pike. 
And the road wt.s full of snow, 
yi»d rile wind was gettin’ roadv 
For to hump itse.f and Mow! 
‘•Faster now-change otf—kick higher—up with them hoofs— round wij.ii ye—hue Vrok;au—ladies 
change—unit's all—stranger, howdy!” 
1 was made at homo. 
“Wall, now-, but ibis seems to be the hand of 
Providence," as I drew up to the table Here you 
are, snowed in. and hero we me chock full of per vishuns and happiness, and to-morrer is Christmas 
Stranger. I !i show yer more high steps, more hoots and veils, more music and feastin' and 
danein and gittin' up st rs to-morrer than ye ever 
saw in all yer born days! Ole woman, if this ain't 
the Lord's duin's. then I'm a petrified reptile, and 
never got religion 
••Hem yer light !" added the wife as she poured 
out another cup of burnt corn cotl'ee -We is a i 
hos pit-able family. When we can't woop'er up fur a stranger on Thanksgiving or Christmas or 
New Year's nobody’ else need try." 
Uier supper one of the boys took the fiddle and 
the re>t id the family limbered up for Christmas. 
When this process was ended it was time to go to 
bed. and the old man said 
“Now. then, ye kin see that we haiu't bilm'rich. 
Here's two beds, and nine of ns. Me and the old 
woman take one, you take t'other, and it the chil- 
dren eau't keep warm afore the tire I'll liven tneir 
blood with a gad. Lit right into bed, stranger, and if the children git to lightin' in the night heave 
y ei bouts ill 'em." 
It the children got into a row 1 didn't hear 
them It didn't seem as it 1 had slept an hour, 
when the pioneer shook me by the shoulder and 
called out: 
••Say. stranger, daylight has arrove, and Christ- 
inas am here. Lit up, and prepar' to jine in the 
festivities." 
The snow was four feet deep and still coming : 
biit the prospect delighted my host, who cracked 
his heels together and exclaimed: 
■ It this bail, t Divine Providence biled down, 
then 1 don't like coon and corn You children, 
stop that ijuarreling. Thomas Jefferson, did vou 
forget to say yer prayers ! If you did, 1 11 wollop 
ye like blazes !" 
W e had corn meat, corn dodgers, apple sauce 
and cofie»> for breakfast Seats were found for the 
pioneer and myself, and the mother and children 
stood up There was a long ami embarrassing 
pause after we were all ready, and finalIv the man 
said 
•■Stranger. I was skivin' ye a chance to throw 
yerself on a Mousin', but ye didn't tumble. Old 
woman, reel otF smith in' purtv. 
She cb-sed her eyes and uttered the following as if she had repeated it a thousand times : Now 1 
lay me clown to sleep, and bless this meat and bread 
and sass We are thankful for what we've got. and 
not jealous uf our betters Keep us in good health, 
make coons plenty, and cause i.s to escape the itch 
aid measles. Amen'' 
W hen the table had been c leared away the pioneer 
and 'vile held a consultation in a corner, and when 
if ended the man approached and. asked -Strang 
or are ye willin'to help us make this a whoopin' 
old day 
Yes." 
‘Miood'” As a family we are percent, on a 
rough and tumble I'm about twice yer size and 
heft, and it wouldn't be a fair show, but the old 
w'«>man is a pretty even match, and she's just 
achin' to lay ye on yer back !" 
B ;t 1 never wrest led with a womaninmy life 
We: its a good time to begin. “She's wiry 
and quick, and ."lie'll lay ye if she can. Stand 
! right up, stranger, and do yer level best, to oblige 
nit* 
I obliged. The situation was new and novel, 
and in twenty seconds 1 was thrown over one of 
the shake downs with a crash that jarred the 
house. The woman cracked her heels together 
and crowed lustily, the children laughed and the 
| [dourer helped me up with the explanation 
"Sfrauger. she's practiced this for ten years, and 
i she'll du\\ u any man in this county cept me. 1 
| kuowed how it would be, but am much obleeged 
j for your great kindness. The hull family will now I swarm for their paternal dad 
1 retreated to a corner, and the old woman and 
j her <ix children made a rush for the father. They 
j wen- seven to one They attacked him on all sides 
j with great vigor, and were picked up and thing 
1 ten feet without being a bit discouraged. The\ 
tiuailv got him ion and brought him down, and as 
1 he lay his back lie observed: 
••(’hil.lreu. you u ay feel proud over this. It 
I slows that ye are Imalthy and full of pluck, and 
; that tin* it'll 1ms no bi/uess in a family like this." 
I W e had hickory nuts, popcorn, cider and apples 
j for lunch, and at dinner we had bear meat, pump 
kill pie. roast woodchuck, applebutter and ginger 
! bread After the meal a halt tamo bear, about a 
year old. was brought in, the floor cleared, and a 
grand hugging match took place. The old woman 
led oil' Standing face to face with the cub. he 
hugged and she squeezed. It was a nip and tuck 
She sighed and coughed and he growled and 
strained ; but at last he whined in token that his 
ribs could stand no more Then the two big boys 
tackled him, but Bruin laid them both out 
U'ter the bear we had a jumping match, m which 
the old woman beat the crowd. Then followed a 
a target shoot, in which every one beat me. Then 
the bear and the dog had a bout and the dog was 
used up. lu the evening we had a dance, played 
old sledge and drank hot. cider, and as we get ready 
tor bed the old w oman read seven or eight lines 
from a tattered Bible, and the man knelt down in 
.ib ."«-ilousiit-ss and prayed 
“This 'ere day has drawed to a close, and we are 
I one peg Higher to the grave. \ stranger cum 
j along aud we took him in We’ve fed on the fat 
1 of the land, had a bustin’ old time and expect to 
sleep like a load of brick Keep us from growiu’ 
pizen mean, continue our whoopin' good health, 
and resarve plenty f room in heaven for us all. 
That's about all. ouless ye want to put it into the 
1 mind of the stranger to oiler mo his watch even 
! uj for my old mule. Amen!” 
The King Called the Solid South. 
due significant fact looms up out of the present 
t.ebates which is worthy the serious attention of 
; the country, anil that is theexistence of what may 
he called the King in the Senate, composed of 
leading Southern statesmen who cherish the legend 
of tho solid South as their sure and only means of 
political advancement. The tone of the speeches 
of these gentlemen is full of bitterness and acri 
ninny. This is especially shown toward Mr. 
Mahone, of Virginia. Mr" Mahone has a better 
record as a Southern Confederate general than 
any man in Congress. After General Longstreet 
he is the most distinguished Southern commander 
now in public life. He fought from the beginning 
to the end of the war, was wounded in battle' 
was at Lee’s side at Appomattox. He came out of 
the eontlict with the very best reputation for gal 
lantry and military genius. If any one, therefore, 
has a right to speak in behalf of the South, it 
seems to us. from a cold northern point of view, 
that such a mail can he found in the Confederate 
general with a record as brilliant as that of General 
Mahone. Vet when General Mahone proposes to 
act independently and secure tor the people of 
Virginia certain specified and neglected rights he 
is regarded as though he wete a pariah or outcast 
or enemy of his section. 
We know little of General Mahone, and care no 
more about him than we do about any other Sen 
ator : but he represents an idea which the eouutry 
should encourage. It is the idea of nationalizing 
tho South. The reason of the bitterness against, 
him is that when men like Mahone are encouraged 
in Virginia we shall find them in every State ; tho 
; South will break away from those Bourbon dom- 
I inations and be independent and tree. We hoped 1 to hare seen Senators like Brown, of Georgia; 
t Lamar, of Mississippi; Hampton, of South Caro I lina; Jackson, of Tennessee, and Hansom, of 
North Carolina, who have shown hitherto a liberal 
tendency in public affairs, unite with General Ma- 
hone and endeavor to break dc.vu tho King called 
the solid South. In this we have been disappoint 
ed Of course it. is difficult for any Senator to 
j tight a furious home public opinion, and we cannot fail to see that there is a fury and a bitterness in 
the antagonism to Mr. Mahone and all who act with 
him, which speaks badly for peace and reconcilia- 
tion in the Southern Sta'tes. [New York Herald. 
A Valuable Pen. 
Kimball, the Georgia millionaire, formerly a 
Maine man and brother of Charles 1*. Kimball, is 
very loud of a certain gold pen. When asked why 
he did not get a new ono ho said: "1 have used 
that pen constantly ever since lSiti. In that time 
it has signed bonds or drawn cheeks or notes ag- 
gregating over titty million dollars in value. It 
has drawn the papers by which railroads were 
built, factories established, hotels put up and em- 
ployment given to thousands of men. As battered 
up as it is. its work has just fairly begun. 1 sup- 
pose it has had more to do with building up Atlanta 
than any other pen. and vet it is mighty certain to 
do more for \tlautn than" it has ever done vet.’’ 
Down South Befo’ de Wa’. 
NEW ORLEANS IN 1857 8 
Housekeeping in New Urleans is quite different 
from housekeeping in the North, and necessarily 
so, though the Northern woman wouiu be apt to 
think there might be less wastefulness. But with 
a house full of negro servants it is difficult, if 
not impossible, to prevent a good many leaks 
which would not be tolerated in a Northern house- 
hold. A small family, keepiDg no carriage, would 
have at least half a dozen servants. The same 
family at the North would not employ more than 
two. The cook would do nothing but cook ; the 
washerwoman would do nothing hut wash. There 
were servants to wait upon the table, and others 
to sweep, dust and make beds: aud then there 
was the “mammy" and her assistant. If the inis 
tress of the house did nothing more than to see that 
the servants did their work properly, it is as much 
as could be expected of her. Many did not do 
that, leaving the household affairs almost entirely 
in the hands of the servants. Nearly everything 
which goes on the table is bought from day to day 
in quant ties just sufficient for immediate use. The 
excessive heat and dampness of the climate, and 
the ravages of the red ants make it difficult to keep 
articles of food tor any length of time. The red ants 
—tiny insects as they are—are great pests They 
will eat their way through the cork of a bottle if 
it be tilled with syrup and drown themselves in 
the fluid by thousands It is almost impossible to 
keep them out of sugar, aud often after stirring 
your coffee iu the morning it is necessary to skim 
off the anis which come to the surface. The only 
way to keep food from these insects is to have a 
wooden safe or closet on legs which are stood in 
cans tilled with water or oil. The cockroaches are 
scarcely less troublesome, aud are larger and more 
numerous in New Orleans than in any other place 
I have ever been. It is certainly more convenient 
to buy what is wanted from day to day for family 
use, than to keep supplies on hand to mould, turn 
rancid ami furnish food for insects. As the pur- 
chases are mostly made by servants, dealers en- 
courage their custom by giving what is called 
laignappe.” That is, they give to the servant 
making the purchase something for his or herself, 
bearing a certain relation, in value, to the amount 
expended If only live cent's worth is bought 
file servant claims laignappe, which in this case 
would be perhaps a bit of candy. Of course the 
laignappe is really paid tor by tfte master or mis- 
tress ; and they are fortunate if they are not other 
wise defrauded, as they are pretty sure to be. 
Washing is not coutined to one day but i.s car- 
ried on at least six days out of every seven during 
the greater portion of the year. A complete change 
of under and outer clothing every day is the rule, 
and in the hottest weather, or when extra exer 
tion has been necessary, a second change will bo 
made. Suits of clothes and sets of underclothes 
are owned by the dozens and the clothing ot one 
Xew Orleans family would Dearly tit out a regi 
ment. White linen coats, pants and vest are the 
usual summer wear for gentlemen, though the vest 
is often dispensed with, and thus the washer 
woman's post is certainly not an easy one. 
In some establishments the servants occupy 
a separate building or buildings, but usually a 
wing, one room deep, and as long as may be re 
quired, is devoted to their use. On the ground 
floor will be the kitchen, wash room and store 
room and on the next floor the sleeping rooms, 
opening from a gallery upon which a door in the 
main building opens. When this door is locked the 
servants are confined to their quarters ; but it is 
rarely locked. 
The first thing m the morning a cup of cotfee is 
drauk. This is brought by a servant to your bed- 
side. It is hot. sweet and strong and after drinking 
it you reel no inclination to linger in bed. It makes 
you wide awake at once. The partaking of a 
morning cup of coffee is a universal custom in the 
tropics, and is really a sanitary precaution. It is 
a well established fact that when the stomach is 
empty the system is more liable to contract dis- 
ease than at other times, and the morning air in 
Xew Orleans is regarded as particularly unhealthy 
until the sun has dispersed the malarious vapors. 
After coffee a bath : and then you are ready for 
; breakfast, which is served at seven or eight o'clock. 
The variety of dishes at every meal in a Xew Or 
leans household is much greater than that gener- 
ally set before a Northern family of the same 
standing. Fish, hominy, fried bananas, fried 
| chicken, stewed meat, ham or bacon, eggs and 
oysters, with the strongest of coffee, load the 
breakfast table. The bread is from the bakers, 
and usually the long French loaves. Hot bread is 
rarely used. The dinner hour is from four until 
six Some business men dine at the former hour, 
leaving their otlices after the closing of the banks 
at :i r .u.. and then return to finish their corres 
pondence and other work iu the evening. Those 
who dine later, conclude their business tor the day 
before going home to dinner. Soup is invariably 
served lirst. Then perhaps a dish of the meat 
from which the soup was made. A great variety 
of dishes follow, many of which are new and 
strange to the Northerner—green peas cooked with 
cream, stuffed and baked cucumbers, carrots cut 
line and stewed in cream : ducks cut up in small 
pieces and sausages ditto, served with rice, Ac 
Ac. Ilomiuy always has a place on the table, and 
the salad bowl is not to be overlooked. When 
other material is not to be had a potato salad, 
made of potatoes which have been boiled and 
.•diced, is served. Roast meats, such as beef and 
mutton are not often seen on private tables, but 
in their place are poultry and game. Garlic is 
much used as a seasoning. I have seen a piece of 
roast beef which had cloves of garlic stuck in it 
before cooking and was cooked until it was nearly 
black all through. Baked tisli. such as the sheeps 
head and red snapper, are seasoned in the same 
way Gumbo is a favorite dish and takes the 
place of soup at dinner. There are many kinds of 
gumbo—crab, chicken, oyster. Ac. In making a 
chicken gumbo the chicken is cut up and frica 
seed. Then water is added to the gravy, and just 
before the* dish is to be served the green pods of 
the okra plant are added, which give to the soup a 
glutinous quality Beside the tureen on the table 
is placed a dish full of boiled rice, and a large 
spoonful or two ot this is put in a soup plate and 
then the gumbo is added. This is a favorite 
supper dish also, and is otten served about mul 
night at small parties, or after returning from the 
theatre or opera Fruit in season, and there is no 
time of the year when some kind of fruit may not 
be had, is liberally used. No table is without 
wine—if it only be the < or common 
table claret, which is drank from goblets which 
have been partly tilled with cracked ice. A small 
cup of black coffee concludes the repast Many 
families have but two regular meals. It is only in 
Americanized or Knglish households that tea is an 
established meal. To most creoles tea itself is re- 
garded rather as a medicine than a beverage. So 
far, what has been written applies merely to the 
ordinary routine and table of a New »Orleans house- 
hold. To describe the dishes served at a break 
fast or dinuer party would be no small undertak- 
ing Before dinuer the gentlemen would repair to 
the massive sideboard for a glass ot sherry, dashed, 
perhaps, with absinthe, while the ladies would 
swallow a liqeuer glass each of annisette cordial. 
After the raw oysters, a glass of white wine ; after 
the soup a glass of pale sherry: then the claret 
glasses are tilled, ami soon the popping of cham- 
pagne corks is heard. Maderia—more plentiful in 
those days than now -and Burgundy would make 
their appearance : and just before the cup of black 
coffee a choice brand of white wine. After coffee 
apmixctn which means simply “after coffee.'* It 
is prepared m a liqeuer glass. First, a little 
brandy is poured in : then three or four kinds of 
liqeuers, one after the other, there being quite an 
art in tilling the glass so that each liqeuer would 
remain distinct from the others. Of the viands, 
the hackneyed phrase “too numerous to mention" 
must be used. Boned turkey, turkies stuffed with 
chestnuts and oysters, roast capons, game and 
meats in jelly, and a host of other good things 
grace the table : while the desert is such as only 
French cooks can prepare—a wonderful display of 
pastry, jellies, and confectionary. 
After such a dinner one would naturally soon 
begin to think of going to bed, aud hero the fact 
may be mentioned that in New Orleans it is neces 
sary to sleep under a mosquito bar the year round. 
There may be a night or two so cold that the 
grand army of mosquitoes will cease operations 
temporarily, but you are never safe from stragglers, 
unless behind the meshes of the muslin bar. 
The bedsteads are immense four post structures, 
about as broad as they are long, and afford a great 
variety of changes to the restless. Veneered fur- 
niture is not used, as it will not stand the climate, 
and solid mahogany or rose wood sets are most in 
vogue. These consist of the bedstead, an immense 
wardrobe (called an armoir) which reaches nearly 
from door to ceiling, and has a mirror for a door, 
a washstand, table, Ac., and cost from $600 to $1,- 
■J00. Black walnut sets, of course, are much 
cheaper. The armoirs are sometimes lined with 
camphor wood as a protection against moths, 
which make fearful havoc when they get into 
clothing: and lor this reason closets are rarely 
used, and indeed are not often to be found in New 
Orleans houses. 
Here, without by any means exhausting the 
subject, though possibly the readers patience may 
he exhausted, 1 bring these reminiscences of life 
in New Orleans before the war to a close. 
« A. P. 
Maine Matters. 
NEWS AND <;o>Sl! KKoM ALL OVKK 1HK STATE. 
lU SINKSS I N TEKI'RISK 
There is unquestionably a revival of business en 
terprise in our State. There are already main new 
projects taking solid and durable shape, that will 
be of great benefit to the public. There are oth- 
ers uot so far advanced, but they are being discuss- 
ed and agitated very earnestly, and quite likely 
some of them will be pushed to success if business 
prospects continue to be favorable. 
The want of capital is the main hindrance iu all 
our enterprises. There is a good ileal of private 
wealth in the State, and the owners would like to 
invest it in something that would pay more than 
four per cent but they are timid about putting it 
into railroads, factories, mills and vessels, unless 
they can have it demonstrated to a certainty, at the 
start, that the investment will pay handsomely. 
Ot this, of course, they cannot be certainly as- 
sured. The element <»t uncertainty enters into all 
business enterprises. There was a time when gov- 
ernment bonds sold at a very low figure, but those 
who bought them took the risk of their being re- 
deemed by the government, and found them a 
pr’■ ditable investment The old saying. Nothing 
venture nothing have." has a great deal of truth in 
it. Of the many men who acquire wealth by their 
<*wn exertions the most of them take lisks and 
responsibilities and then exert themselves to make 
their venture a success Knterprise moves the 
world of business It makes successful men and 
thriving communities, as the lack of it keeps other 
men and communities dead and poor. 
It is an encouraging sign that our people of 
means are ma lfesting a larger degree of interest 
than usual in the promotion of home enterprises, 
and we hope that we shall see as a result projects 
started and carried through that wiil pay those 
who invest iu them ami add to the industries and 
wealth of the State, j Kennebec Journal 
A t.KM'lNi: mo; AM 1,. 
Here is a genuine romance. Through the re- 
verses ot fortune a young lady in Kllsw< rth named 
Agnes Bartlett was c-nu polled earn her own 
living, bho vvas u> smart as a >t.-.-i trap, accom- 
plished ami l'iio 1 looking Like most Yankee 
girls she tried school teaching and giving music 
lessons: but the compensation was so meagre that 
•she soon turned her talents in other directions. 
In response to an advertisement it: the Daily Jour- 
nal last autumn she came to Augusta, and went to 
doing housework for one of our tirsl families on 
.State street. A rich um.de. who admired the voting 
lady's spunk, improved hi.- opportunity and } 
just ••shuffled ntr ins mortal coil H" ^.iXii |,q> a 
! <rtulie ot wo.uoo io his .■•.v.VrpiiMng'niece wm, has resigned Her position and gone homo. It :s 
ai> said tap a young man in A -.musta. who be 
came euarr0red of the t.ur housekeeper L -fore he 
K’i -w s'.e was an heiress is to share t;.< prosueiity 
oi tlit deserving legatee j Kciint bee Journal. 
A THIl.ru. To A A1TH1 T'L HOG. 
1 u our news columns is the account of the death 
"t Peter LeGrau. who died drunk in a ditch in Bid 
deford last Sunday Hi< faitl ml dog st«>• •• 1 h-sido 
the body of his dead master, thinking perhaps he 
was only drunk, and would not let au\ one come 
near it. They iiad to lasso him and drag him 
away Then he slipped the noose and followed 
the cart containing his master's body, and at Hie 
undertaker's Ins grief and affection were wry 
touching He lay by the corpse moaning, ores, 
si on ally putting his paw upon his dead master's 
breast as it trying to rouse him. Poor LeGrau. he 
had one faithful friend at least to mourn tor him. 
And hi.- faithful dog. we hope he may find a kind 
master If no one else wiil care for him. if they 
will send him to us we’ll keep him tiii he dies, on* 
ot regard for his trusty loyalty to his unhac <y 
triend. [Gardiner Home Journal 
INDl'STHUS ok WASHINGTON <01 MY. 
According to the Macbias I'nion the < ut ot lum- 
ber in Washington Go. tin* w inter of lssn xi is 
about 1 non.ont! Washington Pountv produces 
two million bushels potatoes annually, flic county 
produces \!uo.ouo 1hl> eggs: inn.nun ,-f which 
arc shipped annually: value at H* cts per dozen. 
> Blueberries canned at Xarraguagus. Pleas 
ant and Mac bias rivers, season lssn. equalled in 
value s.t ynon 
The granite business is in the infantile stages f 
development. The three principal quarries sent 
out last year s.q.ino »in \;i ue. 11 a railroad located 
as the Shore Line was su a eyed, or nearly s*». the 
Granite business in live years would exceed >10". 
non yearly. 
'1 UK INlH s'l il! |-;s <»i ]‘.AN< .OH 
1 he Legislature at its last session granted an 
act ot incorporation }<>r a manufacturing c tinpauy 
at Bangor, and its citizens arc looking forward will: hope and pleasure to the estabbshiueut >*; 
cotton or woolen nulls, w11!i a proposed .ipital < ; 
>.).niin,unu. as the beginning ot a new era n the 
business and prosperity of the place 
There are now at least Bon manutaeturing and 
industrial establishments in the city, large and 
small. These establishments ha\e a capital ut 
>1 bun.non. employjiig in the aggregate doon pci 
bons w ;. ■ are paid ^AOO.'Min per \ car The material 
used in manufacturing, as near as can be estimat- 
ed. amount.- *o sl.dou.oiji) and the product >J.7uo. 
"i"'. Steam power is used in 1 he larger establish- 
ment-. and tin* water works lurnish a most con 
venient and elf.-ctive water power in others 
The facilities for water power both by the Pe- 
nobscot and keiidusKcag rivers, could be itilized 
to a great xteut. [G« r. Portland Press 
1>1 ULK SiM 1 K'l Y Ul MAIM-. 
The seventy third anuua! meeting ot the Bible 
Society ot Maine was held at the" Young Men's 
Christian Association rooms. Portland. Thursday. 1 he following otlicers were chosen tor the < n-uing 
year President. Samuel \Y. Larrabee; \’u*e Pres 
ident. Mark P. Emery; Treasurer. K 11. Llinklev ; 
Corresponding Secretary. Kev. Asa Dalton; Ke 
cording Secretary, H \Y Shaylor. Auditors. Ed- 
ward Gould, Alfred Woodman; Trustees. Oliver 
Gerri.-b. Kev. Thos. Mill. 1) I).. > T i'orser. Kev 
A M. Wright. F A Smith, E r Movt, Join: M 
True. Kufus Deering. Kev. Charles .1 Clark. Kev. 
Thos. D. Anderson. Jr. Alfred Haskell. Kev W. 
M. Fenn. 1; was voted to hold a public anniver 
.-an' ot the society on the hr.-t Sunday in Mav 
IN M.MKAL. 
Eastport is to have a lodge ol (hid Fellows. 
<»en James A. Mai! will deliver the Decoration 
Day address at Gardiner. 
The Eastport Sentinel sa\ the Trescntt Hall tire 
was the work of an incendiary. 
i’iie Times says over >1.’ uou was collected at the 
Hath Custom Mouse during the month of March 
J he Medical School of Maine is low on its 
»c\ty first annual course, and more students are 
in attendance at it.- lectures this Spring than ever 
before. 
1 he Bucksport A Bangor Kailm;ui is doing a 
very fair business, but not so much as last spring, 
on account of the ice going out ot the river so 
early tins year, thus cutting oil freights on the 
railroad. 
Mr. Hall C Burleigh of Fairlield. will move to 
V v-salburo where he will take charge ot Mr Bod- 
well's stock farm Tin* thoroughbred stock re- 
cently imported from England bv the latter gen 
tleman, are still in quarantine at Mallowell. 
ihe Gardiner Journal says nothing ot so much 
interest to Gardiner has ever ieen devised as the 
building of the proposed railroads from-Gardiner 
to Farmington. 
The Press reports it is said that A L Torrens of 
Boston, the Germania Orchestra ol that city, and 
a chorus of l.uou voices picked from the choral 
societies ot this state, will give a grand musical 
festival at Lake Marauocook in June. 
1 he Kennebec Journal has interviewed Merrill 
t he matricide, and says he shows no sign of insanity. Me is a ghoul in which every noble instinct is 
smothered. Mis crime has no pal dating circum- 
stance \Y e must leave the wretch in the hands 
of God, who may quicken his dormant conscience. 
bo that he will realize the enormity of his offence. 
Died in Farmington, March :M. !*S1. Lidia Tit 
comb, aged !'o years aud 10 months. She was the 
daughter of Stephen Titcomb. Esq the first set 
tier in Farmington, and she was tne last survivor 
of a family of eight brothers and sisters 
A Vinalbaven man who is of rather a ••figurative” 
turn of mind, has shown by calculations that a 
busy stone cutter working all day lilts with his 
right arm alone, no less than thirty two tons ot 
s eel contained in his hand hammer.’ 
President Elliot of Harvard College, is about to 
build a summer residence half a mile eastward 
from the entrance to North East Harbor. Mount 
Desert. The site commands a line view ot the 
ocean. Bishop Doaneof Philadelphia. (Episcopal.) 
i§ to build a residence this summer near the Kim 
bal Mouse, N. E Harbor 
The largest pieces that have been taken from the 
Edgecomh mica mines are 7, by inches and 
about 2h inches in thickness 
Frank Fogg talks of going to Texas But then 
he is all talk, you know 
The Western fever is still innoculating victims, 
in Lewiston and Auburn 
Messrs John K Moore A Co are making over 
l.oOO boxes a day, at their paper box factory, in 
Itoak Block, Auburn. The Bates Mills use about 
sill) boxes a day. 
A careful estimate manes the amount of ice cut 
in Maine this year about two thirds as much as 
last. The harvest was of excellent quality, clear 
as crystal and of unusual thickness. 
The Portland board of trade, Thursday morning, 
adopted a resolution asking Congress to distribute 
the balance of the Geneva award to those who had 
vessels and cargoes injured by depredations of eon- 
federate cruisers or by paying extra war iusuranee. 
The whole number of scholars in Waldoboro 
during the last school year was I pit?. Bach schoT 
ar drew $4 05. 
Tnomastou has voted to pay the interest and 
principal duo on the debt in aid of the Knox A 
Lincoln Itailroad and to refund the town debt at 
four per cent The repudiationists were “bounced.” 
The report of the committee on the Lewiston 
Journal Corn Premium, lias been somewhat de- 
layed, but will be forthcoming soon Seven per 
sons, only, have made returns to the committee, 
two of whom, at least, claim to have raised more 
than 100 bushels of shelled corn to the acre. 
The Dexter Gazette says that with tour men em- 
ployed in manufacturing, the shovel handle factory 
at Dexter is now turning out some over fifty dozen 
per day. They have over live thousand dozen 
blocks in the store house, and more to come in. 
The Telegraph learns that a pair of Messina 
quail have been seen in the west part of Bruns 
wick, whore a portion of the dock imported last 
year was liberated. 
Judge Dresser decided the Auburn ovster stew 
case, Thursday. He gavo judgment for $10 for 
the plaintiff, Miss Nora Jameson, the young lady 
wliose silk dress was oyster stewed in the saloon 
of Geo. A. Cobb, who was the defendant in tlie 
case. 
The present attendance at Uoulton academy is 
the largest of any heretofore. The number of 
scholars this term foots up 150 in all 
Alexander S. Sawyer was drowned in Portland 
harbor Friday afternoon, by the upsetting ot his 
boat. 
The dwelling house and ell owned by J D. Car- 
son, of Newport, was burned to the ground Friday 
afternoon. Loss, $850 ; insured for $350. Cause 
uuknown 
James Luut was instantly killed at the Cumber 
land Mills paper mill Friday afternoon, by falling 
into the machinery. He leaves a widow and three 
children. 
The Sullivan Bulletin of the IHh says : Four 
more silver bricks weighing nearly 3000 ounces, 
from the Sullivan A* Waukeag works, were sent by 
mail stage on Tuesday to be forwarded by express 
to New Jersey. The novelty is beginning to pass 
away as the shipment of silver bullion becomes 
regular. 
The High street Congregational church, of Au- 
burn. Kcv A. P. Tinker, pastor, raised its entire 
debt ot fifteen thousand dollars and a contingent 
fund of fifteen hundred dollars in an hour and a 
halt Sunday forenoon. 
•ioilii rermua, oi raimyra, Hung iiimseit Minnay 
morning at eleven o'clock, aged seventy years. He 
was partially insaue. 
Hugh Magher, the man who was blown up in 
the explosion in the Granger Mine at Bltiehill on 
the •.'»! instant, died from the efleests of his injur- 
ies Saturday morning. He suffered greatly un 
t il death came to his relief. 
The ear factory at Bath is to be purchased by 
eastern parties and reopened. 
The four year old daughter of Hr. E F. Vose. of 
Portland was struck by a falling sign tin Friday 
and both bones of her leg were broken in such a 
manner that it is feared she will be crippled for 
life. 
A Biddeford despatch of the 11th says: The 
schooner Sea Breeze, loaded with coal for the 
Y<-rk company, while being towed up Saco River 
tars forenoon, struck the old Government pier 
half a mile below the wharf and immediately 
sunk. No lives were lost and the schooner, it is 
presumed, is not seriously injured. She is owned 
in Bangor and Bucksport 
The jiiestioii of funding the indebtedness of 
Waldoboro met with an opposition in the town 
meeting. Monday, the only difference in opinion 
being as to the late of interest on the new bonds 
While many favor a four percent, bond, others 
think it would be difficult to float Them and prefer 
a four and one-half per cent. loan. The matter 
was referred to a committee, who will report at 
another meeting. 
The heirs of the late Miss Sarah A. Ward well, 
who died iu Saco a tew weeks ago, have offered 
to give her late residence on Middle street to the 
Home for Old Ladies, provided they will call the 
institution "The Ward well Home for Old Ladies." 
Bangor and St John were connected by tele- 
phone Sunday, and conversation carried on with 
ease and perfect distinctness. The two cities are 
Jl 1 miles apart 
The first iron bridge in Washington county is 
-1 be completed by the loth of August by the Cor 
rugated Metal Company of Last Berlin, Conn. It 
will s an the Baskahegau river in Danfortli. 
Joseph Watson, of Rome, was accidentally killed 
fy the tall of a derrick, iu a quarry at Fairfield. 
Monday P M. The deceased was fifty years old. 
11-* leaves a wife and live children. 
The Commercial hears that Sunday afternoon, 
ome .•„* i\\^' yrv employees got into a dispute, 
ai K Harman. and the trouLie .'“tided i« ,{• ,‘rairic 
manner. One man drew a knife and stabbed 
anot!ier man in the hack of the neck, the point of 
the knife breaking off in the wound The man 
who was stabbed., succeeded in getting the broken 
k: ;< away from his assailant, and the smuggle be 
nig renewed, he cut the latter's throat. The man 
win '-a* throat was cut. was expected to die. and 
the oti.t r party is in a precarious condition The 
affair has caused great ■ xeitement in the town. 
The parsonage of the First Congregational Parish 
t kenncbi.nkport. was burned Tuesday. The 
»b* use was unoccupied ami the fire was the work 
« f au incendiary. 
I iie house of Lmiline Trask, occupied by Warren ! 
Sl.eldon. one mile front Wiseasset village, was 
burned Tuesday afternoon. Cause, a defective 
ehimney loss. .*l.*jiM; insured h»r £S0U iu the 
11 me. of New York. 
The Manic Poultry Association held its annual 
meeting in Portland Tuesday and elected Presi- 
dent. William H. Havis. of Portland; Secretary 
and Treasurer.Charles <1. Haines, of Portland. 
A Blackmailer’s End. 
111E IJaiili IKRMINATION' OF AN INFANMt-ft 
x iiEME. SHOT DKAI> UV AN OFFICER \ DES 
DERATE Di.Ol TO DRAIN V Kl« H MANS I L'RSE. 
NIHILISM IN NEW YORK. 
The telegraph mentioned a blackmailing case in 
New York in which one of the principals was shot 
dead last week by a detective We gather the 
mam facts in this remarkable affair: 
The person upon whom the attempt at black- 
mailing was made is Mr Louis Strasburger. of No. 
lYN Last Sixty first street, a member of the firm of 
Loins Strasburger <V Co importers of watches and 
diamonds. No 1» Maiden lane Mr Strasburger 
well known iu the trade, ami does a business of 
lo in iJ.OOOdMK) to Sipooo.oou per annum. He is 
rich, and his family consists of a wife, his daugh- 
ter Ko>a. aged 11 years, and three sons, two of 
whom are in Lttrope lie, his wife and daughter 
board with Mrs Noah, in Last Sixty-first street 
Mr Strasburger had been absent from America 
three years—when on the 'Jbth ot October last he 
returned to New York with his wife and daughter 
•nt:.'1 Baltic They were accompanied by Miss 
i..:/a Sp. lieu. Rosa's governess, who is a native of 
Westphalia “u board the Baltic, as steerage or 
second cabin passengers, were several Russian and 
Herman refugees, who were not well liked by per 
■"ons who saw and talked with them On the _*11h 
of December Mr. Strasburger was surprised when 
ins wife handed him a strip of dirty brown paper, 
about two inches wide and four inches long, on 
which, with a type-writer, was printed in execra 
ble Herman the following letter: 
"You will doubtless learn that yourmen have been 
-enteneed to pay £«>(>,oihi. We apply for the la-t 
time to you, and if you do not wish t<- soon have a 
dead body in tin* lum.-c you had better pay. If you 
wish to -top bloody work take at exactly 1.J0 
oVlurk. a seventh avenue ear: ride to the corner of 
Broadway and Bar-lay street; have the money 
ready, ami between ami 4 o’eloek. Ho alone 
iron. Broadway to Bar-day -treet three times. 
11\ an envelope in your hand. 
h\H< I TIVK < o.MMllTEE. 
The address of the letter, type printed, was to 
-Mrs Strasburger. No I*J.S Hast Sixty first street 
Mr. Strasburger took no notice of this letter At 
times he thought that it was a practical joke 
But about the v!?th of March an attempt was 
made t" abduct their little giil from a Sunday 
School at the Jewish synagogue which they at- 
tended. This failed and had the effect to warn 
Mr. Strasburger that a desperate conspiracy was 
on foot against him. Detectives were accordingly 
employed. L* tters continued to be received by 
the family of a threatening character. i>u Thurs- 
day iast circumstances occurred which resulted in 
the shooting of one of the villians engaged in the 
conspiracy, whose name was Sagert The follow- 
ing tacts are found in the New York papers: 
Mr. Strasburger was very anxious on Wednes- 
day night, but had a presentiment that the conspi 
rators would fall into the bands of the police. Dur- 
ing the evening a man called at No IdS East Six 
tv first street and asked for Mrs Strasburger. 
Miss Spelten went to the door, and the man be- 
Tcviiig that she was Mrs Strasburger, handed her 
a note, but immediately after, probably on sus- 
pecting that he had made a mistake, snatched it 
from her and 1 an away Miss Spelten did not see 
his features and can only give a poor description 
of his general appearance. Ward Officer Campbell 
was at the house at 7 o’clock yesterday morning. 
He was instructed to be very careful, as a blunder 
might allow the most important of the conspirators 
to escape. At about noon a messenger brought 
the ninth letter of the “committee’s" correspond- 
ence. It called for the £.3.000. and directed that 
the governess, carrying it conspicuously in an en- 
velope, leave the house. She was to walk until 
she heard a pistol shot, and then drop the eu 
velope, turn and go home without looking to the 
right or left. Campbell could not leave the house 
without tear of detection by the conspirators. He, 
Mr and Mrs Strasburger, and the governess decid 
ed to lay a plan to entrap them An envelope was 
made up. and Miss Spelten proposed to go out. 
< ampbell scaled the fence in the rear of Mr. Noah's 
house, getting into the yard of No. T,0 East Six 
'o*th strt et. the residence of Mr. Leopold Kaufman. 
Mr Kaufman's little sou bravely encountered the 
officer, thinking that he was a thief, but Campbell 
showed his shield and gave the signal agreed upon 
for Miss Spelten to start. Then he darted out of 
the front basement door of Mr. Kaufman's house 
into East Sixtieth street, ran west, waited at the 
corner of fourth avenue, saw Miss Spelten pass in 
Sixty first street, and then he ran to the northwest 
corner < f Madison avenue and Sixtieth street, got 
behind a paling which surrounds a vacant lot 
bounded bv Madison and Fifth avenues and Six- 
tieth and Sixty-first streets From there be saw 
Sagert on t he south east corner of sixty-first street 
and Madison avenue. He was watching in the di- 
rection of Fourth avenue Soon a man. who was 
afterward arrested, and who said that bis name 
was Vogel, appeared. He walked on the north 
side of Sixty lirst street toward Fifth avenue, and 
on seeing Sagert waved him back, indicating that 
the governess was coming. Sagert retreated 
along the east side of Madison avenue toward Six 
tieth street, and Vogel went on toward Fifth ave 
nue, stopped in the middle of the block, crossed to 
the south side of the street, and motioned to Sa- 
gert to go back to Sixty lirst street Sagert walk 
ed toward the south-east corner of Sixty first street 
and Madison avenue, < ampbell following close 
lo the palings on the west side of the avenue. 
Sagert crossed from the south east to the north- 
east corner and walked a few ieet east Campbell 
had crossed to the northwest corner, when Miss 
Spolten arrived at the south east corner, then Vo 
gel was near Fifth avenue, and he discharged the 
pistol. .Miss Spelten obeyed the signal, dropped 
the envelope, and discreetly turned and walked as 
straight as a drum-major toward Fourth avenue. 
Sagert immediately crossed the street diagonally, 
eyeing the envelope intently, so that he did not 
fee Campbell, who was crossing the avenue toward 
him Sagert was about to stoop to pick up the 
envelope when he turned and saw Campbell com- 
ing swiftly toward him. Campbell says that Sa 
gerl vomited a foul oath and threatened to blow 
his brains out, at the same time thrusting his hand 
ro where pistol pockets usually are. Campbell, 
with his left hand caught Sagert by the coat near 
the junction of the arm and shoulder, saying, 
"Don't you shoot me Sagert struggled and Camp 
hell with his right hand, drew his revolver and 
held it in Sagert's face. Campbell says that the 
revolver was a poor one and would go off under 
small provocation Recently it fell in the street 
and was discharged. lie says that as he held it in 
Sagert s face he did not know whether it was 
cocked or not Sagert made a blow at the revol- 
ver with his left hand, and struck it on Campbell's 
hand ; the revolver was discharged and the bullet 
entered Sagert's left eye. He sank to the pave 
ment. Campbell holding him by the collar, and 
died ill two minutes. His body was taken to the 
East Fifty-ninth street station house. He had no 
revolver in his possession. Coroner Brady, after 
an investigation, discharged Campbell on his own 
recognizance. 
In Sagert's pockets were found papers indicating 
that he had a sweetheart in Havana, who expected 
him to return rich on the doth inst.. and memo 
rauda which betrayed the address of himself, Vo- 
gel. and another of his confederates Vogel was ar 
rested in Stanton street at b r u and was fully 
identified by Campbell as the man who fired the 
pistol off Vogel admittod that ho was Sagert's 
accomplice. 
Albert Felix Vogel was arrested. He said he 
was iid years old, a native of Germany, and a clerk 
by occupation. He was a passenger with Mr. 
Strasburger on the Baltic. In the East Fifty-ninth 
street station house he made a confession which 
the police could not make public, as it contains 
clues to the whereabouts of a third man who will 
he arrested 
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American i'ood Products. 
The exports of pork, butter, cheese 
and canned meats to Europe have as- 
sumed such proportions of late that any- 
thing likely to affect the foreign market 
for these articles must result in serious 
loss to producers and to the business in- 
terests of tlie country. 'The recent scare 
in England concerning the existence of 
Trichinosis in American pork, originat- 
ing from a report of Mr. Crump, act- 
ing British Consul in Philadelphia, has 
caused investigations to be made on both 
sides of the Atlantic, which have resulted 
favorably for our producers and shippers 
An investigation by the American Agri- 
cultural Association has proved that there 
was no occasion whatever for the scare. 
In his report Mr. Crump speaks of Hog 
Cholera, not Trichinosis, as the prevalent 
disease. 'That the former exists, and has 
existed to an extent most injurious to 
producers, is not denied, but it has not 
atleeted the pork product for the reason 
that animals dying from this or any other 
disease are not and cannot lie marketed 
for food. From cholera the farmer and 
the farmer only is the sufferer. It mostly 
affects the young pig. 
Trichinosis exists, hut to a very limit- 
ed extent. It is believed never to injure 
the hog, and scientific experts unite in 
the statement that it never can enter 
the human system except through insuf- 
ficiently cooked meat, in which it should 
happen to exist. 'These arc the simple 
facts with regard to it. As to the danger 
from the use of American pork products 
either by home or foreign consumers, 
there is absolutely none : first, from an 
almost total absence of Trichinosis ; sec- 
ond. through protection by cooking. 
These facts arc continued by European 
investigations. Secretary Blaine has re- 
ceived from T. H. Mason, l nited States 
Consul at Basle. Switzerland, an import- 
ant letter relative to the excitement 
about importation of pork from America. 
Consol Mason, after an exhaustive inves- 
tigation of the circumstances that led to 
the excitement in France and Switzer- 
land, reaches the following conclusions— 
First. That the ostensible occasion for thisagi 
tation of this subject and the decree of interdic- 
tion by llu* French government was an outbreak 
of trichinosis in a family which was at first sup 
posed to have eaten American pork, but it is now 
officially conceded that the trouble was caused by 
the flesh of a newly killed home bred pig which 
was eaten in a raw state. In some instances of 
recent occurrence Fait pork of alleged American 
origin, found infested with trichina- lias been 
proven t<> have c -me from Germany, where, as is 
weil know n, the trichinosis originated many years 
ago. 
Second. That there is no instance on record of 
any person in Europe being injured in health by 
eating hams or pork imported in a salted condition 
from the United States, the only danger from 
trichina being through the eating of hogs' tlosh in 
a fresh state, recently slaughtered and imperfectly 
cooked. 
Third. Thutfroin the 1st of November. I8n> until 
the loth of .January. 1881 (two and a half months) 
3b,351.000 pounds of lard and 137.1 *87.;*00 pounds 
of hogs' llesh have been exported from the United 
States to Great Britain, w here the official inspee 
lion of such imports is most rigid, and that in all 
this vast quantity no instances of insecurity or in- 
fection have been discovered. 
Fourth That almost all authenticated instances 
of injury to huinau health by trichina- have occur- 
ed in Germany, where fresh pork is sometimes 
eaten uncooked, and that no such danger has been 
incurred troin eating salted and seasoned meats. 
Fifth. That during a period ot two years the 
principal importer ot American meats in the con- 
sular districts of Basle has had all such goods 
which were imported by him carefully inspected 
by an official designated for that purpose by the 
city government, and that, at the end of that time 
this inspection was voluntarily discontinued, be 
ing considered by the civil authorities no longer 
necessary 
Sixth That tin* government of Belgium has 
formerly declined to adopt the interdiction against 
American nmats, for the reason, as stated, that no 
just ground for such action has been discovered in 
Belgium. 
Suiue or lard butter and Anti-Huff 
cheese were also referred to by Mr. 
Crump, whose aim was simply to protect 
his people from impure and unhealthy 
food, and who cannot fairly be censured 
for his zeal in this direction. His efforts 
are certainly in the interest of the farmer 
and the honest manufacturer. Of the two 
articles above mentioned the American 
Agricultural Association reports that “the 
former is a fraud and a swindle that de- 
serves the severest condemnation, but it 
cannot be dangerous to health, as lard 
can only be rendered at a temperature 
that will kill aniinulcukc. oleomargarine 
is as iniquitous- a compound as suine. 
Against the manufacture and sale of both 
these should be prohibitory laws, because 
of the injury they have done to producers 
and consumers of natural butter. They 
have been a curse to the country and its 
farmers. Anti-Huff' cheese is an article 
of cheese made from milk, from which all 
the cream has been taken, and in place 
ul' which a small percentage of lard is in- 
corporated. Sold under its proper name 
it need cause no prejudice against Amer- 
ican cheese. Only two small factories are 
yet in existence, and none in the West, as 
Mr. Crump has been led to believe. It is 
proper to observe that none of these 
adulterations are chargeable to the farm- 
er. He is interested in preserving the 
character and reputation of his products. 
The adulterations have been introduced 
and are manufactured solely by speculat- 
ors, who are regardless of the country’s 
prosperity, when it conflicts with their 
interests.” 
The Public Health Committee of the 
New York Legislature has recently con- 
cluded an investigation somewhat similar 
in its character to that of the American 
Agricultural Association. The result of 
a three day’s session, in which the testi- 
mony of experts on both sides of the 
dairy-adulteration cpiestion was taken, 
proved conclusively that this trade in 
adulterated dairy goods is destroying the 
trade in legitimate goods, both at home 
and abroad. In the words of one witness 
“American cheese has been steadily gain- 
ing in favor in England, and all our fall 
goods are superior to three-quarters of the 
best English cheese. If lard is now in- 
traduced into the article, we shall lose 
all that we have gained, and arouse again 
the old prejudice which we fought so long 
to overcome.” Another went to the mer- 
its of the question when he said “the 
public was induced to believe that be- 
cause a perfect article of oleomargarine 
could be produced in the laboratory a 
pure article was manufactured for com- 
merce. The fact was that it would not 
pay manufacturers to go to the expense 
incurred in the laboratory.” Mr. Hen- 
shaw, a produce merchant, said that 
alum and acids were used in making 
oleomargarine oil, and that he had visit- 
ed the factories and found the men work- 
ing half naked and filthy. “The floor 
was covered with filth to the depth of 
half an inch, composed of dirt mingled 
with the drainage of the product which 
was being made.” This practice would 
preclude healthy goods, but does it touch 
the principal of making oleomargarine. 
Other manufacturers may be cleanly in 
their habits. The committee visited some 
of the factories in person. Those that 
had notice were cleaned up, others were 
in a fearful condition, while still others 
refused admittance, and, as the commit- 
tee were not armed with powers of search, 
they had to acquiesce. 
The committee closed its labors with 
an examination of Mr. Francis I). Moul- 
ton, the president of the International 
Dairy Fair Association, who, at the same 
time, made an argument in behalf of the 
dairymen and farmers of the country, of 
which the American Dairyman says— 
“It is by far the most comprehensive and 
exhaustive argument that has yet been 
made on this subject, and will have a 
wide influence. It was delivered with 
the utmost feeling, and every one present 
was.iiVpVe.-ASed with the sincerity of Mr. 
Moulton's position and the power of his 
logic. The dairy has never had an abler 
or more eloquent advocate." 
In bis address, of which we can give 
only a brief synopsis, Mr. Moulton goes 
thoroughly into the whole subject, and 
shows the etfect ot the trade in oleomar- 
garine upon the producers of natural but- 
ter. both directly and indirectly, while 
pointing out the imposition it is upon 
consumers. He shows by the most com- 
petent authority, the unwholesouieness 
of the compound against which the dairy 
has to compete, and stigmatizes the 
methods of its manufacturers as they de- 
serve. He shows that the best interests 
of the whole country will suffer if oleo- 
margarine continues to be manufactured, 
and eloquently appeals for protection to 
the great dairy industry, one course 
means destruction, the other prosperity. 
When asked how he would brand oleo- 
margarine, be said with the word fraud. 
Mr. Moulton read petitions from Massa- 
chusetts and Indiana asking for aid in 
suppressing the evil. His address was 
listened to with the gieatest attention by 
the committee and the large representa- 
tion of the butter and cheese trade that 
was present, and elicited frequent out- 
bursts of applause. 
The recent murder of the Emperor of 
Russia has called the attention of the 
civilized world to the fact that in every 
country of continental Europe, forces are 
at work beneath the surface of society, 
which may. at any moment, result in an 
explosion. While Russia has its Nihilists, 
Germany has its Socialists, l’rance its 
Communists, Italy its Reds, and Spain 
its Revolutionists. Strange to say, Aus- 
tria, which has been held up in former 
times as an example of absolute govern- 
ment, seems to be freer from the presence 
of political conspirators than any other 
country of continental Europe. Hut in 
Austria also there are. no doubt, branches 
of the great international societv that 
binds together agitators of every country 
and tongue. That the success of the plot 
against the life of the Czar will encourage 
these conspirators of various lands to at- 
tempt other acts of violence is probable. 
If these acts of violence are attempted 
war will probably be waged on these 
worshippers of destruction in every coun- 
try of Europe. It will result in their be- 
ing suppressed. At present a Nihilist 
(lees to France, or a Socialist to Italy. If 
the European governments make common 
cause against the whole venomous brood, 
they will be compelled either to cease 
plotting or to leave Europe. 
The editor of a Boston publication has 
taken advantage of Ben Butler’s absence 
on a yachting cruise to deck him with 
borrowed plumes, and present him to the 
reading public as a poet. Ben Butler a 
poet! “Spooney” he may have been, but 
a poet never. The editor of the publica- 
tion in question, finding in an old number 
of the Democratic Review a sonnet b\ B. 
F. Butler, erroneously ascribed it to the 
gallant, or otherwise, skipper of the 
yacht America, now skimming the waves 
in Southern seas. His authority disputed 
he could only say that the General’s sec- 
retary “supposed that the sonnet was by 
Gen. Butler, who, he said, was given to 
writing poetry in his earlier years, as he 
had heard him remark.” But B. F. But- 
ler, the poet of the old Democratic Re- 
view, was born in Kinderhook, N. V., in 
I7!»5 and died in France in 1858. Ho 
was Attorney General of the I'nited 
States from ISBI to is:i4, and acted as 
Secretary of war for several months at a 
subsequent period of Gen. Jackson’s ad- 
ministration. He left the Democratic 
party on the passage of the Kansas-Ne- 
braska bill in 1854 and supported Free- 
mont in I85b. A competent critic, who 
speaks of him as “a scholar and a poet," 
says: “Some of his sonnets—the most 
artistic and difficult of all poetic work— 
are very polished and beautiful.” 
We have received a California market 
review for 1880, some statistics from which 
are here presented. The California prod- 
uct of wheat in 1880 was 28,250,000 cen- 
tals, barley 5,000,000 centals, beet sugar 
product 2,172,<>(>0 pounds, gold and silver 
yield $80,108,000, wool clip 40,074,154 
pounds, product of wine 12,000,000 gal- 
lons, quicksilver product 57,083 flasks, 
value of manufactures in San Francisco, 
$80,000,000, banking capital of the State 
$170,000,000. These are merely the 
principal items of an exhibit which speaks 
well for the resources and industries of 
California and assures that State a pros- 
perous future. 
The Republican protective policy is a good thing 
for our manufacturing interests. [Prog. Ago. 
And it is a good thing, too, for the 
thousands of operatives who are employed 
in the manufactories, and for the farmers 
who are thus afforded better markets for 
their produce, and for the shipping inter- 
est : and indeed for the country generally. 
Tho Destruction of Our Forests. 
Those who deplore the destruction-- 
often wanton—of our forests, and who 
aro advocating tree planting and trans- 
planting (the former to reclothe the bare 
hill sides, and the latter to shade the 
dusty highways) have at last hit upon an 
argument likely to prove more effective 
than their tormer scientific and sanitary 
reasoning. The propositions that denud- 
ing the country of trees produces drouths 
and adds to the severity of our Northern 
winters are doubted by some and heeded 
by but few. Vet these are clearly estab- 
lished facts, and facts of no small im- 
portance, from both a sanitary and an 
industrial point of view. Hut they do not 
touch the pocket nerve so sharply as a 
suggestion made by the American Archi- 
tect, and which emphasizes ouo of the 
most practical phases of this subject. 
The Architect remarks, in relation to 
the wholesale ravages and the wanton 
wastes annually made in the pine forests 
of the Northwest, that an advance of one 
hundred per cent, in lumber means, to 
the owner or tenant of buildings in the 
seaboard district an advance of fifty per- 
cent. in rent, whether the general condi- 
turn ol business is prosperous or the re- 
verse. This is an argument which must 
appeal to those who are regardless of the 
facts that the destruction of the trees has 
brought upon us an annual drouth, in 
which all vegetation suffers, that it has 
dried up streams which once turned mills 
and whose waters were full of fish, and 
that it has perceptibly lowered the mean 
of winter temperature, thus necessitating 
the use of more fuel and entailing other 
expenses for protection against the cold. 
In this vicinity, at the present rate of ex- 
termination, it will not lit- many years be- 
/iWi'ven theavnod lots will cease to exist; 
unless, indeed, their owners should wisely 
turn over a new leaf and follow the prac- 
tices in vogue in the older European 
countries. The forests there receive more 
attention and are more carefully managed 
than the majority of our orchards. '1' rees 
are selected for the axe : the young trees 
are given room to grow ; and though a 
large amount of wood and timber may 
be cut annually, it is fully made up by 
the annual growth. There the interest 
is drawn; here we are squandering both 
capital and interest. 
There is more cleared land in Maine 
to-day than can be profitably tilled by 
our present population : and better culti- 
vation of a lesser acreage would no doubt 
produce greater results. And there is 
much land that would be more profitable 
in timber than in anything else: that in 
fact can not be otherwise utilized. The 
demand foi timber is so rapidly increas- 
ing and the supply so rapidly diminishing 
that the possibilities of profit in this di- 
rection would seem to be very great. 
The development of the manufacturing 
interest is such that all kinds of wood are 
in demand. Ship timber, spool stock, 
staves, shingles, laths, box shooks, tub 
and pail stock, are articles which readily 
come to mind, but which by no means 
comprise a complete list of the uses for 
the different kinds of woods our forests 
contain -or should contain. 
Mr. William Little sends a letter to the 
New Vork Times in which he presents 
some rather startling facts as to the de- 
struction of American forests. He asserts 
that of the whole gil States comprising 
the New England, Middle, Western and 
Northwestern to the Rocky Mountains, 
only four, namely, Maine, Michigan, Wis- 
consin and Minnesota, have a supply of 
timber in excess of their own wants, and 
the question is how long the supply for 
commercial purposes will stand the drain 
upon them ? The white pine being the 
wood of prime importance, the supply of 
this timber is confined almost entirely to 
the three States of Michigan, Wisconsin 
and Minnesota, and the demand on them 
is so heavy for all sections of the country 
that it will not bo possible for them to 
respond to it for more than six or seven 
years longer. 
The Northwestern Lumberman states 
that the forthcoming report of the United 
States census will show that the piue and 
lumber supply of the Northwest, in 188(1 
was in Minnesota, credited by popular 
estimates with 40.000,Old),000, only 0,150- 
000,000: Wisconsin, from statements va- 
ried from 80.(too,000,000 to 100,000,000,- 
ooo, only 40,500,000,000, and Michigan, 
on both the upper and lower peninsulas, 
35.000. 000.000, making a total supply of 
81.500.000. 000 feet of pine timber. This 
paper at the same time states that the 
aggregate cut and destruction ot the piue 
in the three States is not far from 8,000,- 
000,000 feet per annum, so that, if we de- 
duct the [iast winter’s cut, which has 
been an exceedingly heavy one, there re- 
mains standing to-day in the whole .North- 
west only 73,500,000,000 feet, which is 
distributed about as follows, viz: 
lu Miuuesota.5,500,000,000 
1 n W1 scoesin.38,000,000,000 
In Michigan. 30,000,000,00(1 
Total. 73,500,000,000 
From the above it will be seen that 
even now, when only three years of the 
six or seven mentioned by Mr. Little 
have gone, those states have reached a 
condition when common prudence would 
say that they had not another foot to 
spare. They are rapidly growing in 
wealth and population, and in all proba- 
bility will have 3,00(1,(toil inhabitants to 
supply within their own boundaries in 
the next ten years, so that the amount 
now remaining would barely supply their 
own wants for twenty years from to-day ; 
but what will be their condition in four 
years from this time if the continued 
slaughter of the pine tie kept up? 
Iii round numbers, .Michigan is parting 
with her forests at the rate of 5,000,000,- 
000 feet a year; consequently at the end 
of four years will have only 10,000,000,000 
remaining to supply her more than 2,000,- 
000 people. Wisconsin will probably part 
with I.'1,000,000,000 during the same peri- 
od, leaving her with only 25,000,000,000, 
and Minnesota that has not a stock to- 
day one quarter sufficient tor her own 
wants, will be reduced to .'1,000,000,000, 
leaving only 08,000,000,000 of white pine 
in the whole northwest (an amount little 
less than two years’ consumption of the 
whole country), as the reserve supply, 
not only for themselves, but for the entire 
country. 
Formerly, says Mr. Little, when the 
New England States parted with their 
pines, there remained the forests of New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Canada to fall 
back 011, and these in their turn fell back 
on Michigan, but now the reserves them- 
selves are about gone, and even Canada 
is forced to compete for supplies in the 
forests of Wisconsin for the English mar- 
ket, and unless something is at once done 
to stop the destruction of this indispensa- 
ble timber, it will be all gone, and we will 
only have the stumps to remind us of our 
folly. 
Isthmus Transit. 
In a speech delivered in the Senate on 
the 28th of February last, Hon. William 
Windorn, now Secretary of the Treasury, 
discussed the various projects for com- 
mercial transit at the Isthmus, and after 
declaring that this should be an Ameri- 
can enterprise, under the exclusive con- 
trol of this government, gave his adhe- 
sion to the ship railway project of Capt. 
James B. Eads, the specific advantages 
of which, so far as this country is con- 
cerned, are thus enumerated 
First It is much shorter and hence will altbrd 
cheaper transportation. 
Second. It will require far less time aud money 
for its construction, aud hence will afford much 
earlier relief, and cheaper transit. 
Third. It will be peculiarly adapted to the use 
of sailing vessels 
Fourth. For the above reasons, aud otheis, it 
will prove a far better and more effectual regula- 
tion of railway charges 
Fifth Its military advantages are ineompara 
bly superior to auy other route. 
Sixth. It will establish intimate commercial 
relations between the United States aud Mexico, 
which the other routes would not 
Seventh. It will prove the most effectual moth 
od ot rebuilding our commercial marine, ami re- 
storing our lost supremacy on the ocean. 
The difference in distance between 
New (trleans and Sail Francisco by the 
Tehuantepec over the Panama route is 
2,334 miles in favor of the former, and so 
far as climatic and local advantages are 
concerned, they are altogether in favor 
of Tehuantepec. The estimated cost of 
the ship railway is $75,000,001), while 
that of the proposed Panama Canal is 
$240,000,000; and the time required for 
the construction of the former is from 
three to four years, whereas, when the 
climate and excessive rainfall of Panama 
are taken into account, the completion of 
the latter can not reasonably be looked for 
in less than fifteen or twenty years. Fur- 
thermore, it is claimed that the Tehuante- 
pec crossing has superior military advan- 
tages over all other routes’; that it wnj.y 
serve as a regulator of freight rates on 
railways stretching across the continent, 
and that it would effectually unify the 
interests of Mexico with those of this 
country. 
The debate in the Senate has given re- 
pudiation a black eye, at all events. 
Senators who represent States which 
have repudiated their debts in the past 
have endeavored to extenuate the of- 
fence, while others have been prompt to 
defend their respective States from what 
they rightly considered a disgraceful 
charge. It is evident that repudiation is 
not popular now, and we hope it will 
never become so. In this connection it 
may be noted that even the city of Mem- 
phis has made an arrangement with its 
creditors. 
London Truth says of the American 
people : “In course of tint: they will 
have lived themselves into blue-blooded- 
ness, and will be middle aged and ven- 
erable. At present they are but the an- 
cient Britons of their own history, and 
though they do not paint themselves with 
woad nor clothe themselves in the skins 
of beasts, nor worship the mistleto, nor 
offer human sacrifices, they are, in sever- 
al important particulars, as savage and 
barbarous as need be.” Is this the Truth ? 
Great minds (lifter. The l’rog. Age 
says the discussion in the United States 
Senate “has been badly damaging to the 
Republican party.” Representative Ladd 
on the other hand, thinks that “the Dem- 
ocrats in the Senate are making a mis- 
take in the course they are taking, and 
that the result may be to injure the party 
greatly.” The preponderance of opinion 
is clearly on the side of Mr. Ladd’s view 
of the case. 
The San Francisco Bulletin says: “The 
country newspaper cannot give the news 
of the whole world, but it can include all 
that is going on in the county where it is 
published.” That is just what the Jour- 
nal is doing, and proposes to do. And it 
intends its readers shall also know what 
is going on in the rest of the world. 
Senator Mahone is a small man physic- 
ally, but he is big enough to break the 
Solid South. 
The policy which the administration will adopt 
with reference to the .'> and ti per cent bonds 
which will be payable on or before July 1st, 1HS1, 
is attracting considerable interest, as it may affect 
the money market. It is now pretty well settled 
that the Secretary ot the Treasury, upon the as- 
surance of a large number of bankers that they 
will encourage the movement, will make an effort 
to secure the agreement of the holders of the ina 
taring bonds to allow them to run at a rate of iu 
terest not exceeding 31 percent, until a fuudiug 
bill shall ho passed by Congress. The New York 
Financial Chronicle says that "this permission, it 
is thought, would be agreeable and accepted by the 
hanks holding circulation, as the disposition 
among them is not to change circulation at the 
present time, unless forced to do so, in the hope 
that the next Congress will make it possible to 
retain it, even with a low rate bond, by repealing 
the tax." 
The first shad of the season were selling in Lew- 
iston on Friday 1st lor 10 aud 50 cents each, flood 
gracious ! a tirst shad is about as toothsome as a 
shingle, iu horse-language called “racers." 
Isn’t it the “last run of shad" that should bear 
this abuse ! But a good deal depends on where 
your shad is caught and how long before becomes 
on the table after his capture. A well condition- 
ed shad, just from his native element, nicely broil 
ed, well buttered, served in a dish garnished with 
parsley and sliced lemon—a dash of lemon juice is 
the best sauce—is fit to set before a King; and a 
broiled shad roe, split open while hot, liberally 
buttered and lavishly sprinkled with cayenne is, 
perhaps, even better. The shad now in aiarket 
must come from south of the Potomac, although 
warm weather will soon bring them into more 
Northern waters. 
If the foolish law which forbids Americans lo 
purchase ships iu the markets of the world could be abolished. Boston might own and control aline 
of steamers, every one of them as tine as the Pari 
sian Capital is plenty, and there is the will, but 
it is useless to go into the business unless our bus 
mess men can buy their ships iu the cheapest 
markets. (Boston Transcript. 
Your Parisian would be an elephant on your 
hands under our present laws. The British Parisi 
an would get her out fit duty free, would pay a tax 
of only one per cent, on net earnings, against a tax 
of 2£ per cent on the valuation, aud in addition 
would receive a subsidy. You would be worse off 
with )our free ship than without it, as you could 
not run it successfully in competition with the 
British ship. 
A small silver bottle of mountain dew or of 
Bass’s ale is worn for a watch chain by English 
gentlemen. 
Wo don't exactly see how a bottle can bo “worn 
for a watch chain,” but suppose it is all right. 
Now if the English gentleman adds a demijohn for 
a scarf pin, punch bowls for sleeve buttons and 
decanters for shirt studs he will bo a rum looking 
customer. 
A Chicago Communist predicts that the red flag 
ot the Commune "is destined in the near future to 
occupy a higher position than the Star spangled 
banner.” 
A safer, and Truer prediction would be that the 
Communists will in the near futuro occupy higher 
positions than they do now—say about us high as 
a lamp post, or the branch of a sour apple tree. 
A few weeks since wo were told that the Demo- 
crats and Creenbackers in the 7th Xlichigau Dis- 
trict would unite and defeat the Republican can- 
didate. They came within 3000 of it. [Boston Jour. 
But, then, don't yon see, it was a tiat prediction. 
Wo are glad to hear that Capt Charles A Bou- 
telle, cdilor of the Bangor Whig and Courier, who 
has been seriously ill. is now convalescent and rap- 
idly recovering 
Our George Has an Offer—and Declines It. 
Recently Our George received a letter from a per- 
son who introduced himself as a writer of some 
notoriety, and who thought that his style and that 
of Our George was similar, and who then made 
the proposition that they should gather up their 
sketches and have them published in book form, 
and-thereby make for themselves a fortune, more or 
less. We give below Our George’s reply, with his 
Idea of the feasibility of the scheme— 
Belfast, April 4,1881. 
Mu.-•. Dear Sir: Your letter of March 28th 
came duly to hand, ami I have let several days pass 
before answering it, so that it could soak into my 
system, and permeate my entire corporation. I am 
not particularly quick, unless 1 accidentally sit 
down on a pin, when I can rise to a point of order 
as speedily as any gentleman, which must be my 
excuse for not replying before. 
If I get at your meaning correctly, it is this: That 
you consider that you and 1 are a sort of a literary 
Siamese twins, and that what you know, fused with 
what I know, would make a hook. That in our style 
of writing we are as much alike asacouploof dried 
apple pies, only you modestly" give me credit for be- 
ing a trifle the wittier of the two, and you conclude 
by venturing the opinion that if wc could get some 
“feller” to take our sketches ami “bunch them” like 
Bermuda onions, and publish them, that we might 
derive some benefit therefrom ,ln a pecuniary point 
of view. 1 have not given y'our language exactly, 
but have expressed your idea in a rough way. 
Now l have often heard It insinuated, that what I 
“didn't know would make a large book,” but von are 
the first man that has ever had nerve enough to as- 
sert- that what I do know would make half a book, 
and then throw himself into the breach, with the 
statement that he had the requisite amount of ma- 
terial to complete the volume. 
It seems by your letter, that you have read some 
of my sketches, and through them have become ac- 
quainted with me. In this you have the advantage 
of me, as 1 have never had the good fortune to see 
one of your articles, hut as I read hut little, on a< 
count of a scarcity of early education, this is not to 
be wondered at. 1 would like, however, to read 
some of your pen work, and sec if I can trace the 
family resemblance of style that you notice. 1 have 
always had a fear myself, of claiming relationship 
of style with any writer, however humble, feeling 
that I would be treated somewhat as an illegitimate 
child, trying to establish a deputed parentage, and 
you must, l know, he a brave man, to dare try it, 
even on such a waif as 1 am. 
But regarding the book. 1 don’t think that it 
would be right, for two such fellows as you and 1, 
to bau'i oiViNV.Oves together and shove a book on an 
unsuspecting and guileless public. There are sonic 
crimes you know, that the law cannot reach, and 
that is one of them: but our fellow citizens might 
rise in their indignation, and if they did, 1 fear 
there would be a vacant seat in our family circles. 
No, sir, l will not be accessory to such an act. If 
I am going to commit the crime, I’ll he the princ 
pal, and do the murder all alone. I’ve got stiul 
enough to make two books as big as the public 
would care to wade through or pay for; but as long 
as clams are plenty on our flats, and our city’s poor 
is as well cared for as at present, 1 -hall let some 
I one else write the books, and I'll get somebody t<> 
read them to me. It will be less work and ic-- e\ 
pensive. 
I’ll tell you what I’ll do though. If you will write 
and publish a book, I’ll luty a copy (price not to c\ 
j eeed $2.00,) which will ensure your first edition <>f 
j not being a failure. This is a better ofter than 1 
ever had, for 1 swear 1 don’t know who would buy 
one copy of a book of mine. 
They tell me that I am not a very visionary man, 
and that 1 don’t enthuse very easily, and 1 don't 
know but what they arc right. Yours, 
Geo. A. Qi nun 
Our George of the Belfast •Journal. 
Fish ani> Fishing. An Eastport correspondent 
of the Machias Union says that the statements in a 
recent article in the Sentinel concerning the prob- 
ability of the sardine business being overdone tli.s 
year, to the loss of those engaged in it are in t 
warranted by the facts; and that those already en- 
gaged in the business have continued to enlarge 
their facilities aud others to build. Eastport is 
now the most prosperous town in Washington 
county, aud so many persons are employed i:i tin* 
sardine factories that there is not a vacant room 
in any house-Mr E. A. Baker, of Boston, has 
got out the material for a large tish weir, to lie 
constructed on iiersee Island... Gapt David Uoates 
of Thomaston, has sold his steamer ocean to par 
ties in Jonesport. who will use her in the sardine 
fishery.i. J. Maker, of Kocklan who is going 
to plant several oyster beds in Rockland harbor, 
is in company with Capt. J A. Creighton, con- 
templating also to plant a bed in the Georges river, 
for which purpose they have gone to Boston t<» 
arrange tor this enterprise... .The amount of tish 
annually consumed in New York city aggregates 
nearly 31,000.000 pounds, of which cod comprises 
about b.000.ODD pounds, blue ti>11 nearly 5.Oou,.mo 
and mackerel 3,500,000. The value of this supply 
is about $3,300.000-Eight fishing vessels left 
Bremen on tho 3d for the Bauks-The York 
County Fish and Game Protective Society has 
lately been organized in Saco, under a special 
charter of the Legislature of 1873 80 At the meet 
iug for organization the by-laws were adopted, and 
a committee was appointed to have fishways con- 
structed over the dams in Saco river-The Pe- 
nobscot off Brewer Village, is alive with smelts. 
auu the dipping around there is lively-Some of 
the South Bristol fishermen are making a fortune 
catching lobsters at Sf cents each. One man earn- 
ed over §0 in one day_The Portland Press of 
the Ota says: “A small fishing craft, just arrived, 
stocked something over three hundred dollars in a 
twenty four hour catch directly off our coast. The 
crew consisted of six men, and the skipper's 
share for the days work amounted to more than 
$7*J "_The porgie boat Alaska has arrived at the 
Portland works, aud awaits her machinery She 
was built at Hodgdou's Mills for New Bedford 
parties-The winter shore fleet at Portsmouth 
have landed about two million pounds of fish the 
past four months_Salmon were seen jumping in 
the Penobscot, near the Bangor water works Sun 
day, said to be the first seen this season 
Newspaper Notes The Kennebec Journal 
has changed its make-up slightly, ami for the bet- 
ter-The Aroostook Pioneer establishment is 
now run by steam-and \V. S. Gilman... .The 
eighteenth annual report of I he Maine Press As 
soeiatiou is an interesting publication, and typo 
graphically is “pretty as a picture." It is from 
the press of Joseph Wood, Esq., of Skowhegan. 
the Secretary of the Association_The Keuno 
bee Journal understands that a new afternoon 
paper is to be started in Bangor soon... .Stephen 
X. Stockwell, for many years connected with the 
editorial and reportorial management of the Bos 
ton Journal, died last Friday morning from a com 
plication of diseases, aged 58. He was one of the 
oldest journalists in New England. He has been 
a member of both branches of the Legislature and 
prominent in other positions of political and re 
ligious trust-The Bridgeport. Ot Republican 
Farmer copies from the Journal the article on 
Sheep Husbandry recently contributed to our Farm 
aud Garden department. It was an excellent a*ti 
cle, aud has also b«*eu published by the Watemllo 
Sentinel-The Sullivan Bulletin has completed 
its first year of publication, and though it has m t 
struck a bonanza it doubtless lias no cause to com- 
plain of the patronage received-The Sea World 
has a new aud handsome heading, aud has added 
Packers Journal to its sub title. It has also been 
enlarged and greatly improved, aud deserves anl 
stantial patronage 
SaiiTlNu li'KMs The following sales of ship 
property in New York are reported Brig Hava- 
na, 386 tons register, built at Sullivan. Me 1*66. 
metaled June, 1857, $6,750; brig Emma E Hal 
365 tons register, built at Stockton. Me.. 1S0*S, met 
aled October, 1877, recently ashore. $3,500. sell 
Ward J. Parks. 230 tons register, built at Hampden 
Me., I860), metaled April, 1870. £6.500 .Sailors 
are scarce at San Francisco. East week, live 
American ships lying in the stream, were unable 
to obtain crews_The Bath Times says there is 
great scarcity of men in that port for sailing ves 
sels. aud many of the crews, especially the larger 
ones, are brought from Boston and Portland.... 
Ten vessels have cleared from the Kennebec thus 
far. with cargoes of ice-The Commercial says 
that there is quite a fleet of vessels in Bangor and 
the shipping agents have begun work. Men are 
fairly plenty for coasting trips, but there is not a 
great demand now as the vessels nearly all came 
full handed. Able seamen for coasting trips com 
maud $18 to $20 por month-A 23 ton boiler for 
the steamer Clara Clarita, has been completed by 
Quinn «fc Co. of Portlaud-Vessels entering or 
leaving Havana during the night will have to pay j 
double pilotage one half hour before sunrise or one 
half hour after sunset 
Harper’s Weekly commends Senator Mahouc edi- 
torially, while Kast caricatures him on other 
pages. You pays your money aud takes your 
choice. 
The Prog. Age has such a contemptible opinion 
of the Greek aud Latin languages that it would 
not give them the customary capital letters 
The Boston cooks have organized a club. \ 
stuffed club we suppose 
Generalities. 
The Russian Nihilists have been sentenced to 
be hanged. 
Onion seed can now be had for the trifling sum 
of $800 a barrel 
Saturday was the sixteenth anniversary of the 
surrender of Lee's army. 
The Indiana House has passed a woman suffrage 
constitutional amendment. 
The recent storms in the West will, it is thought, 
seriously affect the wheat crop. 
Ex-President Hayes is reported be eigaged in 
writing a history of his administration 
The Shah of Persia will send the Czar a £ 10,000 
sword and the Czarina a turquoise ring. 
The widow ot Theodore Parker died at her re>i 
dence in Boston Saturday night, aged »'»7 
At the Briustey book sale in New York last 
week, a Guttenberg Bible brought $8000. 
Mackey, the bonanza king, has purchased a re?i 
dence in New York, at a cost of $<.">0,000 
The lack of tive votes killed the compulsory 
education bill in the legislature of Indiana 
Charles G. Smith has been arrested in Detroit on 
the charge of swindling Boston merchants. 
Fifty persons asked for prayers at the Thursday 
evening prayer meeting at Beecher's church. 
Mrs. General Gaines, the woman of many law 
suits, wears mourning and a red wig with curls 
In the English boat race, Friday, between Cam 
bridge and Oxford, the latter won by four lengths 
A Republican mayor has been elected in Lead- 
ville, over the present incumbent, who is u Demo 
crat. 
Havana merchants are (f the opinion that the 
sugar crop will be 10 per ceLt below tbat of last 
year 
Whitelaw Reid and Miss Mills will be mariied 
about the 3d of May and spend the honeymoon in 
Europe. 
Four inches of snow fell in Northern Virginia 
Friday night, making the third snow fall this 
month. 
Ex-Vico President Wheeler was given a warm 
reception by his fellow citizens of Malone. N Y 
Thursday. 
An Arkansas girl refused to marry her lover un- 
less ho performed some heroic deed He eloped 
with her mother. 
A rise in the Missouri river has caused a general 
overflow, and there is great sutfering among set- 
tlers along its course. 
Minneapolis, Minn., claims to have wrested from 
Chicago the proud (li.siiuV'tior of being tlo* largest 
wheat handling town in the West 
Fin* hammer w ith which John Paul Jones nailed 
the historic flag to the mast of his ship is owned 
by a gentleman in Indiana. Penn 
President Garfield and family following ;he ex 
ample of ex President Hayes, will summer at the 
S-ddiers' Home, near Washington. 
A through sleeper tor the City of Mexico and 
Acapulco from New York is among the certainties 
of the next few years. The *orid moves 
It is reported that Col. Fred 1>. Grant will resign 
from the army to take charge of the Texas Western 
Narrow Gauge Railroad as Chief Engineer. 
The exodus from New Brunswick is so great 
that the clergy have taken a stand against it and 
are appealing to the people to stay where they aro 
England's importations of meats, cereals, butter, 
cheese, eggs and other loud supplies in 1880 reach 
ed the enormous aggregate of Boo millions of dol 
lars 
Edward O'Donnell, a Fenian re. eri arrived at 
New York co fosses that he was the rig lat >1 
of the piot tc blow up the Mansion House in Ion 
don. 
The lion. Beniamin F Butler, after a stormy 
passage in his yacht, the America, reached Nas 
sau N P on the 1 tth ult and thence cleared for 
Havana 
The friends of Whitelaw Reid state that ’here is 
U" truth in the report that he is to he nominated 
t<- be Minister at Berlin, to succeed Andrew i> 
White resigned. 
The Republican maj ority for mayor iu the long 
time Democratic city of Kansas City. Mo is l.*20*j, 
which is more than halt' as much us the entire 
Democratic vote. 
I 1 He stallion Kentucky Wiikes owned by t'••! 
I E H. Brodhead of Milwaukee, with a record *t 
! *21has been ,• hi to a gentleman n Eastern 
j Massachusetts for 8sooo. 
Dr Bowker investigated the Boston vinegar 
business. i»f 1 ,d00 samples not more than ten per 
cent were found to be pure eider vinegar of full 
strength and good quality. 
Mrs. John Brown, the widow of the martyr of 
Harper's Ferry a large, pleasant looking person, 
dressed in deep mourning, called oil the President 
Wednesday, to ask for an otlice. 
It s estimated that about l,000 joined the van 
ous churches in San Francisco, March dth, the 
fruits of the revival in that city, where Moody and 
j Sail key have been laboring for months 
The official report ot the Philadelphia Lenten 
nial Kxhibitiou has :st been published at tl 
Government Printing Office D :s eight voi 
nines with a third \-dume ot illustrations. 
Mrs Delia Prescott, of Massachusetts and Mrs 
Mary Clark, of Maine whoaretwiu sisters, recent 
ly celebrated their eighty fifth birthday together 
at the old homestead in New Hampshire. 
The Massachusetts Greenback Mate CoimnrLv 
has held a meeting and resolved to raise money 
enough to pay Gen James B. Weaver’s expenses 
while on a stumping tour iu their state in May 
The late Senator Matthew Hale Carpenter, was 
buried Sunday afternoon at Forest Home Ceme 
tery, near Milwaukee The funeral pageant sn: 
passed any :«>rmer burial ceremony in Wisconsin. 
1 M Kalloch assist'd his father in conducting 
religious exercises in Sat. Francisco on Sunday 
night week, and made an address in which he said 
that he intended to resign his ministry, but will 
continue to reside in the city. 
Mr. Nordholf. the well-known Washington cor 
! respondent of the New York Herald, says that 
S leading Democrats in Washington are seriously 
alarmed at the breach made at the solid South b 
the Mahone movement in the Senate 
The following noted women are dangerously id 
ii. Nt-w York Mrs. Lillie Devereaux Biake is sick 
with brain fever- Mrs. Slocum is at the point of 
death from cuUiiiiiatbm ot chrome disease Mrs 
Dr Lozier is fatally ill from a complication of dis- 
orders 
A novel amendment is proposed to the penal 
code ot California. Life sentences are to be com 
muted upon life insurance tables, permitting the 
discharge of a prisoner at the arrival of tin- time 
when he ought to die according to the average 
tables. 
Fvents in Ireland last week have plunged great 
sections of the country into a state <-t excitement 
little short of civil war Law and order, which 
seemed about to resume their sway, have given 
place to demonstrations that an* alarming the gov 
j eminent 
The property of-the Franklin, Mass.. Beet Mi gar 
Company, which cost £i:W,000. sold Saturday for 
>ti0,000. to liquidate the debts of the company, 
which had been in operation a year and a half. 
A new company has been organized to continue 
the business. 
The will of the late Thomas Carlyle, in a para 
graph expressing his strong feeling and good win 
towards America, and especially. New Fnglami. 
gives the books he used in writing the lives ot 
Oliver Cromwell and Frederick the Great to liar 
vard College. 
The aggregate amount appropriated during the 
third session ot tin* -hith Congress tor the tiscal 
vear 188“, exceeds $17 .ouO.OoO This is more than 
$0,000, ooo greater than made for any previ-.m.. 
year The next highot was appropriated tor the 
fiscal year 187‘J. 
Further reports from the terrible earthquake in 
Turkey iu Vsia state that on the whole island 
which contained 70,000 inhabitants. Coon or 7,000 
were killed and 'JO per cent of the survivors wound 
ed. Most of the houses are iu ruins, and 30.000 
people are without shelter 
A writer m Loudon Truth savs that the “fifteen 
puzzle was worked out in Hutton s “Recreations 
in Mathematical Science'' more than titty years 
ago ’The Hindoos. Chinese and Kgyptians were 
familiar with the pu./.le. the square of sixteen be 
mg consecrated t<• Juju:« 
Representative Ladd, who has just returned to 
Washington tmm atrip through Georgia. Florida 
and other > u them States, is said to think that 
the Deuioerats m the Senate are making a mistake 
in the course they are taking, and that the result 
may be to injure the party greatly. 
The Bible which John Brown read in prison, be 
fore his execution, he presented to J F Blessing, 
of Charleston, Vn In it he wrote “There is no 
commentary in the world so good in order to a 
right understanding of this blessed book, as an 
honest, childlike and teachable spirit 
The average sum appropriated tor the education 
of each child in Massachusetts has increased from 
$171 a year in 1850 to $13 55 in 1880. During the 
same time the average pay of female teachers iu 
the four western comities of the State has iucreas 
ed from $PJ 8(i a month to $J5. w hilt* iu Boston it 
has increased from $31 50 to $00 17. 
The Cincinnati Price Current publishes ihe an 
nual statement of stocks ot provisions in the conn 
try March 1. embracing stocks at all interior pack 
ing points and large cities and in transit, showing 
an aggregate of 114,^5,050 pounds of meat, in 
eluding pork, or 54,400,000 pounds less than the 
same time last year; stock of lard. 80.045.000 
pounds, or 70,800,000 pounds less than a year ago 
This makes an aggregate decrease of 131,-JOO.OOO 
lbs. of product, equal to the product of 700,000 
hogs Packing in the West since March 1st is re 
ported at 385.000 pounds to date, against 700.000 
pounds last year. 
There is now more gold iu the United States 
Treasury at Washington, than was ever known to 
be iu one place in the history ot modern times, 
and probably more than could be authenticated as 
existing in a single treasury, at any time before, in 
the world. There is now about $173,000,000 of 
gold coin and bullion exclusive of some $55,000,000 
of silver (considerable ot it being held as deposits), 
while the Bank of Kugland has only about $75,000, 
000 of gold. What is more singular, is that it stops 
in the vaults, n*. matter what the demand, for, as 
fast as it is paid out, it returns, showing that as long as confidence is maintained, it is not a favor 
ite currency. 
News of Belfast and Vicinity. 
l»on*t let your angry passions rise, 
Pecausc your neighbors advertise, 
And draw away the dimes; 
Put boldly do as they have done, 
Pursue the course they have begun, \nd drive away dull times. 
House painters are busy. 
« oiirl meets on Tuesday next. 
Next Thursday will bo fast day. 
I'm* recent cold weather wa* had for the coming 
ay crop. 
I'lie Faster cards are prettier than ever this year, 
1 there is a great variety of designs. 
Saturday was a busy day with our shop keepers. 
I lie tine weather brought everybody out. 
Prig Kmma F. Ilall, built in >toekt«>n in ISOs, sold 
Now York recently for $3,.100. The brig has been 
ashore. 
rite oldest inhabitant docs not remember when 
he roads were in *uch good condition at this "t*nson 
the year as now. 
flu mercury \v:i> 10 degree* below zero at llcl- 
-t, Wednesday. Portland Press, Otli. 
oh no! Ten degrees above is what you should 
■ said; and that was quite cold enough. 
\ sandy Point communication was received at 
iffioe, signed "M.. which did not appear. No 
il regulated printing office publishes anonymous 
•ltnimtions. 
; i s. Revenue cutter J. C. Dobbin, topsail 
.mm*. :• ftw > ears ago on this station, with head* 
at < a-tine, \\ a- sold last week at New Bed- 
for £4,.’oo. The -chooner was purchased by a 
i..n re firm for the fruit business. 
Mr. t c.chrau two week ago, advertised iu the 
.i. for a man and his wife to assist him outlie 
0 Brigadier’s Island, Last week Mr. ( oeh- 
-ent word to tlie office to stop his advertise. 
lb- -aid—“1 got the help wanted, and have 
ia\\a\ forty applicants.” Advertising pay-, 
liable advice.- from Colorado, say that Mr Ira 
ammett, of Belmont, who ha- been west for 
u tw<> years. i- one-fourth «■ wrier in a bonanza 
mine. Mr. Canmiett, with three others, 
a claim which cost them about $4,000, but 
has Uoubtle-- been .-old ere this for a sum 
mr informant was not at libert> to -tate. 
1 !»est information at hand we should say 
Mr < .o.nnnit is possessed -d a snug little for- 
; re 
i.i si \ Mr. Lafayette staple-, of this 
v !i. !i:a its Jackson, on Thursday of last 
:■ -c became frightened at the barking 
•a. and -hying threw him out One of Mr. 
feet became entangled in the spokes of the 
n agging him a considerable distance. Ib*- 
•g Mr. staph*- entered hi- team, drove to a 
Brook-, and after -wiling a bill of good-, 
hi- boot. a- the leg was paining him bad- 
m- then tound that the leg was fractured 
ankle y»inl. but Mr. >.. with consider* 
k an endurance drove alone to Belfast, 
-1!rg> -i -ct the fractured limb. 
< ark M Maiden. *'t '-wanville, i- agent for 
vomit* ■ n invention that will be very 
: arm It i- Ryan’s patent insect de- 
er : ae application of Paris green to potato 
>- ! !.« apparatu- i- a can 1ml.ling twenty one 
water, which is -trapped to tlm hack of 
r.atoi In-ide the can i- a cloth -trainer into 
igreen ;- put, the water being poured in 
A tube about three feet in length leads 
bottom of the can. at the end of which is 
•r. When operated this tube ami strainer 
•at of the person, the fluid being regulated 
•P -o, k in the tube. The operator with the 
-ha« k. -trainer in front, walk- upright be- 
lie potato row-, and turns on the water, 
vines are nicely sprinkled. Pari- green 
lered the most destructive agent for the 
im The destroyer will be manufactured 
kne\ in tin- city, and will be delivered to 
y Mr. Marden at S‘> or less. 
M. Newcomb, formerly of this city, but 
year- in tlit* mine- of Colorado, was in 
week. Il» came to Boston on business. 
not resist coining east to see hi- relatives 
vis. Mi Newcomb has great faith in Colo* 
10 the climate well,.but says a man must 
«• tard to succeed, some stumble on to a good 
e and become >u Idenly rich. Mr. New 
nist efl'eeied a con.-oiidation of eighteen 
libson’- Hill, Breckenridge, forty miles 
ville, under tin name of the Hibson Hill 
of which he is the general superintend- 
iie t tlu* mines in the consolidation alreadx 
iittation, and on the return of Mr. N. ae- 
rations will begin. A p--rtion of the eapi- 
new company is hold in the east. Brock 
i- l.’»0 mile- fr«nn >ilv« r < lift, where the 
M oite mine i- 1- aie<l. •■! which Mr. New omb 
p.rinten'lcnt. Mr. N. say- I he Bussick mine 
tinues t" yield >v<-. ami in bi-estimation is one 
'ig min »f tile world. The stock of the 
k i- not quoted high, but before many mouths 
•• k out for a boom in its stock. Mr. New 
on Wednesday for the west. His many 
llii- i' inity \n ;sh him Hirn 
Ha>ton. < >hio, Journal of April first, ha- a 
n.'i a half sketch of Mr. \N M. Farrow, 
hi rifle shot, a native of Belfast. Hap- 
the reporter of that paper, who is some 
a shot, was invited to a contest of <kill 
•mpanyof city gunners and a stranger wlu> 
i Mr. Ba:< The eomjiany shot several 
Mr. Bate- making a bull's eye nearly 
:: The boys -tared at the stranger in 
•.it, for .-iid. shooting had never before 
ue--ed in that gallery. It was a put up job 
newspaper man and the other gentlemen. 
•*r the -hooting, were introduced to Mr. 
the proprietor, ii: the following manner— 
m lenten, allow me to make you acquainted 
W. M. Farrow, the champion rifle shot of 
l Mr. Farrow then exhibited to the news- 
man the several medal- which he has warn, 
ii- country and in Kurope, a description 
ha- been given in these columns. The re- 
Mr. Farrow'-manner of holding a gun, 
~ay- is unique, but the best, which is by 
thumb under the finger-guard, holding 
-toady with the three front fingers of the 
■■■' <T ow re-ts against his side, and serves 
to the hand." Mr Farrow shoots the 
rifle and travels for the company which 
k- that lire-arm. 
hi. Bku \si hui vi»m. For two months only 
u-t:.' ut:«m been in operation after its cn- 
lie!,.'--, of two years. The Journal has 
ie experiment of Mr. H:*’l, and the result 
ihors has far exceeded it- expectations, 
of Mr. I Tail’s friends, that it has no 
u hi saying that the enterprise bids fair to 
The business now deserves a more ex 
-ii'V. The tw o years of inactivity, and the 
*unt of litigation between the former 
•f tin company are facts familiar to all, 
not be further alluded to save in giving a 
"int of the institution. The building was 
i in tin* fall of ls'T'k has a street frontage 
three stories on the seafront and two on 
!• Its facilities for work are excellent, 
nauager.s became involved in vexatious law 
inch suspended operations, and for two 
property, worth nearly $20,000, re- 
wmant, with its doors closed. Matters 
\v been > far settled as to warrant the ex- 
of resuming work. Mr. Cy rus J. Hall, a 
u "f business capacity, push and outer- 
i- taken a lease of the premises. Mr. Hall 
*rof years has been and i- still operating a 
tarry at Ml. l>e.-ert. Two months ago Mr 
used a lire to be kindled under the boiler, 
engine of 100 horse power so long inactive, 
in motion. The tools, lathes, plainer.-, A;<•., 
nv all first-class, were put in order. Mr. 
next step was to procure a first-class ma 
who was found in the person of Mr. J,ot 
•i.. for many years foreman in some ol' Bos- 
■< machine shops. Mr. < rPorge >. ( ha.se, of 
moulder of large experience, was given 
the foundry department, which in addi- 
d'oii easting, has an excellent brass mould 
I'tment. Work has so increased that four 
r« are kept busy, and the total force has now 
!" thirteen men, two new machinists being 
Monday. With a view of learning something 
Hall’s future business a Journal representa- 
* on that gentleman on Saturday. Mr. Hall 
mt, unassuming man, but when he once en- 
h an enterprise succeeds in it. He said he 
recently visited the mining districts of 
I, where a large amount of machinery is 
id s«*es no reason why he cannot build up a 
le in that direction. In fact, he brought 
" “i’der for a large pump for one of the 
tiie fly wheel of which will weigh 1,000 
The punip will lie cast as soon as the pat- 
be made. Mr. Hall will increase his force 
i' circumstances will warrant, and it will 
-urprising to sec one hundred workmen 
■ t >re the end of the year. What room Mr. 
not utilize will be leased to local enter- 
me of which, Mr. Pottle’s, was mentioned 
A,M‘k Plans are now being made to put a 
*of on the building, similar to that on the 
1 "dorv, which will give another floor, making 
"'ding four stories on the sea front and three 
'• ar. An elevator will connect the several 
Mr. Hall said that doubtless he will erect a 
‘"I1 min before the season closes. With an ex- 
1 'mildiug, machinery, tools and workmen, 
"mil water and railroad facilities, the latter at 
'! doors, there is no reason whv Mr. Hall’s ex- 
ms may not lie realized, and the foundry 
Ut'i: uecoiiie a hive of industry. The Journal 
•o*d to the support of every one, without re- 
•uii! 
or Party, who will devote their energy 
*mual to revive or create new industries where- 
(l pfast may be benefited. Mr. Hall deserves wishes of all for what he lias done.—now 
1 wl>» the next one. 
To-morrow will bo flood Friday and next Sabbath 
Faster Sunday. 
A lodge of the Independent Orderof odd Fellows 
will soon he instituted at Searsport. 
The Belfast tluu and Rod club has engaged rooms 
over Frank B. Knowlton’s store on High street. 
Revenue cutter Levi Woodbury for our station* 
put in Providence R. 1. for repairs and was ready 
to proceed to Fast port on the sth. 
A new chapter of Royal Arch Masons will he in- ! 
stituted at Liberty village this evening. The officers 
of Corinthian Chapter, of this city, will perform the 
work. 
Mr. J. W. Black of Searsport, wiiies to the Bos- 
ton Herald that l ‘> letters contaiiiRig money have 
been stolen from the mails between Searsport and 
Boston since Jan. I. 
Miss Cracie, daughter of tieorge (1. Wells, fell 
one day last week, severely spraining her ankle. 
The surgeon says the accident was caused by wear- 
ing high-heeled boots. 
A kettle containing several gallons of melted tar 
capsized into the fire at l>yer’s yard on Friday of 
last week, making a large blaze and dense smoke 
for some time. No serious damage. 
A family named Whitmore living in the south 
part of the city came near smothering from coal ga> 
one night last week. Mr. and Mrs. Whitmore both 
awoke, fainted and were seized with nausea. A 
child in the room was similarly affected. 
We have received the following circular from the 
Lighthouse board at Washington, which is of inter- 
est to our mariners “Notice is hereby given that, 
on Jul> 1st, the light displayed from the lightship 
olf Winter-Quarter shoal, sea coast of Virginia, will 
be fixed red, instead of fixed white, as now shown. 
Another growing local enterprise in this city is 
the granite polishing establishment of the Fernald 
Brothers. They are now working a crew of six 
men and have orders ahead to August. An order 
for $s.->u worth of work in one reihetery at Apple- 
ton has just been secured. 
1 >;i v i« i W. l)yt*r has received orders from the gov- 
ernment to put the steam launch Sagadahoc, which 
ha> been wintered here, in condition for the sum- 
mer work. The launch is a lender to the T. S. coast 
survey vessels. The boat will be sent to Bangor 
w here a new boiler will be put on board and the 
machinery overhauled. 
I’oi.rt. Corin' Iit.ms. James Fuller, dr., was 
before Judge Boardman, on Saturday la-1, on com- 
plaint of Fred I.. Richards, for an assault ami bat- 
tery. This is a second part of an old affair which 
was recorded at tin* time in tin* Journal. The 
trouble took place at a dance in ^earsmont. when* 
the parties belong. At the first trial Richards 
pleaded guilty to an assault on Fullcrand was lined, 
on Saturday the case was reversed, Fuller, who 
made no defence was found guilty and lined $10 and 
cost- from which he appealed. Richards was 
drunk at the dance, wa.s ejected, and was subse- 
quently "truck and knocked down by Fuller_ 
Mark ( ( a- and John Sullivan, vagrants, w ere 
before Judge Boardman ou Tuesday and sentenced 
to ?,i) days each in jail. 
Tiiko yio.s an.am: Kstaii:. The settlement of 
the late < hike Angier estate, in this city, is becom- 
ing complicated. Previous mention lias been made 
in these column" of a claim of £10,000 put in by the 
heirs, which claim w as rejected by a commission 
composed of David Pierce, \V. (J. Frye and W. B. 
"wan. Vn appeal lias been taken. The ease is 
this A few years ago Judge Whitman, of Brock- 
ton. Mas-., a grandfather of Mr*. Angier, died leav- 
ing that lads £ in,ooo which wa< well invested. 
Before the death of Mr. Angier. by a mutual under 
standing, lie used his wife’s money in Ids business, 
but so far as is known no note or other paper pass- 
ed between them. On settling the estate it was 
found to be insolvent, when the heir- put in a claim 
tor the sin,non, as their mother money, w hich was 
referred to a commission as-Mated above. T. 11. 
Haskell, an attorney of Portland, ha- taken out 
paper* of administration on the e-tat« of Mrs. 
Angier, sued Calvin llervey. administrator on the 
estate of Oakes Angier, in the sum of s_>n,00(» and 
•summoned him to appear before tin- Supreme < ourl 
at Portland. Mr. llervey left for that city on Tue-- 
day. Mr. IPs position i- an embarrassing one 
He want- to do justice to all parties. 
CAl'itREo. ii wiii be remembered that at liit 
January term of the supreme Court, SeMen Han- 
cock, of Burnham, was on trial for the larceny of 
hay from Joshua Trask. Hut escaped during the 
hearing. On Wednesday of last week sheriff Baker 
armed with a capias, went to Burnham to make 
the arrest. Hancock lives eight miles from the sta 
ti"ii in a -mall deal ing three fourths of a mile from 
any other habitation. When the sheriff arrived he 
found Mrs. Hancock alone, and to his inquiries as 
t<- where her husband was how long he had been 
absent. A<-. her only replies were *•! don’t know.” 
Mr Baker looked about out of doors ami presently 
•saw in the woods -<«mc forty rods distant a man 
skulking among the trees who proved t** be Han- 
cock. < >n the approach of the sheriff the man gave 
himself up and went into tin* house to make prepa- 
ration- for the journey. .Mrs. H. sat up her flat iron 
in front of the lire place, and Selden began to hoist 
in hard cider, drinking about two quarts in a very 
short time. Mr. Baker discovered a disposition on 
the part of the man and his wife to kill time and 
watched them narrowly. Hancock went out and 
walked toward-the woods, hut was brought back 
by the sheriif. By thi> time the cider began to work, 
when Hancock said he should not go t- Belfast, 
went down cellar, hid himself in a small apartment 
and defied the sheriff. Presently two men passed 
along who were Minunoned, much against their 
w ill, and all entered the cellar. Mr. Baker seized 
hold of Hancock, who -truck and kicked about 
madly, placed a handcuff about hi- wrist, dragged 
him up stairs where lie was tied and placed in the 
carriage. Before reaching Burnham station Han- 
cock wa- released on promising to be quiet and 
was taken to Belfast without further trouble. He 
will be taken before the coining term of court. 
Heal Estate Transfers. The follow ing are 
the transfers in real estate, in Waldo county, for the 
week ending April l»th—Alden T. Black, Liberty, 
to J. F. Maiden, Montville. Horace W. Chase, 
Bangor, to Horace Cr<*\ford, Newburgh, property 
in Monroe. Daniel M. Dockham, Prospect, two 
lots, to Elvira Thompson and Jennie Thompson, 
Frankfort. E. I. Doe, Burnham, to Franklin Mudg- 
*tt, same town. Edmund A. Fuller, Freedom, to 
Eugene A. Boulter, Cnity. olive Foss, Winterport, 
to John 11 Foss, same town. Sarah E. Gibson, 
Burnham, to Geo. W. Flagg, Palermo. F. C lifton 
*ray, Colorado, to Joshua E Crockett, Prospect. 
Amos Groin, Winterport, to Herbert I. Cole, same 
town. Anial Howard, Belfast, to Win. Cunning- 
ham, Belfast. Andrew J. Hurd, Cnity, to A. A. 
Hurd, Thorndike,—strout farm in Belfast. Moses 
V- Knight, Portland, to Susan Bragdon al., Free- 
dom. Abijah Kendall, Winterport, to Jane It. Cur- 
tis, same town. Henry N. Littlefield, Winterport. 
to Aaron C. Fernald, same town. Eli Moulton es- 
tate, Cnity, to Laban A. Fernald, Troy. John s. 
Morrill, Swanville, to John W. Peavey, same town. 
Mahala C. Prescott, Cnity, to Alice M. Temple, De- 
troit. K. W. Pinkham, Palermo, to Enoch It. Cain, 
2d, same town. L. It. Palmer heirs, Belfast, to 
Stephen S. Woods, Brook-. Jesse Priest, North- 
port, to Jesse T. Priest, same town. George A. 
Pierce estate, Frankfort, to Franklin L. Trundy. 
Mary A. Penney, Jackson, to David Brackett, same 
town. Merrill Howell, Montville, to Charles M* 
Howell, same town. Augustus and Edmund Thomp- 
son, Frankfort, to George and Eliza A. Thompson, 
same town. George and Eliza Thompson, Frank- 
fort, to Daniel W. Dockham, same town. Meshack 
Trundy, Frankfort, to Mary s. Dean, same town. 
Franklin Treat, Frankfort, to Charles Beal, same 
town. Sewell C. Young, Camden, t-> George It. 
Young, Lincolnville. 
Personal. Capt. Samuel I,. Keene, ol‘Rockland, 
made many friends in this city, while his new bark 
< 1’. Dixon was being completed. All will be in- 
terested in the foliowing from the Rockland Free 
Press of the fith—The new bark C. 1\ Dixon, sailed 
from this port Sunday morning, and the captain, 
Samuel L. Keene, was accompanied by his bride, 
who lias been known to a large circle of friends in 
Ibis eitv as Miss Ada F. Bird. We extend our con- 
gratulations to Capt. Keene, and wish the bark a 
prosperous and happy voyage and quick return, 
with all on board. There are many of us who will 
miss the cheery singing bird she carries, and hope 
the happy sunshine and favoring gales which bless- 
ed their start will compass them about through all 
life’s voyage—Charles C. Atkins, Esq., Assistant 
C. s. Fish Commissioner, was in this city last week 
looking up fish statistics in this locality. Mr. Atkins 
has accomplished much in this state in the propaga- 
tion of salmon and other river fish, being at the 
bead of the hatchery at Bucksport... .The name of 
Samuel Ellis was last week omitted from the list 
of Belfast policemen-The Brooklyn Times says 
that Mr. Mlasc. Blaisdell, formerly of Winterpcrt, 
hut now of that city, was awarded the Mott gold 
medal for the best anatomical specimens at the 
commencement exercises of the medical department 
of the ('diversity of New York City, held in the 
Academy of Mush*, on Thursdav evening March 20- 
-The late Stephen N. si >rk well, the veteran editor 
of the Boston Journal, who died last week, will he 
remembered by many of our citizen*. Mr. Stock- 
well frequently visited this ci*y, where he has some 
marriage connections, and was a great admirer of 
Belfast. Mr. Stockwell had many warm words of 
praise for this paper....T. II. Livingston, of the 
linn of Drew, llazcltinc & Livingston, was last 
week elected one of the Aldermen of Jacksonville, 
Fla. Mr. L. is well known to many of our people, 
being interested in a number of Belfast vessels, one 
of which hears his name....Our fellow citizen 
Reuel W. Rogers, Esq., has committed matrimony, 
having l>een united in marriage on the 10th to Miss 
Angie Libbey, of Troy. Mr. & Mrs. Rogers will go 
to house keeping in this city.Seth L. Milliken, 
Esq., returned home on Tuesday after a live weeks 
visit to Washington, D. C. 
A gravel team is now on the Belfast road brllas- 
ting the same. 
Alfred Patterson, cabinet maker, has leased rooms 
at the Belfast foundry building. 
The new bark Shirley which sailed from this port 
on the 5th, arrived at Now York Sunday the loth. 
Mathews Bros., of this city, are making a lot of 
doors for parties in Australia. The order came 
from Boston. 
Kben Sanborn will move his cabinet shop to the 
rooms over Kalish’s store, receiving power from 
Head’s petroleum engine. 
Mr. J. D. Tucker has leased the house of Rev. 
George Pratt, In the suburbs of Belfast, where it is 
understood lie will raise poultry and swine. 
Miss Hodsdon, whose advertisement appears in 
another column, is a piano teacher of large experi- 
ence. she wants six pupils, through the spring 
and immer. 
Mr. George W. Cottrell lias begun on a keel of a 
three-masted schooner for Capt. Grindle, of Isles- 
boro. On Monday Mr. Cottrell received several 
carloads of ship timber over the road from above 
Bangor. 
The lirst Penobscot salmon of the season was 
caught at Sandy Point Friday, and was on exhibi- 
tion Saturday in a Bangor market. The Commer- 
cial says. “It is a splendid specimen of the best 
salmon in the world, weighing-24 pounds.*' 
Miss Mary K. Reardon, a teacher of experience, 
will, on Monday next, open a private school in the 
Allard building on Main street, near John Stewart's 
house. The tuition is small and those who wish to 
give their children private instruction can consult 
Miss Reardon. 
.Jolm \\\ Wight, son of John Wight and a brother 
of George E. and Joseph F. Wight of this city, died 
in Mcvidan, Conn. April 12th, of typhoid pneumonia, 
aged about 40 years. Ilis wife is a daughter of 
Thomas Burgess of Belfast. Mr. Wight leaves no 
children. His remains will come to Belfast. 
Mr. JamesT. l’ottle leaves on Monday to purchase 
machinery for his tubs, pail and kit factory. On 
bis return the machinery will he at once set up and 
labor begun. Mr. Bottle has purchased from Howes 
& Co., material enough to last all the season, which 
w ill be shipped to Belfast ever the railroad. 
Along the Wharves. Otis & Ferguson have 
loaded sch. Lillian with granite for Boston — 
Woods A Mathews are loading sch. Glide with luiv 
for Boston-sell. J. A. Barsons of Brovidence, is 
at Swan’s making repairs....Sell. Earl is al the 
point loading paving and hay for Boston, t > Otis A 
Ferguson. 
Some anxiety is felt for the safety of sch William 
Flint, ot Bangor, ('apt. Guilford Bemlleton, of 
Islesboro, now thirty days out from New York for 
Charleston. The vessel was loaded with guano. 
A vessel ha* been reported seen at sea with fore- 
inii-t bead and main topmast gone, which answered 
the description of the Win. Flint. 
sch. Oriental from Calais last week landed at this 
port a cargo of phosphate from the works of the 
Bed Beach Blaster Co., the first cargo of the kind 
received here, sixty-five barrels and To bags were 
shipped to Augusta, 1*0 barrels to Skowhegan and 
Jo barrels to North Anson. A number of barrels of 
plaster went to the same places. 
The Bangor Commercial says: “It is understood 
that Mr. K. L. Whittier, of Belfast, has purchased 
the ice stack buildings at Swett’s Pond, in (Jrrington. 
and that he will demolish them as he did those on 
High Head dock and ship the lumber to Belfa.-t. 
The buildings on High Head were torn down in the 
early part of this week and shipped to Belfast per 
selir. Orono." 
> her ill' Baker is one of our earliest and most suc- 
cessful eitv gardeners. His lot is all prepared for 
seed and on Wednesday morning la* was sow inff 
onion seeds. Mr. Baker last fall took the first pre- 
mium on onions and other garden produce. In a 
hotbed the sheriff has tomato, cucumbers, quashes, 
beets, radishes, potatoes, A.<\, well advanced, which 
iu a few clay- will be transplanted. Hi- land i- 
higli and entirely free l'yom frost. 
Tin* -herift's jury on the lire at No. 2 engine house, 
after hearing testimony have made a report, which 
covers the same ground as our local of last week. 
They conclude h> saying that they “are of the 
opinion that tic.* fire was incendiary, but arc unable 
to ascertain who is the guilty party. The testimony 
tend- t" -how that it was either some person or 
persons who wished to injure and annoy the engine | 
company, or some reckless and thought les- member 
of the company.'' 
Sheriff Baker has renovated the jail and made 
many improvement.-. The walls, ceiling, interior 
of the cells, iron work both inside ami outside are 
nicely painted and whitewashed. The vault has 
been newly arranged, the building thoroughly 
cleaned, and the atmosphere is now pure and 
healthy. Mr. Baker has had the labor performed 
on his own responsibility. There are now eight 
prisoners in the jail, who, on Wednesday morning 
were washing up the floor. ( harlev McIntosh was 
busily plying the broom while the one armed Han- 
cock, of Burnham, walked up and down the corri- 
dor overlooking the job. 
m I‘TI»K. Mrs. Abigail, wile of Alfred staples, 
who resides om the road from the Upper bridge t<» 
Mason’s Mills, in Belfast, committed suicide on 
Wednesday forenoon by strangulation. The lady 
was nearly To years of age, and at times has been 
insane. Mr. .Staples had been to the city in the 
forenoon, returning home at noon he found his 
wife dead in a chair with a scarf about her neck, 
one end of which was tied to a beam overhead. 
Two gashes in her neck, two razors found on the 
floor in another room and blood about, signified 
that she first attempted suicide by cutting her 
throat. Coroner J. Y. McCllntock was notified and 
held an inquest on the body. 
Tin: Cm in hi:s. Easter will be observed at the 
l nitarian church. Subject of morning sermon will 
be “Immortality.” Evening discourse “The Res- 
urrection of the Body.” Communion will follow 
morning sermon.Rev. Mr. Ross, at the North 
church, will discourse upon “The Resurrection of 
Christ” next Sunday morning—an Easter sermon, 
l'rayer meeting in the evening. Three converts 
were received into Mr. Ross’ church last Sunday 
—The Catholics held services in this city last sab- 
bath—The Spiritualists held services at their new 
rooms on High street last Sunday. Mrs. Went- 
worth of Knox spoke-There will he Easter ser- 
vices at the Universalist church next Sunday. Sab- 
bath school concert in the evening—Subject of 
Rev. Mr. Gerrish's Sunday sermon at the Methodist 
church will be, “Justification by Faith.”....The 
Unitarian church will be handsomely decorated for 
Easter and there will be special singing for the oc- 
casion. 
Nkw Al>VkktI«SKMExTs. Geo. W. Burkett has 
just returned from Boston with a new stock of 
goods and has opened an elegant line of carpetings, 
curtains, etc. Will open on the 13th ladies garment 
department....T. W. Pitcher & Co. will open this 
week a spring and summer stock of silks, satins 
and dress goods, shawls, etc. Read their advertise- 
ment in another column...arise to say” that 
Freo Atwood, of Winterport, has a full line of all 
kinds of agricultural implements....Sec notice of 
Grove cemetery....R. G. Dyer offers for sale his 
house on Bay View street, Belfast_Farm, farm- 
ing tools et<'., for sale at auction on April 20th, In 
Belfast, OilSearsport road, lir II. A. Patterson.... 
Farms for sale by Hiram Bliss,dr. Washington, Me. 
... .Miss .1. A. Burroughs, a first class dress maker 
lms established herself with Miss A. A. Hicks, as will 
he seen in another column. ...II. T. Lufkin of Deer 
Isle, offers for sale the Masonic building. 
Wiieheaholts of Belfast Vessels, .ship city 
of Brooklyn is at Cardiff... .Ship Alice Buck cleared 
from New York on the iltli for Portland, Oregon. 
Srlir. Mary arrived in New York on the 7th from 
ltockland-Bark David Babcock, from Sagua for 
New York, was spoken on the ath ill lat. 35, long. 71. 
On the Iltli the hark sailed from Delaware Break- 
water....Sclir. Nellie S. Pickering cleared from 
Jacksonville on the 2d for Now York.Selirs. 
James W. Brown and Florida arrived at Jackson- 
ville on the ath from New York_Bark Sarah A. 
Staples arrived at Boston on the loth from cienfu- 
egos. Reports heavy westerly gales and twisted 
off rudder head-Srh. Lizzie Poor, .. Belfast, 
arrived at Baltimore on the loth,...Ship Nancy 
Pendleton cleared from New York on the Iltli for 
1 okoliatna....ship Leonora, from San Francisco, 
arrived at Queenstown on the 12th, 144 days passage. 
-Ship Cora from Hong Kong, arrived at New 
5 ork oil the 13th, after a passage of 112 days. 
A City Bitliunil The question of the city's ; 
purchasing a building for its use is being discussed | 
by our citizens. The first argument, of course, j 
against any outlay i9 the city’s indebtedness. But 
let us look at the question in all its bearings. Any 
one who will consult the detailed disbursements 
of the city, published by the Journal last week, will 
see that Belfast in the municipal year just closed 
paid $070.00 in rental for its several departments. 
The Angler property on High street, adjoining the 
county lot, is for sale at a bargain, and with a small 
outlay could be converted into suitable quarters for 
all the city’s business and the city’s property. 
Money can be hired at four per cent., the interest on 
which, together with insurance, will be less than 
one half of what is now paid for rental. Without 
increasing taxation in the least, the amount thus 
saved in a few years, would pay for the building. 
The saving in gas would be no small item. Nor is 
this all. In a few years at most Belfast will come 
into possession of large legacy for the purpose of a 
publiclibrary, when additional room will he needed- 
This question was once introduced by Ex-Mayor 
Swan in his Inaugural address, and should nofc re- 
ceive the earnest consideration of our people. 
Belmont. Members of Mystic Grange, on Mon- 
thly, began the building of a stable 80 by *2."> feet, to 
be used in connection with the Grange building for j 
putting up the teams of the members. Twenty | 
teams started out early Monday morning for lumber. ! 
Waldo. Yixmt iL'voi 11 ■ friends of M d 
Mrs. R 8. Gay, assembler at tiieii house on Tiiurs 
day of last week 10 celebrat i the iwcnty-lifth anni- 
versary of their marriage lif \ Numcrou* present 
were left, a Ixnintiful collation partaken of. speech- 
es made- ■ nd *p ha 1 a rood t 
Lincoln ville. ><‘h. Edward Stanley. Capt. 
Royal G. Sherman, of this place, for New Bedford, 
put into Vineyard Haven on the (Jth, having lost 
both anchors in a gale off Bass River. While mak- 
ing sail, Robbie, a fourteen years old son of the 
captain, was knocked overboard, by the mainsail, 
and drowned — Horace M. Gilkey, son of Capt. 
Caleb Gilkey, formerly of Camden, died last week 
at the age of about 25 years. Mr. Gilkey was an in 
tclligent young man, a school teacher by profession, 
and will be missed in the town. He was the Lin- 
colnville correspondent of the Journal. 
( ASTINE. County Attorney Warren is at Ells- 
worth attending to his court duties.V young man 
was brought before Trial Justice Hooper last week, 
charged with disturbing a public meeting, and was 
put under bonds to appear for trial in one week. 
We trust this will act as a check upon those young- 
sters who make so much disturbance... .The exter- 
ior of the Custom House building, which is finished 
in mastic, has received a coat of oil, which gives it 
anew look — Schrs. D. T. Patchin and Mentora 
are being put in order for the summer coasting— 
l)r. Wallace is putting some repairs upon his house 
at the corner of Pleasant and Water streets—Mr. 
David Dyer of Cape Rosier, has received about 
$5,000 recently, from the Rosier Mining Co. for land 
bought by them a year or more ago. Work at their 
mine goes on steadily. 
Thoksdikk. “Awful bail” he says, when lie 
speaks about the travelling-Last Monday the 
lire ran like a race horse over the fields and pastures 
adjacent to the station; as the wind was favorable 
no damage was done.Vn evidence of prosperous 
times is the fact that our harness makers, Ja~ II. 
A Win. Kaekeliff, have made about two new har- 
nesses per week for the last year, and are still fai 
behind their orders —V visitor to the mill of Win. 
11 "ay ward, discovered that individual, brakes in 
hand, controlling the movements of the huge “board 
circular.” He has a line new mill loo feel by JO, 
manufacturing meal, shingles, boards, &c., and 
employing six men.....V> dozen is the number of 
eggs one of our farmer's hens laid for him in two 
weeks. They were good for a barrel of Hour and 
a little tea. If those hens scratch as smartly as they 
lay they will be likely to make the dirt fly in that 
man's garden. 
•I vckson. The winter term of the village school 
will close next Friday. It has been a long term; 
fourteen weeks in all. The last six weeks of the 
term have been taught by Mr. Irving Kilgore, of 
l»rooks, with good success— Mr. Klijah Fenderson, 
who broke his leg the first of the winter, thinks lie 
will be able to dispense with his crutches in a few 
week-. Some of his neighbors and townsmen gave 
him a “bee” last week and cut up hi- pile of wood 
at the door, and shingled his house and ell, which he 
is fitting up and expects to have ready for his oc. 
cupaney by the lir-t of June_Mr. and Mrs. Leslie 
A. Batcheldcr, recently married, gave a reception, 
on Wednesday of last week, at the house of the 
bride* father. Mr. Clias. A. Nealley, and were made 
the recipients of many presents-The fro-t is 
coming out of the roads and the travelling is any- 
thing but good ...The season for making maple 
sugar and syrup is about over, but large »juantities 
ha\ e been made. 
Brciv>i*< on. The steam ferry, Josiah Totten, is 
again on her route. Her whistle was first heard 
last Monday morning. The passage acres- tin* 
river can now be made with comfort and in much 
less time than during the winter months. The Tot 
ten will make a straight passage across the river in 
from three to four minute-.J. Bobert Kmery has 
commenced l • make extensiv e repairs on his sloop. 
-Vn interesting case of assault and battery wa~ 
tried before Judge Pillsbury last Monday, state, 
Ivory lira lit. complainant, r>. A Men Miles, lined $10 
and costs. ..liev.’s Mr. Besse and Mr. Forsythe ex- 
changed pulpits lat Sabbath. The text of Mr. Bc--e 
was, “I pray thee have me excused.”-The tan- 
nery i> now and has been for a year running on full 
time with about l_* men employed. Double that 
number might tin* 1 a plenty of work here, had they 
more room. Probably new buildings will be add«*d 
in the near future. The average is about 000 do/, 
skin- t inned n ekly. Last week the number amount 
ed to sou doz. skins tanned by tliiseompanv Hilda 
ready sale....1 »ust ha- been flying in our streets 
for over a week pa-t. but the -prinkler which we 
have welcomed -o mam times in the past, has not 
yet made its appearance-1 inr li-hermen report 
••no fish” this week. 
( vMi'i.v There lias ju>t been completed at Mar- 
ccllus Prince’s carving shop a model sardine facto, 
ry. it represents a three story building, including 
the Mansard roof. On the Irani is a tower sur- 
mounted by a llagstall'. The model is -I ft »in. long, 
2ft *!in. wide and .» ft. high. The tower extends out 
11 inches from tin* main building. All the fixtures 
for putting up or canning sardines are represented, 
such as tables, vats, furnace, drying racks, solder- 
ing stand'etc., etc. One side of the model can be 
removed so as to show all the internal arrange- 
ment'. This model has been built under the direc- 
tion of the Tnion Fish Co. of Maine, and will be 
sent to Washington for the purposes of the compa- 
ny....Capt. J. T. Conant has placed on the South 
side of his house a large bay window_The new 
schooner II. M. Mean i' building has been named 
Morris W. Child, she is to be commanded by Capt. 
Torrey.of Deer Isle — Next Sunday evening there 
will he a Sabbath school concert at the Cougrega- 
tionalist Church and an interesting time is antici- 
pated. .. .Diphtheria and other diseases are quite 
prevalent. Last Sunday there were three funerals 
at Rockport, one the previous day, and another one 
Monday. In Camden village there are eight eases 
of diphtheria in one house....On Monday evening 
of this week the pupils of the. High school gave an 
entertainment at Megunticook Hall with a very 
pleasing programme which was followed by a levee 
in the lower hall—all under the direction of Mr. 
Tribou, the teacher. The proceeds are to be devot- 
ed to useful articles for the school room. A fair 
but not large audience was present, special men- 
tion should he made of a song, “Bride Bells” by 
Miss May McCarthy, a young miss of Camden who 
has extraordinary vocal powers. Mr. Tribou takes 
a great deal of pains to render the schoolroom at- 
tractive and to this end has expended a good deal 
of his own money....Austin Sweetland, for many 
years postmaster at Rockport, died on Saturday. 
His age was To years ; he was a member of >t. 
Paul’s Lodge.Joseph H. Bowers, an old and 
prominent citizen, died Friday; his age was (53 
years. He was a member of St. Paul’' Lodge, and 
also of Keystone R. A. Chapter. 
Brooks). Mud and slop-The snow drifts are 
fast disappearing-The caw, caw of the thievish 
crow is heard, as lie examines the last years’ domi- 
cil, calculates the trouble of refitting for this sea- 
son’s campaign, and prospects the fields where he 
has usually found an abundant supply of food. 
Well, let them say what they may, he is a jolly, 
social fellow and in many places does more good 
than harm, although there seems to he a good many 
of him about planting time. Jlis reputation is as 
black as his plumage among farmers, however, and 
being habitually distrusted he learns to look out 
for himself—The merry chirp of the llrst birds of 
spring now enlivens the pleasant mornings, and 
the husbandman will soon be stirring the soil and 
preparing for the active season’s labor.Joseph 
Bickford has obtained the services of Otis Merri- 
thew and they intend to make things lively in the 
blacksmith shop the coming season ...Dr. Rich is 
making a great improvement in his buildings and 
evidently intends t<> have the best painted stand in 
the village.The members of the F. W. Bap- 
tist church of thi* town with all others interested 
arc to meet at the house of John M. Dow Friday 
afternoon and evening of this week lor a donation 
party, the proceeds to he for the benefit of the Rev. 
II. II. Small, who has faithfully, year after year, 
attended to the rclighflis interests of the place with 
small remuneration except the consciousness of be- 
ing in the line of duty-The assessors are now 
busy at work and our citizens will soon know how 
much each must contribute to the general good. 
The cold windy wave is somewhat over and better 
weather prevails... Wheeling quite good on many 
roads — Now the careful farmer inspects his seed 
resources and looketh around for such as lie hath 
not-\hishah Kvans cut his foot badly with an 
axe. Dr. Libby attended him.Many of our 
young men are hiring here with our larger farmers 
....County Council P. of H. met with Harvest 
Home Crange Tuesday....Henry Stevenson has 
moved into Luville Whitaker’s house_The widow 
nt John Ames, and family, have moved into the 
Eben Page house....The widow Brown has moved 
into Beuj. Leathers’ house....Sy lvira Lang is re- 
pairing her house, lately purchased in the West 
Brooks Dist..-.Georgiana Leathers, a girl of 14, will 
soon In* admitted to the Girls’ Industrial School, 
Hallowed. This i< our lirstcontribution to that in- 
stitution.John Johnson will erect a tine barn 
40x30 the ensuing season.James Riley Bailey 
will build a barn the coming summer. It will be 
covered by sliaved pine shingles, shaved the past 
winter bv Emerson Cilley. Mr. C. is an old shingle 
maker-The Selectmen arc on their labors prelim- 
inary to assessing taxes....Dist. Xu. 3 has voted 
$130 to repair their school house — Miss Ella E 
Fenderson has engaged the West Brooks school 
.The Hist. No. s will repair their school 
house this season.James McTaggart, section 
foreman here, is to have charge of the crew 
accompanying the working train soon to be put up- 
on the R. R. ballasting, and has hired quite a large 
part of his men here... .Edwin Lenfcsfc lost a child 
recently-Dr. Libby is pushing work on his re- 
cently purchased stand at the village. In conjunc- 
tion with Drs. Johnson and Hid he amputated be- 
low the knee the leg of Win. Simpson of Dixmont. 
Gangrene had ensued from ossification of the arte- 
ries. .. .There is quite a search here for skunks, the 
pelts bringing a good price. 
MivNitoi:. Messrs. Neallcy ,K I.nfkin liavo applied 
to tlie Canadian government for a patent for tlieir 
lantern reflector*_Tlie Slonroe Hand have order- 
ed new instruments ami will give a drama!if enter- 
tainment and ball on the id of May_Our school 
begins on the first Monday in Mat and is to he 
taught by Miss Flora speed, of Bradley....Quite a 
number of our young men have gone to Massaehu 
setts for employment. 
Capt. Lull of the Navy, who has in years past 
had connection with the United States surveys 
fort-anal purposes on the Nicaragua and Panama 
routes, was recently ordered to Panama to take 
command of the Wachuselt. While there lie gave 
some attention to canal matters, and he writes 
“that Do Lesseps has several small surveying par- 
ties, composed of French engineers, with nativo 
laborers at work on different points along the 
route. So far no construction work lias been com- 
menced Captain Lull is more than ever convinc- 
ed that Do Lesseps' scheme of a tide level canal is 
impracticable and that no Panama Canal will ever 
be constructed unless the original plans are so 
modified as to entirely change the character of the 
work. 
The membors of tho Boston publishing lirtn of 
J. U. Osgood & (Jo. are Maine men it appears. Tho 
Oxford Democrat says: James K. Osgood, tho 
senior member, is a nat.vo of Fryeburg in this 
County, and has long been known as a Boston pub- 
lisher. He has been a member of the tirms of 
James K. Osgood it Co.. Houghton. Osgood it Co., 
and he was with tiie tirm of Ticknor it Fields, we 
believe. Tho second partner of tho new tirm is 
E. E. Osgood, also a native ot Fryeburg, but 
who has resided in Paris. France, for twelve years! 
He now returns to America in order to eugago in 
this business Mr. (i. P. Osgood, also a brother 
ami a native of the same town is at the head of 
the wholesale and shipping department ot tho new 
tirm. 
The great combination Senatorial circus, now 
daily performing at Washington, is rather arnus 
ing, but altogether too costly a show for the conn 
try. [New Orleans City Item. 
The Item has fallen into a not uncommon error, 
it costs the country very little more when Con 
ureas is in session than when it is not in session 
The salaries:of Congressmen, and of most of the 
employees of the Senate and House, are yearly, 
and are paid whether 1 'ongress is m session or not. 
The Calais Times in giving a list of former resi 
dents of Washington county now living in Chicago 
omits tho wealthiest, Mr Henry Porter, formerly 
of Maehias, who has made several millions iv. rail- 
road operations 
Two double and two single sleighs are being 
built ut tile Maine State Prison, to be shipped to 
Idaho the first of June 
Wonder if they expect to have sleighing in Idaho 
in June 
This is about tho time of year when icebergs 
start from Baffin's Bay for a Southern cruise, and 
European steamers will need to keep a sharp look 
out in crossing the Newfoundland Banks. 
The steamer Henry Frank, arrived at New Or- 
leans the other day with 11,'J'Jti hales of cotton and 
500 sacks of cotton seed meal. This is the largest 
river cotton freight on record. 
Perlev says Barnuui is "as chipper as a boy of 
eighteen This is P T.. and nut Billbarmtm of 
Morey letter notoriety. 
Coombs, the Eewiston artist, "would rather 
paint cows than a storm at sea." 
STATE OP MAINE. 
Ill TUI. in iVKliSc III. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
In accordance with a pious and time-honored cus- 
tom, come down lo us from the Pilgrim Fathers, 
and found si suitable to our love and veneration, I. 
Harris M Platslcd, Governor, by and with the ad 
vice and consent of the Council, do hereby appoint 
and sot apart 'fin iisn.iv, tmk twks n i-insi hay 
of Ai'ltlt., nkxt, as a dav of Humiliation, Fasting 
and Prayer. And 1 do recommend to the Christian 
people of our state to keep this, their annual fast; 
refrain from labor, business, amusements, ami in 
their homes and bouses of public worship, humble 
themselves before Him whose mercy endureth for- 
ever;—supplicating His favor upon themselves,the 
state and Nation; eonfC; dug their sin- ami -coking 
forgiveness of Hie same, in humility of spirit, "if 
we say that wo have no sin, we deceive ourselves, 
and the truth i- not in us; lmt if we confess our 
•ins, lie is faithful and just lo forgive u- our -ins 
ami t'i cleanse us from ail unrighteousness.'’ 
Given til the Council I liamner ill Augusta, this 
thirtv-ilrst day of March, in tile year of our 
Cord one thousand eight hundred and eighty 
onc, amt of the Independence of the Fnited 
States of America the one hundred and liftli. 
HARRIS M. PCAISTKU. 
Uv tic-»iovernor. 
'Josf.i-ii (>. smith, Secretary of State. 
Clippings. 
W. it. Fuller, Jr., has been appointed a justice 
of the peace and quorum, and henceforth there's 
going to be peace in this city if we have to lick 
every man in town to preserve it. [Rockland 
Courier 
Several journals which mistake the inventions of 
tlie imaginative reporter for news have been giving 
the public long accounts of a conference in New 
York relative to the continuation of Judge Robert 
son. These accounts represented that the Post 
master General was an active participant in the 
conference The Postmaster General denies that 
such a conference took place. [Boston Journal. 
During March li.iilb.Tl'J bushels of grain were 
shipped from New York in lid steamers, ships 
and barks, and not a kernel of it ivas carried under 
the Hag of the Fnited States Here is real food for 
those abroad and also food for thought for tineri 
can statesmen. [Portland Sunday Times. 
Elsewhere in this paper will be found the fast 
day proclamation of Gov. Plaisted, but which we 
feel ivas never written by him, because : 1. It is 
brief. It don't mention Jefferson d it lets the 
banks alone. I. it is unpartisau b It is reason 
ably religious. For the above reasons, the Item is 
forced to believo that Gen. Plaisted did not write 
the document; but it may be that Dr. John M. 
Todd did. [Portland City Item. 
The Dakotah Hoods are subsiding, lmt there is 
great suffering. 
A young lady at a ball called her beau an Indian 
because he was on her trail all the time. 
A Michigan farmer bred a bullet into the air to 
see if it would come down. He uoyv swears by the 
sore spot on his bead that it did. 
Alisa Hattie Deuell died in Iowa city at a quarter 
before one. Monday, having completed full forty- 
seven days in attaining death by starvation. She 
began her long last the Tid of February last. 
The actual value of the real and personal estate 
in Wisconsin is live times as much as the State of 
Texas, four times that of Kansas, three times that 
of Minnesota, and twice that of Virginia. 
Messrs. Si unions A Sou, proprietors of "Oak 
Hall,” Boston having been disappointed in not re 
ceiving balloons from Paris, France, as promised, 
will be unah.e to give balloon ascensions (adver- 
tised in this paper) until the last of April or lirst 
of May. Boys, be on the lookout for them' 
DR. BULLOCKS KIDNEY REMEDY, 
NEPHRETICUM. 
Is the most effectual Rente- 
>dy for all Diseases of the 
Kidneys, Bladder, and frln- 
ary Organs, Female Com- 
plaints and tieneral Debill- 
ty.surli as painful,dragging 
sensation In the Rack and 
Loins, Suppressed or In- 
continent Vrinatlon, with 
whitish or brick-dust dr- 
Eoslt, Dropsy, Oravel, Dla- etes. Organic Weakness, 
Ac. 
NEPHRETICIM lias no 
equal for Lameness and 
Weakness peculiar to Fe- 
males. 
NEPHRETICIM Is the best 
know n remedy for Diabetes. 
NEPHRETICIM. as u Tonic 
and Stimulant for aged per- 
sons, Is without a rival. Be 
sure and ask for Dr. BIL- 
LOW'S KIDNEY REMEDY, 
NEPHRETICIM. For Sale 
b> all Druggists. 
rmr, uiiij 51.uu per nmiie. 
C. S. KOBKKTSOM, Proprietor. BoNton. 
(«K0. ('. tiOODWIN A CO., tien’l Agents, 
lyr.’i 30 A 3* Hanover St.. Boston, Mass. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
A. 
To all who are suffering from the errors and indis 
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, 
loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe that will 
cure you, FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy 
was discovered by a missionary in South America. 
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Rev. Joseph 
T. Inman, Station D% New York City. Iy20 
Boston Market. 
m Boston, April li. 
Butter—Choice western creamery sells quickly at 34g35c; fancy lots sell higher; fair to good west- 
ern creamery, 30 a 33c; northern creamery, 28f?32c. 
new northern dairy, choice lots, 27528c; selections, 
30c; fair to good, 20«23c; ladle-packed, choice, 21 5 
23c; fair tc» good do, 17519c; old butter ranges from 
12 u 17c; choice selections sell higher. 
Cheese—Trade is mostly routined to small job- 
bing lots to grocers, who pay from 15 to 15J4c, as to 
quality, the latter being for choice selections; fair 
to good, 132,'.gi4*ac; common, 12513c. The outside 
quotation for jobbing lots, choice whole milk, Sep- 
tember and October is 15‘2c. 
Eggs—The market is firm, with demand fully up 
to the supply. Southern and Western, 17518c; Eastern, Northern, and near by, lg’^glOc. 
Beans—Choice mediums, pea and yellow eyes, 
hand-picked, $2 25 ty* bush; lots below firsts vary in 
price as to quality. Prices have advanced on' all grades considerably during the week. 
Potatoes—Choice I foul ton rose is in large do 
maud for seed in the Middle states and the demand 
for shipping is good. Moulton rose, s.'.c; Aroos- 
tooks, 78580c; .Maine Central, Vermont and New 
York, 75c; Moulton prolific*, 75c; Aroostook and 
Maine Central, 75c: Northern, 70c; peerless, r>5< : 
Chenangoes, 55,<i00e; Jacksons, 05c. 
Onions—(>uoTcd at $5 25 furred-; s:t 2555 75 y I 
00 ¥ bid. 
Apples—Russets, $2 ooy2 25 IK bid; Baldwins, 
$2 00 §2 25; common, $1 505 1 75, including both 
varieties; choice spys, $3 Xly3 .50 for No. I. 
May ani> Straw—Choice timothy, $25 ¥ ton; 
fair to good do, 21522; line hay, $18520; medium, 
$10517; common to poor, $13515. Rye straw. $25 « 
20 ¥ ton; oat, $12511; medium threshed rye, $20: 
wheat straw .sells at about the same as oat straw. 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal. 
By C. M. SARGENT, No. 8, Main Street. 
PRODUCE MARKET. PRICES PAID PRODUCERS. 
Apples ¥ bush, 30550 Jfav IK' ton, $12,005 10,00 
dried, ¥ ib 155 Hides ¥ it.. r>50 
Beans,pea,bush I.s5g2.00 Lamb ¥ It.. 050 
Medium $! 5551.70 Lamb Skins, $!.50«2Th) 
Yellow-eyes 1.7051.85Mutton ¥ tt., “550 
Butter ¥ It., 20525 (hits ¥ bush. 17550 
Beef ¥ ib, 8510 Potatoes, 50 5 00 
Barley IK hush, 05575 Round Hog f It. 7 y 71. Cheese V 11., 12&14 Straw ¥ ton, $o.no<ts.on 
Chicken ¥ tb, 12 514 Turkey ¥ II., ll a p; Calf Skins ¥ tt.. 12 Veal IK It., 0y 7 Duck ¥ lb, 10512 Wool, washed, IK tb, to 
Eggs ¥ do/.., it; Wool, unwashed, IK lb, 30 Fowl ¥ tb, 10y 12 Wood, hard, $4.00<i5.00 
Geese ¥ it., 10512 Wood, soft, $2.50y3.no 
RETAIL MARKET. 
Beef. Corned, ¥ It., * Oat Meal ¥ tt., 5 
Butter, Salt, ¥ box, 20 Onions ¥ lb. 550 
Corn ¥ bush, 07 < >il, Kerosene ¥ gal., .0 
Corn Meal ¥ hush, 07 Pollock ¥ tt., 3'2 5 t Cheese ¥ tt., 15 517 Pork ¥ tt., 11 «d2 
Codfish, dry, 4K lb, 55(5 Plaster ¥ bid., $f.00 
< ranberries ¥ qt., 5 Rye Meal, ¥ tt>, 
Clover Seed, ¥ tt., 10523 Shorts ¥ cwi., $1.30 
Flour ¥ bid., $0.7550.75 Sugar ¥ tt., jigio*. H. G. Seed ¥ bush, $3.40 Salt, T. I., ¥ hush, 15 
Lard ¥ tt., 12 S. Potatoes ¥ lb, o 
Lime ¥ bbl., 0051.00 Wheat Meal, IK lb, tat 
MARRIED. 
In Liberty, March 22d, -lose Greeley, Ksu., ©f 
China, and Mrs. Betsy Harris of I.ihertV. 
In Jackson, April*1, Mr. Lester T. Bachelder <d' 
Monroe, and .Miss Sarah II. Neallv of Jackson. 
Ill I.incolnville, Mart'll 2l>th, Fred II. Patten and 
Carrie A. Blood, both of Lineolnville. 
Ill Montyille, March 27tli, Mr. Asa H. Stewart of 
Monlville, and .Miss Emma I.. Gravid' Brnoksyiilc. 
In Camden, Mart'll tilth, Mr. Charles II. Arhorn 
and Mis- 1211a M. Fogler, both of s,>. Hope. 
In Rockland, April 2d, Capt. Samuel 1.. Keen and 
Miss Ada F., tliird daughter of A. J. Bird, Ksq. In Itockland, April 2d, Isaac N. Morgan of Hurri- 
cane, and Miss Rebecca C. Kirkpatrick of Camden. 
in Castine. April lid. Mr. Moses i, :m,| \[j__ 
sarali II. Gray,‘both of Castine. 
At Bar Harbor, March 2sth, Mr. Joint 11. ( hri-tic 
of Bar Harbor, and Miss Laura M. Mivgcnl ,,i yp 
Desert. 
At Winter Harbor, \pril 2d, Mr. Daniel MeNcal 
of Gonldsbftro, and Mis- Maria Tracy of Deer Isle. 
©DIED 
(Nothing beyond the announcement of the name, tun 
residence,ij-c.,of deceased pernons trill be gnhlisfied under this heading.) 
In Belfast, April slit, Mr-. Kii/a, wife of David 
Gilmore, aged 74 year.-. 
in Houlton, April 1st, Charles \\ Deer, formerly 
of Belfast, aged about 7>u years. 
In Meriden, Conn., April 12th, John 'V. Wight 
formerly of Belfast, aged about In rear-. 
Ill Lineolnville,(April Ath, Ihuae M i.ilkev, a d 23 years. 
In Bangor, April tilth, Israel T. Blctlicn, aged :,u 
years, 4 mouths and *1 ilavs. 
in Wasliingt. March 22d, Mc|i.-a \. Thomas. 
aged lb years and in mouths. 
At Ash Point, So.Thoinaston, Marcli 22d,Thomas 
Haskell, aged tO, years. 
In Union, March 22d, William G. Hawes, aged t;;< 
years and s months 
At High Point, N. ( .. April Mb, John II. stetson 
ot Camden, Me., aged 32 y ears. | nios. and 13 da'. 
ln Philadelphia, April 2d, Goorge lark, formerly 
of Camden. 
In ltoekport, \i>ril nili. Au-iin Syreethmd. am-d 
74 years. 
In Camden, April sili, Joseph II. Bowers, aged i;3 
years. 
In Itockland, April 2d, Mary K., daugiiler of apt. Hiram G. and Sarah A. I'ilfsbiirv. aged II year.'’ 
months and 22 days. 
In Rockland, April 4th, 1‘erley, -on ©I George and Hattie Wilson, aged In months. 
In Rockland, April 7th, Charles K Kelley, aged 
23 years, 7 mouths and 4 dav-. 
lii Vinalhaven, April nth, Angie I... yvifeol i.co. 
Racklid', aged 2s years and 1 months. 
In Waliloboro, April 4lli, Park, r Wvinan. 
At Vinalhaven, Oscar Barton, aged"|3 year-. 
In North Union. April 3d, liannali Mi'—cr. agc-l 
72 years. 
In Portland, March 2ii(li, Riciianl I!. Y-emg ,.| 
Rock]iort, aged 23 veal -. 
in Ellsworth, .March lutL. Mr-. .Maria I*., wife of 
Joshua T: Jcllison, aged 7ki y ear-, In m,2- day -. 
In Kil-yvorth, March gsili, Marv K., daughter of James and Funiee II. Brown, aged l.j years, Indites. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF 1JF.LF Wi\ 
ARRIVED. 
April 'Hi. sell. Lillian, Ryan, B<»-ion. 
loth, >eh. Jas. A. Parson-. Howe. Portland. 
•• lltli. seh. < M-iental,-, Portland. 
Pith. <rh. Clide,-, Buck-port. 
SAILED. 
April dth, schr-. Brunctic, Babbage, Boston; 
.Mary Kli/.a, Bullock, do. 
April Sth, soli. A. XV. Kllis.Fcrgiison,.Jacksonville. 
'.'tli, Carrie Sport'ord, Lowe, Bangor. 
l.'Uli, sclirs. Lila, (irindle, Bangor: Lamar 
tine, Haskell, do: Lillian, Ryan, Boston 
2b Co. 
ARE 0 RUNG THIS WEEK 
-THEIR-- 
Spring & Summer Stock 
SILKS7 SATINS, 
DRESS GOODS, 










Notice of Foreclosure. 
Wild. A. M< >R KY, of Waldo, by bis deed dated tlie :51st day of July, A. I>. 1877, and record- 
ed in the Waldo County Registry of Deed-, Book 
170, Rage *247, conveyed* to me tin* undersigned, in 
mortgage, certain 'parcel of real estate situate in 
Waldo, in tin* Count} of Waldo, an l bounded a- 
follows : It being the southwardly half part of i<»t 
No. (i, in tin* “three mile square,*’ formerly so-called, 
in said town, according to tin* survey and plan of 
Maleoni and (Reason, containing about titty acres 
with the buildings thereon, and being bounded 
westward!}* by the west line of the “three mile 
square*’ aforesaid; northwardly b\ land formerly 
of William F. Sheldon; castwardly by ’and of one 
Kellar, and southwardly, by laud'of Richard Gay. 
And the condition of said’mortgage having been 
broken, l,the undersigned, by reason thereof, claim 
a foreclosure. A. <■. MORFA 
Waldo, April 12, 1881.—:»w IV 
Building for Sale. 
For sale by the undersigned, the MA- 
>« >NIC Bl’Il/l)IN(.i,of Deer Isle, located in 
the Northwest Harbor. It is a two ,-tory 
building with a French roof, 40x00 feet, 
pleasantly located and can be converted 
into a hotel, which is much needed in this 
Will be sold at a bargain if called for soon. 
H. T. U’FKIN. 
Isle, April!», 188].—Kitf 
FOR SALE. 
The subscriber offers for -ale bis 
residence on Bay \ iew street. The 
house is two stories, all finished, 
large cistern in cellar, with a good 
-garden spot. The view overlook- 
ing the harbor and bay is not surpassed in the city. Price reasonable. Hood reasons for selling. \j> 
ply at this office to R. H. DYKR. 
Belfast, April 14, 1881—lotf 
PIANO TUNING! 
GROYBR, or BOSTON, will visit 
Belfast, as usual, latter part of t his month, 
and those desiring his services in 
Tuning ,1- Repairing Piano-Fortes 
or otherwise to have them put in COMPLKTF OR 
DIOR, will.please leave their orders at Woodcock's 
bookstore early as possible. :iwl."> 
PRIVATE SCHOOL. 
MARY K. REARn»X, will on Momlav, the. 18th, open a pkivatk school in the 
small building on Main street, near John Stewart’s 
house, opposite the Custom House. Tuition *25 cts. 
per week. Pupils solicited. 
Belfast, April II, 1881.—;> w 1 .'>* 
* 
Piano Teaching. 
MISS HODSDOX will lake six more pupils through the Spring anil Summer. For terms, 
&<■., iuipitre at tier reshlenre on I filar -;j. 111')‘ 
CARPETING, 
Curtains, &c„ 
Consisting of Special Designs 




Only $1 per yard. 
LOWELL EXTRA SUPERS,, 
80c. and 87 1-2c per yd. 
All-Wool Carpetings 
Only 75c. per yd. 
At 75c. per yd. 
Extra Ingrains, 
62 1-2c per yd. 
37 1-2c., 50c. and 55c. 




35c. to 50c. per yd. 
Of all descriptions. 
Curtains, Best Opaque. 
Only 50c. each. 
These t/ootls hurt In t it st in ted 
irith great cart, ami trill be off* red 
the trttdr at abort mentioneit jtrieis. 
Remember ire trill sell Ca rjtel i nt/s 
this season / / VS than o/f'eretl hi/ 
competition. 
Ladies' Garments! 
WE SHA.LI, OPEN ON 
FRIDAY, APRIL 15th, 
Ortf -It) different stifles of 
Our Storl, is ronstanth/ rejiten- 
ishetl irith M tt ROODS, amt the 
specialties are too numerous to 
mention. Suffice it to sat/ that eaeh 
article tei/l he so/tl at ,t ha rtjai a. 
GEO. W. BURKETT, 
83 Maiu St-, City Block- 
PAINT NOW! PRICES ARE LOW! 
E. J. KVIorison & Co., 
r>? m ii \ 
H AN K \ \ KKY l l I.I. STI >< K «>1 
Phoenix, Atlantic and Jewetts! 
STItHTLY PIKK WHITE I.I Ills. 
it.vu.it"in or.iii;-. 
nil Q Pure Linseed. Lard, Sperm, NraC'Pout, un-o. parattiur anil Klark. Turpentine, Ben- 
zinc, Asplinltuni. Shellac'. I’rntf' Patent Drier'. 
Japan'. I oach Japan, bold size, Ac. 
1/ARNiQHFQ sal,- agem for the Murphy imillionto, Varnisht', All grade' for all 
kind' of work. 
VliTISTS (ULOP.S AM! BBTSIILS. 
BRUSHES. PRICES REDUCED 
ALABASTINF, u 'Uhstitufc far kal'iimlnr. Wall Pa- 
per. Ac. ( heap and desirable. Any out- 
can apply ii. 
E J. M O R ISON & CO.. 
Jobbers and p-tail dealer' in 
Hardware. Iron, steel, I utlery. Huh', spoke'. 
Him', Ac. 
Irders by mail <>r expi-rs'caivluHr li! ■!. 'ali 
t;n-tmn glia raider,!. la!! and seen- lull 
I'll x n *K \ 
Good How, 
MOWER, 
S ( Y T H F 
-< H{ 
I'orm /ini>(cmrnt 
FEED AT WOOD, 
‘Winterporl, Me., 
I' llic man mix •; 
* > x\ I ■> 
Who are wishing to obtain the -crvi<v- f 
rinsr-FL rss />/»»/;,s.smak 
will tin*l it greatly io their ahvantage toeon>ull 
MISS. J. A. BURROUGHS, 
of Koi-klainl, who ha- v-tabli<hch hcr-elf with 
MISS A. A. HICKS, 
ami will he happy to wrve all who may favor her 
with their patronage. \ PEKFECT FIT warrant 
eh, or m* charge w ill he mahe for the work. With 
years of experience ami superior ability Mi— I*, 
feel- eonlihent that -he eau please all who may re- 
quire her services. Price- to suit the time- Mi — 
Hicks will continue the hu.-ines- of ( l.OAKM \K 
IXG as usual. Stamping hone in 01 ler. Lahies ami 
gent-' kih gloves eleanseh. 
Booms in Mcl'lintoek Block. ! psialis, 
Belfast, April 12, 1-sl.— :»wl‘» 
JOHN ATWOOD & CO., 
I'roilnrc Commission if rrc/in nts, 
\ N I > mru.lilts IS 
Hu>. l’otiitoc.N, Onions, Vpplrs, Beans, Bullrr. 
Cheese, Kskn, Life Fowl. I’nnltn, Ilninc, SjiI- 
nion. F it'll Water Fish of nil kinds, Ac. 
No. 110 South Market St., Boston, Mass. 
Shipments paid for soon as 'old. \m informa- 
tion jdvon as to markets, Am. nmr. 
Messenger’s Notice. 
iti'Firi: or mi. smkimff of W vi,i>o < <>t nt\ 
st.vtk of Maim 
W \ 1.1)0 ss.t April 12. A. I>. DM. \ 
rpms Is TO (, l \ |; NOTin:, That on the 11th X day of April, \. I>. D.M,a Warrant in Insol- 
vency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency 
for said County of Waldo, against the estate of 
MILLION COFFIN, of Thorndike, in said Coun- 
ty, adjudged to he an Insolvent Debtor, on pe- 
tition of said Debtor, which petition was tiled »<n 
the 11th day of April, D. ISSl, to which last 
named date interest on claims is to be computed. 
That the payment of any debts and the delivery and 
transfer of any property belonging to said Debtor, 
to him or for his use, and the delivery and transfer 
of any property by him, are forbidden by law. That 
a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor, to prove 
their debts and choose one or more assignees of his 
estate, will be held at a Court-of Insolvency to he 
holden at the ;’rebate ofliee in Belfast, on tin* 12th 
day of May. \. I), issi, at 10 o’clock in ihe fore- 
noon. 
Civen under niv hand the date tirstahove written. 
( H AS. BA K KB, sheritV. 
As Messenger of tlie Court of Insolvency for -aid 
County of Waldo. 2w!o* 
Freedom Notice. 
rpms is to certify that i have m\ i:\ X to my minor son, CFOBCL HOYT, dr., his 
time during the remainder of his minority. 1 shall 
pay no debts of his contracting nor claim "any of his 
wages after this date. tiKOI’OF. HOYT. 
\ inalhaven, April 7, DM.—:>wld* 
Summer Board Wanted. 
Si mmer board wanted for a famif'i of six, in a pleasant,healthful location, within 
! in miles of the citv. Address 
It Box 503, Belfast. 
“immmr! 
Belfast, April, 1881, 
“Still Xiive !” 








To BK HU Ml IS INI sTOBl IS fills (ITI. 
And at Lower Prices. 
" mrii c almost daily additions to our stoc k 
in all (hr departnirnis of our business, m 
ti ring our patrons the ItKsT t.tiOits at 
as above stated. LOW KU IT.lt E' 
than others bate as jet given 
their customers or ..noted in 
their advertisements. 
OUR BLACK SILKS 
Vre tin* i'reatrM haruain yei. 
Our Satins & Velvets 
l tssor UK ECLIPSED. 
Our Black Cashmeres 
TELL Til Ell! OHS STOHI. 
ALL TAKE t FROST SKIT 
HAVE tl.tt Us TAKES THE LI til. 
Our entire stork cannot lie passed bj any one di 
siring good goods at a reasonable peiee. 
OUR CARPETS 
Have been selected nitli great tare from the lien 
'spring Patterns of 
.KIEL t.OLOTIItt til A (0., JOHN II. PH U A 10., 
.lOHIItS. lllUsll A CO., of Huston, and 
OEO. t. A .!. suits. Ill Sen lock. 
and comprise the largest and most attractm 
stock east of Portland, and will be sold to one 
customers at 15 and 25 rents per yard less 
than Ko'lon retail price, and front 2 
1-2 to to rent LESS than ran he had 
in this eitj. 11 
Buttenck s Metropolitan Fashions 
For 'spring juhI mhiiuht, reofivnl. 
Mr. & Mrs. A. D. CHASE. 
I V — 
IN AI,L KINDS OF 
|IVlillinery Goods! 
FOll THE NEXT 
30 DAYS 30 
j. W. FERGUSON & CO. 
atiCTIQM. 
\J \l.l Allll. 1 MJ.M. I' \IIMIM. I '»«»!.'. 11 A A II 1 art". Wairoiw. Mou-ehoM <... .. 
Ac., i i\ auction. A V i 11 !.e dd on Wed no-da \ pril 
JO, ! -> I. at I "’'lock ill lie nl'teruo.'li, on lie pr.-n 
iso. the farm now <»v. ne<l and o ctipicd 1- II A 
l'.\ I' I'KIJst >\ | II he up 
per road to ar-pmi. _* mile- From lie inner 
and mil-*- Iran tie- latter, contains IP1 a* re- ol 
\ ef v excellent iand, cut- J.‘» tons hay, ulent> <*l 
wood. g. pa-titra,ue with never failing water. 
al- neatly t water at house and ham. HuiMin.o- 
aiv a one and a-1 *;i 11' -tor house, eli and v ..od--hed, 
all a. yood repair. \1- 1 work lior-e-. 10 and IJ 
ear-old "pc- tiv«• 1 y _> od w orker-, 1 three year 
•Id --olt, <; ton- Ixmili-h !iay, 1 <louble horse cart. ! 
riding wa.uon, harne—es, 1 mowing machine- -near 
ly new plow-, harrow.-, lior-e Hake, A.-' Ac. \l-o 
furniture and household if.1-, and uem\ oth, ar 
tides, all to lie sold to the highest bidder. l’ur 
chaser- are invited t examine thi- property ;m\ 
day prior t.» -ale. Term- and p ;rti>*iilar.s of the 
proprid'-: anc!}■ nicer. I; rmv, tin1 ite\l tail 
day. It. \ i* ATTKKSt)N. 
r. ( i:.vtn A in-in-neei. Iw l.V 
IMMENSE BARGAINS! 
Farms for Sale. 
Tin- -uh-'Tiher t»rtVr> for sale 
a I ureal harirnin-. -i»vt‘ral \ er> 
■ •lioiee ami ikvsiraMe lanns, local 
cl in the town- .a Washington, 
I’ersnii, SomerviIK Windsor and Liberty at prha 
ranging from £ too to boo. There i- n«* whieh can 
he purehased for .■sT’io, with good buildings then-on 
the farm paying from it r -p-. more than tin 
interest *01 s:;,nt>o' Another for ssbu, eighty acre-, 
good building?5, which ha- nearly wood and umhet 
enough "ii it to pay for the place. Another f-n 
sl,:jun, one hundred arp-. good i>uilding>, finely 
loeated, completely fenced, whieh cuts jb ion- "I 
hay. and ha- heretofore been held at sj.oou. \ny 
one de-ipoi- of obtaining a good plaee at a low 
ligure. upon easy and generou- term-, cannot 
better than hv addre—mg or calling upon 
11IUA>1 BUss, Jr., Washington, Me. 
\pnl. Issl -1 w l b 
BLEACHERY 
Spring and Summer, 
rpn i; 1 M >hB"l» i Mil > \\*»uM re p»-et fully inform X. iii> old customer-and the j»111 »li«• that lie has 
received a 1! the LATK >TY 1.1\"> of Bl.ot KS, and 
i> m»w ready to BLKAt II. C'ol.uB and PBK'*" 
11 ATs and B’o\ \ KT*" a? si-, .i t notice. 
I). s. ( KKSSKY, -22 Hum h si.. Belfast, Me. 
\pril i. iss|. i tn 
IYL W. RICH 
r i>m> To inkobm iii^ kb11:\i>> and 
the public, that he has taken a room over 
Francis' store. Main street, \\ lu re he will do 
Custom if or/, uu<t licjutirhtfj 
In the BKsT MANNKII and a> < IIK.AP a- tin 
CIIKAPKST. 
Belfast, \pril J. I" I. *-\\ 1C 
City of Belfast—Paupers. 
SKAI.KD proposals will he received by the < it\ Clerk until I o’clock on Monday, May 2d, for 
the support of the pauper-of -aid city. Separate 
proposals for said support for two or live years, 
will he received, Xhe city reserving the right’to re 
ject either or all proposals. 
Per ord«a of Municipal<>tfieer>. 
:»w 11 .1. s. II ABBIM AN, City Clerk. 
GROVE CEMETERY. 
LTXRECORUEII OEED8 All iierson- ) holding unrecorded deeds of lots in Crovc 
Cemetery, are hereby mUitied to present the same 
to the Citv Treasurer for record. 
PKB OBDKK OF < OMMlTTKIi 
Belfast, \pril II. issi.—i:> 
To the Public: 
|jear in mind that we sell a kid operj^ 
^|ak sole hand made at appeal banzai xj 
||Ur call and kip boots, double solean J| 
T I) ■ ap sole, are ou | k 
r 
U I) Xaiig o: i dry >!f*i «-e !, in lr:tky t;;K 
Hh ave just lveitiji u.y n.-w >ti; t ini 
II r 
V !i 
17 si ^ ven tl.aiif toy «.• M .luu jl 
a a 
X X 
F. H. FRANCIS & C0.5 
Opposite v Howes A (o.. Main st.. He!fast. Me. 
Me mean business, and it \ou wiiiuive us a call 
>ou can see for jourself that we are (loins' just 
what we advertise, and selling better fronds than 
>011 can bu> elsewhere for th 1110111). 
CONSUMPTION, 
»»v\ i;i- to a n. palari* 1 *:11 in' m I;. -ii*i i"*-iir 
a varifi «*1mala*lio- .-1:»»u!• i no Invnsl with <mu 
lion, if n<‘t Mi-pi'-ion. tin* iuvonl ho.-it ii• l ,-oiuo 
linn-in phe itar it bol'oro tin- |*111»ii*•: but r *.11 tin* 
yratil'\ in*/as.-uranoo by a irr a? nunibor <•! tlirrar -. 
vitalizing amt henlth-ronow a-r pr-port. of hi- 
pivparati*m of 11 yjioplio-pliitj uii I. n i 
oiroum-tanoos, In* i- ju:til> >ati>ii<‘«i tint t!o•— *i 
toot-an* -oruro*! l*y in u-o. tliat it- notion pi 
•ailiar to bi- p.'-par.it; n. I tliat t (MIMI mpliotl !- 
not only rumble, but, up to a <• •rtain -tai/o. i- a 
oa-il> ooUtmllo*! a-im-l othor op/am* •li-oa-*--. 
\N bib- it i- tin- aia of tin* in : 
forma: 1"U t*. -m*b a- require bi- 11 po] !io~pbito-. 
it i- bi linn boliof that it u-o will bo vain: bio to all 
whoiio-iroa ton/ lit-' <*r win* .ir.■ -truir/liu.a for 
healt ii. 
With a faith i».a-o.l upon tbo o\ooriono *>l 
twolvo yoar>. In* woiibl not «io-pair •■!' ro-torin/ a 
patient -iitlorimr from tin* ai-ovo-iiamo*! * I i-• a-o. 
ovon thou/h ro*luoo'l to a \. ry b»\\ -i •• ami m»! 
« **inpli'-at“'l by a«-tii:il or/anm 1**". 
l l.IN i. Midi.. Mas bull. 1— 
Dear Sir Allow mo -ay tliat I -tooin y-uir ! 
i 1 > p*»ph"-pbit<most lii/lil;. for tin.-* o*. 1 
yap"i in profe>-ioi.s win b lrav\ lar_* iy on tb. 
norv.ii- -v -toin it i- invaluable, liavo n-o | it my. 
-oil witli the m*ni -atisl'antory tv-ult- ami liavo ia- 
:■ o.luooii it to lar/o uunibor oi 
lb**, r n*l K W Ii \ 11:1 
l\ 17 I'astor >t. Miobaol ( :f!i •! < 'bur- .. 
For sale t» W M. 0. POOH A M>\ 
Vi!:: f’l »«<•. 1 ^ 
: t:j. i.: 
<i<>- i r:\;l1 «•>. A..* 
flrain, ;.r*? 
—C y RES— ■ 
Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, <?£:> 
e. .1 Debility,Neuralgia, rover 
uni Ague, Paralysis, Chronic 
Diarrhoea, Boils, Drepry, 
liiunors, Female Cc. 
plaints, Liver Con- 
plaint, Eemittuit 
Fever, and 
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A FAN E'V.v 
Cr I HE BLOOD, OR ACi i _J C ( 
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE 
OF THE SYS!EM. 
Su:.;.ii- s t‘ r Vital J’riiM•?•>?<•, 
I.ii I i ■: Ii;cv. i 
Yi^rrm i: 2 *1 All 
i;l:\ hup: i r< >:i at cop 
ts are t f .1! .vcj ly c-»rr ; 
ti i -t arc i’t::inert. 
Mali I V. p AVI i. .. :'\ 
Harrison Avenue LP-jiun. -A .! : ...00..>u 
1 >!•:;:> 
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack 
ofEnergy.Loss ofStrength, 
Want oi'Appetite, Inter- 
mittent Fevers, etc. 
IRON HITTERS are highly 
recommended tor all diseases requiring a 
certain and oliioient tonic. 
IRON BITTERS. i<h tlcUoml, 
strengthen the muscles, an-i new life to 
the nerves. 
IRON BITTERS: t like a charm 
on the digestive orgu: moving ail 
dyspeptic symptom-:, -i h -• testing the 
fowl, belching, h t in the oni.h, /'art- 
burn, etc. 
IRON BITTERS only Iron 
Preparation that ,• l I b.-ieken tie heth 
or give hnuloche. 
Sold l y all druggists. 
Write for the A lit' Hook,22 ] ages of 
useful and amusing reading—sent free. 
BROWN CHEMICAL CO. 
Baltimore, Md. 
lyrfj 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
rpiIK ASM VI. MKKTIM. cf ilir ..-.of L the above named Hank, will be held at their 
Hanking Room, on Wednesday, April 20, 1 MSI, jit | 
o'clock I*. M., for election of Trustees. for election 
of Corporators to till vacancies, for making slid* 
change, if any, as ina\ be necessary in the by-laws, 
ami for transacting any other business that may 
legally come before said meeting. Per order. 
JOHN ||. fjl'IMHY, < lerk. 
Helfast, April lssj.—2wl4 
DISSOLUTION. 
Till-; ISLAND < JRANOK STOCK COMPANY, of Isleslioro, has closed its business, sold its 
goods and leased its store for two years to FLORA ('. IIAYNKS. This is to notifv alfpersons that the 
company will pay no bills contracted after this date. 
1>. IIAYNKS. 
Agent Island Orange Stock Co. 
lelesboro, March 21, Issi.—:iwl4f 
The Wreck of the Two Tolleys. A Ballad. 
l;\ PROFESSOR SHORTFELLOW. 
Twas » starless night, with drifting clouds. 
And angry heav'd the seas 
Yet a pink stern craft was under sail. 
Her name was the "Two Holleys." 
\ud she was built at Mount Desert. 
Aud what might her cargo be ! 
She was for a long time on the Banks. 
Ami while there was very lucky. 
But darker and darker grew the night 
And loud did ocean roar : 
> * they t ..o reels in the mainsail took. 
And one reef in the fore. 
Tile Skipper Bond was at the helm : 
Methiuks I see him now — 
The tobacco juice on his mouth and chin, 
Aud the salt spray on his brow. 
The other hand was Isaac Small. 
And only one eye had he : 
But that one kept a sharp look out 
For breakers under the lee. 
All unconcern'd was Skipper Bond. 
For he was a seaman bold 
But he button'd his fearnaught higher up. 
And, said he ** 'tis getting cold 
<»du'» bloods! I must the main brace splice. 
"So Isaac, let us quaff— 
And as the wind’s a snorter, mind 
And mix it half and half.” 
The Skipper rais'd it to his lips. 
And soon the dipper drain'd : 
A second and a third lie took. 
Nor of its strength complain'd. 
Siiake out the reefs! haul aft fore sheet ! 
I am not the man to flag. 
With a breexe like this, in the Two Holleys' 
So give her every rag 
Aghast, poor Isaac heard the call. 
And tremblingly obey'd : 
For be knew full well the Skipper was one 
Wno would not be gainsayM. 
••Daac. my lad. now go below. 
And speedily turn in : 
T! 1 call you when oil Portland Light. 
We now are off Seguin." 
The Skipper was alone on deck— 
Steady, my boys." he cried 
And hardly would lno words escape. 
When steady tis.' he replied 
A plague on ail our Congressmen ! 
Light houses so thick 1 see 
<LldV f loods! on such a darksome night 
They bother exceedingly.’’ 
I'was .i m.uI mistake: he saw but one. 
And that was not Seguin ; 
But the Skippers brain, like the Light revolv'd 
> » he lost his reckonin'. 
\ik! what of her, the Two Pulleys ! 
>Le Mil! did the helm obey : 
!*!.•• zl. !e r gunwales kiss'd the hissing surge, 
And her leek was wash’d with tin* spray. 
Slu* near’d the rucks, and the waves ran high. 
But the Skipper heard nut their roar: 
H hand was clutch'd to the wcl! lash'd helm. 
But Lis le ad was on the lloor. 
l he sun shone out on Richmond's Isle— 
But what is that on the strand : 
a broken mast and a tatter'd sail. 
Half I;uried in the sand. 
\;.d there were heaps of old dun .i-h. 
The fruits of many a haul. 
But nothing was seen of the old Skipper. 
Nor ot one eyed Isaac Small. 
Tin ec 1\ s La 1 gone whena ••homeward bound" 
Was entering Cas ■>> Bay : 
v: d Hu'hinoi: I s FMe bore No. NoC West. 
And for that her course site lay. 
^ -*t s.' ueely three knots did she make. 
For it was a cat’s paw breeze : 
Aud tie- erew bung iil!\ loumi her bows. 
Wat'Uiiug tile porpoises. 
15 it tin re leans one on the quarter rail. 
And ;i sudden sight he sees 
Tin*:, .mat!ng past —tis a smack > junk stern. 
A', i on it -the fwo Policys 
Sugar-Making m Vermont. 
S uir making now and sugar-making t« it was 
re : different things, and what it has gained 
ii tam.qy it lias lost 1:1 picturesquencss. The old 
•am;. u:ih its primitive appliances is no more: 
the kt*;t:e has been superseded by the 'pan.' 
au l iIn trough is become a nm> ot crumbling de- 
••••:• 'fLe women and children are kept at In me 
no longer know theold time delight f"sugar 
: utl. though in the Arcadia of the past their 
-•*»: were r.ot despised, and the whole house 
!.•■! I ><*t up its abode in the woods 
Fhe .-up was eulle- tcd then in troughs, each 
a three loot long, hollowed out of sections 
«»f poplars. and was conveyed t<* the kettles 
in barrels, from which it was transferred by 
"••oops. There were five or me,re kettles, from ten 
to thirty gallons in capacity, and each was tilled 
with sap. which was kept boiling, the larger ket 
te*> being rofilled trom the smaller ones as evapo- 
ration reduced the quantity. When the contents 
were reduc d to a desired consistency, the hut 
>yrup was dipped out and passed through a liannel 
strainer into covered tubs from which again it 
was poured into a large, thick-bottomed kettle for 
the process of "stirring oil." some milk and the 
whiles ot several eggs being added to it Thus 
I repared it w as placed over a slow lire, and kept 
■'•M below boiling point until the sediment aud 
all foreign matters in it doated to the top and 
w< removed, when it became deliciously trans- 
*'- 1' was m>w exposed to a g>cater heat and 
Acidly boiled, the evaporation cominuiug. aud 
m miring it nearer to the point of granulation 
N<'w tiie sugar maker was ail watchfulness, and it 
*‘iit* with tliose wiio distracted him. for i: tlit 
-‘•idea liquid seething in the kettle boiled the 
mast hit too much it would become dr\ in quality, 
while n it boiled t< o little, it would become "sog 
•:1<* tested it constantly, plucking threads <1 
A tr• n he Mining .Mick, and trailing them round 
enp" euhi water. While the threads ) ielded 
waxiiy to the touch the sugar was not yet done, 
bat as soon as me broke ensp between his fingers 
the moment had coim* to take the kettle olf the 
:. »• As the sugar began to .-ool. it crystallized 
r mnd the sides, and gradually the whole mass, 
!cr a vigorous stirring, became granular. 
!n that way '••agar was made years ago. and when 
To p Lowed profiiM-ly the operations were eon- 
'. *i through the night, aud the tires east strange -h.id.-wv hi the woods But instead of a hut of 
t p»*i manei.t sugar house is now built, and 
i'i *d with many elaborate devices to prevent 
•• te and deterioration. Formerly, when the 
i. q c ~ w* iu tapped with an auger, an "elder quill" 
•' •' u.-'-rted in the incision to conduct the sap 
‘'' ,*1" trough heiow : that is. a small piece of el 
u l aboa* three inches long with the pith 
: 1 out uf ii. which funned a tube : but in most 
"hards to day u galvanized iron spout is used. 
; h has the advantage of'not souring the sap 
•]«»r choking many pores K very thing is am 
■ '*’ed. The ‘••Elections are made with the un 
ah mg "l'L u! collections from letter-boxes, and 
ii the grove ;• on a hill, and the sugar-house is in 
""W. the sap. as it is gathered, is emptied into ’Hume." which prickly conducts it to a large 
H-Ncrvuir within lhe building, wherein it is strain 
> d through cloth. A >t < < p r a ladle is as ana- 
< l.ri i.isiie as u laveliu From the reservoir the 
.s conducted, as requir’ d, through tin pipes 
inio a "heater.' whence it parses through a senes 
t<> be delivered, after straining, in a condition for 
sugaring off" 
Maple sugar as it reaches the market is of a 
clearer color for all these improvements; but there 
ar some who actually say that the flavor lias fall 
eii oil. ;m 1 that th new patent evaporators are a 
snare One change has certainly not been lor the 
1 Mter. and that is tiie abandonment of the social 
1 -1" 1 1 the old camps, which made sugar time in 
il.** tirefii Mountains enduring memories with 
those win-me now ebbing away, f W il IJidcing. 
in Harper's .Magazine for April. 
Annie Louise Cary. 
\ '*'ii respondent of the New York Times hud 
the billowing interview with Miss ('an the nnni. 
iar contralto: 
Is n true that you intend leaving the stage 
alter tins season 
'll'. I like the stage, hut 1 had rather leave 
live wars too soon than one year too late. I don't 
want to outlive my tamo I want to he remem 
hen ! a> a good singer, whereas, if 1 sing on tor 
a h years longer. 1 may have to leave the stage all the same, and yet not he regretted. I want the 
people to say, I'm so sorry that Miss Cary is going b' i" i‘i- the stag; ^ on see. I've been singing lor 
ten years on this stage, and people may begin to 
want a change. They get tired ot even the best of 
things it you give them too much of them Now 
1 I! have to leave you and show myself. 1 hate to make my first appearance of the evening It's like getting into a cold hath. 1 don’t suppose i’ll 
ever get over stage fright I don t like to appear in tights either. i suppose it's because I'm au 
American girl. I never put on tights without 
thinking of a story told about me by some wicked 
newspaper man some years ago. Perhaps it was 
you It said that a party of ladies were praising 
me up m a parlor one morning, and saying how modest and nice I was in dress and action 'So 
unlike the general run of those opera singers,' said 
one of tile ladies, and, turning to a gentleman, she 
says: 'By the way Mr Jones, you were at the 
opera last night, how was Miss Cary dressed 
'In tights.' was the answer, arid the conversation 
changed Cood by. there’s my cue If you put 
one word in the papers about me I’ll never speak another word to you again.” 
And the great singer, who is as unaffected as 
she is great, tripped on the stage to bow to the 
hearty welcome that never tails her. N'otwith 
standing the statement, 1 do not look for her re 
tirement w ithin the next ten years, and her voice is certainly good for the next twenty 
A Sharp Kebuke. 
The Denver Interocean tells the following good 
slory .M rs. Blaine had beensomeyears in Wash ington before Mrs. wife of a Democratic Sen- 
ator. called on her. At last Mrs — was an- 
nounced one day. As Mrs Blaine entered her 
drawing room to receive her guest she noticed the 
colored ei ok slip out hurriedly from the reception 
room where Mrs. -was waiting. This surprised her, lint she said nothing Next day. however, her valuable cook left her to find a place in Mrs 
— s kitchen At a slate dinner soon afterwards 
given at the Executive Mansion these ladies 
chanced to be placed with only a seat between 
them at the table The gentleman sitting between 
noticing that Mrs. Blaine did not address a word 
of conversation to his other neighbor exclaimed— 
"by Airs Blaine, you know Mrs. Senator 
do j on note ‘No.’ was the answer, loud enough for all around to hear. ‘Airs.-called the other 
day at my house on my cook, and her card was 
handed to me by mistake. Alv cook returned the 
call."’ 
Tin* Princess Ionise was '.Vi years old last week. 
This is one of the penalties of being a royal per- 
sonage. and having vour pedigree recorded Other 
English women born within three month of Eouise 
are new orAv 
A^EATi AX» CA.l VAMSER8 
Make from $25 to $50 per week selling goods for 
E. (L RI I)K<>l'T & C< >.,10 Barclay Street,New York. 
Send for their Catalogue and terms. I vr.M 
Why didn't a dog want a place in the ark ! Be 
cause lie had a hark of his own. 
The Peruvian Syrup lias cured thousands who 
were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility. Liver 
Complaint, ing fromuuiors. Female Complaints, 
etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W. 
Fowle A: Sons, Boston. 
It would be quite easy to pay the national debt 
by imposing a tax on beauty. There isn't a woman 
living in the eouutry who would not demand to be 
assessed. 
Have Wl.star’s Balsam of Wild Cherry always at 
hand It cures Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis, Whoop- 
ing Cough. Croup. Influenza. Consumption, andall 
Throat and Lung Complaints. 50 cents and |l a 
bottle. 
An Iowa hen kills rattlesnakes, but the New 
Haven Register thinks she had better stick to her 
legitimate business of laying eggs at present prices. 
From numerous cases of Dyspepsia and Consti 
pation. cured by the use of Fellows'Compound 
Syrup of II vpophosphites. after every other known 
remedy has been used in vain, its efficacy in re- 
storing the functions of Digestion and Evacuation 
is manifested. 
They call China the Celestial Kingdom but from 
our best knowledge of it. it would seem that tea 
restrial were the best designation. 
Dk A. D. Bi lock. an eminent physician of 
Providence, used N EPHII ETICFM." the famous 
KIDNEY REMEDY, iu iiis practice with great 
success He found it a most effectual remedy, 
and one every way adapted t«» the cure of all dis 
eases of the Kidneys. Cravel and ITiuarv troubles. 
It is commended to all sulferers as one of the 
safest as well as satisfactory of medicines. 
At a recent dinner an eminent grocer was urged 
to contribute something t<» the occasion, if •• t was 
but a little faded Hour 
Pkokkssional TisIimonv. Many of the best 
physicians use Downs' lii.ixn; in their daily prac- 
tice because i1 is the best cough remedy that can 
be made. 
Nuw is the time to use Haxtkk's Mam>kakk 
Hittkus an i prevent Dyspepsia. Biliousness and 
Jaundice, which are so prevalent in the spring 
months Only ct< a bottle. 
lll.NilV A JoilNSuN's A K NI A AM* Oil. LlM 
mi;n is a family remedy which should be in even- 
family. I s* *1 f.»r Buts. Burns. Scalds. Bruises. 
Strains. A c., it i.as no c.jual. 
A Phi’n iciphia cleigyman who is a great uth 
letc and love; <»t .«;*•!!> forgot himself once and 
said *• uleth tie* lirst inning- Bet us pray 
Kescued From Death. 
W’liium J Boughiin.ot Somerville. Mass says 
In the fall cf 1S?B. l v. as taken with iu.i khimi’oi 
ill. l.i'V'.s followed by a severe e ugh 1 lost mv 
appetite and Hesii. am! was confined t<> my bed. In 
l was admitted fo the Hospital The <l<»«*tors 
said I had a w.v in ir.y lung as big as a halt dollar 
At one time a r -port went around that 1 was dead 
1 gave up hope, but a friend fold me of 1)R WIL 
LIAM HALL'S BALSAM FOR TH K LBN (.S I 
got a buttle, when to my surprise I commenced 
to feel better, and t<* day 1 feel better than for 
three years past 
I write this hopingeverv <*iie aillieted with dis 
eased Lungs will take DR WILLIAM HALL'S 
BA LSA M. ami In* convinced that t 'oXSI’M PTH'N 
‘AN UK Bl’RKD l can positively suy it has 
done more good than all tin* me*!: unes I have 
taken since my sickness." 
The New Orleans Picayune saw; that a man 
should be tin- b*-ss of himself. Bui suppose tin* 
poor fellow is marrud ! 
An Honest Preparation. 
Thu woild is so clammed with swindles that a 
really honest man honest thing i- almost as 
scarce as robiu> in January Vet Mr J II. Xoith 
rop, ui Lui.-inghurg. N. V formerly captain « f the 
rI'r«»y police. >ay> Dr. David keam dy's ‘’Favorite 
Remedy" is ■ •/ yv.-yw, .* Vud tlie cap 
tain ought t" know b»r the medicine eared him of 
Liver B-impUitii. Lis mean enough to cheat a 
will man, but t- -heift the sick and the suT.uiug 
desi-rvcs a short >hift and a long r >j*» Whatever 
sins I»r. kenimiy may be guilty *»f. mi>repn*senta 
lion of his m-**licine is m.t among- ttiem. Tiy it 
tor Ouc Delhi write to the Doctor at ifombmt. 
X V. J w!u 
When two g.ishi ig young women make great 
display <*t !u idinc each other good by. it may be 
called ’Minn*!; adieu about nothing 
Do y« 11 w.tut a genuine Spring L'l.ie. one that 
will pur’itv your hi wd. give you an appet:te. ami 
set thf stre.iu *: Lf* ib. ring iu its natural e *ur>* 1 
if "u use Dr Bia\ •>’ Blood BurHiw. Its virtues 
are acknowledged as a purifier of the bio.. I ami 
buildei up **t the debilitated -ysfo.u through the 
stomach and liver Lvery oih* needs a tonic m tie* 
Spring to cleanse tin* system **f accumulated ini 
purities 
Tin* Blooii Puriticr is a cure f r Biliousness, In 
digestion. Liver BumplaiuB Jam: lie.* Humors. 
Scrofula. Ac It will build you up. give you re 
newed life and vigor, and is just suited to vour 
wants at this ason of tin* year Price. >1 ut) 
For a Bough. Bold. Sore Throat. )loarsem*ss. A c 
use Dr Braves' B.iisam of Wild < berry and Tar 
Brice l<> ets and .’/lets per bottle. 
Improved Family Bath-attic Bills, ma le by Dr. 
Braves, cure Headache. Boe-tipatfou, A c Brice. 
Jo ets per box In- Boiv.-s Remedies are fur sale 
by W. 0 Boor a Soil. Belfast Awl.* 
Ash-Tonic 
Tie great remedy to Dyspepsia,UiliGtEDiS' 
cases and Functional Derangements attendant 
upon Debility. In 1*2 lb.bottles, 15 cents.'Six 
bottles, £4. Accredited Physiciansnnd Clergymen 
supplied with net exceeding six bottles ac one-hal 1 
the retail price, m oney to accom nany order. Bold 
by Druggists and by'D. D. Detey & Co...4tJ 
DcySt,, SewYorlt. 
Toxic.'—‘lTrcreafiny '/no rtrerui/h, (bridling t r 
fffrrt* of a, lAlity find ri luring tiealt/iy ]unction*.'' 
~\N easiEit. 
(astoria-35doseS ^—*■ 35 cents A pleasant, cheap, and 
■valuable remedy for fretful and puny children. 
©AUGMENT 
i'or Sprain*, Wounds, Scalds, Ubeumatism, and 
any pain upon Man or .Beast, 
1881. 1881. 
LADIES 




Murray & Lanman’s 
FLORIDA WATER. 
Best for TOILET. BATH. 
and SICK ROOM. 
timo-li 
Dissolution of Copartnership. 
Til K < tl* A KTNKKSJ11 r heretofore existing be- tween tlie undersigned under the style of Ferguson .V Itacklill'e, is this .lay dissolved by mutual eonsenl. "fin attains of tin* eoneeru will 
he settled ami business continued liv .1. W. Feign 
son A ( o. .1 \v. FFlit.Fsi i\. 
ii.t>. i; \t ki.iffi:. 
lielfast. Mari'h :to, Issl. 
I’ersmis having unsettled aeeounts with liieahove •'nil \x i11 miller a lavor hv settling them immcdi- 
ttlely. :iwl I .1. tv. F. .V t (t. 
NEW FIRM ! 
H .W INt; purchase*! (lie interest of MBS. ||. B. ItACKI.IFFfc. of the tinn of FLIUilSONA; ! 
KACKLIFFK, we shall continue to earrv on the 
millinery business in the same store in Masonic 
Temple. Thanking the public for their liberal pat 
ronage in the past, we hope by giving strict atten 
lion to tin* wants of our customers ami by politeness in supplying them f<> merit a continuance of tin* 
same in tlie future. I W. IL!B.t<<>\ \ <;< > 
For Hie Wily Season I 
WE OPENED TO-DAY 
A CHOICE LINE OF 
Black s Colond Silksjaiias, 
Velvets, Black Cashmeres, 
FANCY BLACK 
AMERICANYtiESS GOODS! 
Wlii' li we oflVr for a few -lavs at prices that 
in:i ) coMin:ti no \. 
LARGE VARIETY OF 
PRINTS, CAMBRICS, SATINS 
-A ND- 
Momie Cloths X 
AT BOTTOM PRICES. 
WOOLENS & COTTONADES. 
We have a l.trae a —ortim Mi of woolen-- mami 
J <« ime.I in Maine, sellina- at liK.M \ l.'K 
MM.! ! ,MW n.*i< l>. 
Table Linens, Towels, 
NAPKINS & CRASHES. 
\n i m>! i -s \ Aiai-i n \t i• i;ii■ i-. j 
! 
I rmii ! i!» |n | with* hv ihe van l «»r j«it, 
'••llin-*- I.‘ >\V K!* jliaii the l.< >\\ I.- I'. 
WE HAVE THE BEST 
Corset in the World! 
FOR 75 CENTS. 
Thi~ i- an l.NTIUKI.V NKW ( «»U^KT. will-'; 
we have taken the ajrtMiey. ami t-» inin*«luce ii 1 
make w e •iter aOO ]mii--»m 1 \. at t!;e ah«>\ c |n me. 
We Offer 1000 Pairs 
m: \\ ii.'i >ii.k K.Miiin>ii»i;i;i:i> 
Corsets, 
1 >. 'Ml.I.* I.ink. n I.* -1 •. •!.: n -1 \\ arrani.-*! ai 
u In I.*1)1.11.', i..r ;»o mi 
— r o r— 
/.iiii/rs. (i {' n ts iiiiiI i '/i ih/i’i'it, 
i a r\ ry 'i/r an i .jimlil v. 
Ul Hear in in I ml tie occup) Inn llmirs amt have 
both iiarkeil full of everjlhinii that comes under 
the hcnriiim of 
/>/>* 1 .1 /' 1 \< \ (UKt/tS. 
ami are dail> ail.Iiuu to our stock all the nett ami 
desirable toods as earlj as the} are iilaeed in 
the market. Our prlres we itiiarantee to lie the 
LOAVKST. I ; 
T. W. Pitcher & Co.. 
BLUE STORE, BELFAST. 
—— , 
—THEY HAVE— | 
HK IHVE \shll) KOI! 
Comparison of Prices 
ON Ollt ROOMS, ANO TIIK 
Overwhelming Decision of Everyone 







Nottingham Lacs Towels.. Table Linens.! 
NAPKINS, CRASHES, 
Hamburgs, Hosiery, Kid Gloves, 
COHSETS, ,1V., «( ,•. 
All Goods Sold Strictly 
AT THE 
Lowest Possible .Prices! 
j Our steadily increasing sales are round in the 
•art thal we give more value for the money than any other house In our line. 
It Pays to Deal Sparely! 
Our endeavor has ever been to treat our eusto- 
tilers In a straight forward manner, and to 
(five them OXK HIVIIKHI (KXTS In value for 
eyery dollar left with us, at all times instruct- Iii our employes never to misrepresent an ar- 
ticle in order to make a sale. 
Our reward Is their lOXTIXI U ( OXKIIIKXTK and 
I’ATROXAGK. Jit 
H. H. JOHNSON & CO. 
Ti The Flic: 
I HAYK .11 -T liKC'KlVKI) FKOM. BOSTON 
3000 Rolls of Room Paper 
of the LATEST sPliINt; sTYhK.'J. which can 
now I>c seen at my stores, and at the lowest 
prices. 
Parties lmyingpaper of me can have it trimmed 
free of charge. 
Curtains & Curtain fixtures 
CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 
1 have a nice line of 
DRY & FANCY GOODS ! 
Prints Prom to sr.; Sheetings from 5 to lOe.; 
t rushes from Ir. upwards: Dress lioods from 
an sr. hnickt rborker to a tine AU-Wool Cash- 
mere. Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming 
Silks and Satins, Lares,Kdgings, liuehrs. Duell- 
ing',Shetland shawls,Long and Square Shawls, 
Cardigan Jackets, (U.tli for ladies ami gents) 
Ladies (loaklngs. Lister Cloths, Kepellants, 
Table Oil Damask, a dozen patterns, White 
Linen ami Turkey lied Damasks, 
A nhv i-rail In* foumi in litis vicinity. \ 
great variety of 
Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool 
CLOTHS FOB VII N A BOVS* WKAB. 
Here is a list of Prices : | 2e., 1 5r.. 1 7c. 20c.. 2.7c., 
2'1.. 50c.. 32c., 3.7c., 10c.. .70c., ,7.7c., 11.7c.. 7.7c., 
'Or.. S.7c„ 50c,. $! .00, $1.10, $1.20. $1.30, $1.3.7, 
1.7-7. 2.00, 2.50 Per lard. 
I !i:i\ e dillVivnl kinds ,,i goods in llu-se urines. 
I also have 
S H I ft, T I 7ST C3- S , 
READY WADE CLOTHING ! 
Mi ll'- sail'. >0.00, '.00, 10.00. 12.00. 1.1.00. 
10.00. 22.00: Mil!.' (I'lcrs anil Ovemint', 
>2.7".. 11.00. 0.50. 7.50. '.00, 0.00, 15.00. 
Mens’ I ntltfsbirts tintI Itraierrs ! 
From 50c. in >1.50. 
GEMS’ FINE WHITE SHIRTS ! 
From >1.00 ii|i\uird'. 
HU'S. I ll's. GLOVES. St tills. OUKALLS. Jl'MP- 
i:i!s. IllP.Iti:!! ( OATS. LADIES' (.OSSVMEll 
( 111! I nils, t MIHIELKS, AC. 
mi >i*a k iii- 
Boots, Slices, Rubbers & Overshoes 
I- * om i.i; k. 
IM GROCERIES! 
I ii.m* a tv,a n- iliat bears lima all. Try ir. 
I KKKI* 
Corn. Meal & bliorts. 
\m im;::i»\it:i> t<> m:u. 
IF" Lj OUR 
A « 11, .»i» .i .in\ More in tin* caimiy. 
\n vrorK < »f 
CROCKERY & GLASS WARE 
I'HT) laic. I lime ( liiiiii Scl' (ram >7 In >12. 
Vis,I a JTIXIil 'tuck Ml 
HARDWARE ! 
flolhev Wringers, both Bench and (omiiion, Hand 
saws, kcj and Bracket saws. Framed Wood Saws, 
from sOr. to si. 10, Flat Irons, Ac. 
i ski.I. Tin; 
Avei'ill Chem cal Paint ! 
Farmers Attention! 
I Im\«- in I"' k a lavyc amount ot' now 
GrFLA. iS3 SEED 
<•! ill kiii-l'. .Vi--. l.i i\ EU, wliicli I ',-H at the 
I.o\vi>t i'(i'sii:i.i; I'liu i-s. m 
! tint rrrri ri ny nrtr t/ootls by ferry 
train to t let fast. 
tot .Viit unutEr rut: ri.M t:. 
E. L. B E AIT, 
5E£RSt£0NT, MAINE. 
HAVE IN BLYING THEIR 
SPRING STOCK ! 
PAID SPECIAL ATTENTION TO 
Harmony of Color! 
Dadoes, Films k Freize’s, 
W <• have a complHr Hork in all gr:nli*» of pa 
P«-i ciiibrai in”’ a Has ■; of 
-DECORATIONS- 
N"| |n la- I'mnnl Hm‘\vIh*1V. :>ml‘2 
Lowest Prices and Best Quality i f Paper. 
i/. r. n ooinin i< «i sox. 
New Marble Shop! 
In Liini/iriir/liij IIiii/ilimi. 
W. T. HOWARD, 
Manufacturer and dealer in 
MOM MKVTS, TIBLKTS, t.KAYKSTONKS, 
\m» m vuisr.i: sma.vi >*.. 
111<• l»c<i Italian and American marble 
cur nr u S 77* /.; /; r, I! K i, /• A S /’. 
(imosli 
GOVERNMENT 
Pensions 6c Claims. 
H .\ \ !N(i been engaged with tin- various depart m*Hi- in tills city for eighteen years, have 
Iuiiarjaeiliiit\- tor success in prosecuting claims 
f"i pensions, bounty and pay due. obtains patents, 
*■' *1 *-* -'d dis'-Ua ryt-s where‘the original i- lo-t. At- 
lends io reject-fit eases and suspended pensions. 
\l>o obtains spi eial a<Js and claims of ('onyress. 
Persons e\pr -sing a desire for information in re- 
gard to any bn~i.ii -.- here, in or out of the various 
department- ot <to\eminent, will be promptly at- t’*1»d*• < 1 to. Please stmd 'tamp- for return letters. 
a. r. < noiM.i: 
Washington. lb < .. \pril 7. Issi.—-2ml I 
WANTED I 
l.arne-t. capable men to sell Nursery Stock, in- 
‘•biding many new and valuable specialties which 
help in>nrc -iic'css. Previous knowledge of the bu-inc" not essential. rl'c< successful men good 
wages will be paid. For terms, address, giving full 
name, age, previous occupation, and reference.-. 
I, C. MERRILL & CO., Nurserymen. 
I"11 LEiriiion, mi, 
FOR SALE. 
rpw.. l.OOl) 11-11IM. YKSSEL.n. IlllOqtls. ra A paeitv. Well tound in cables and anchors 
Will make good lime carriers. 
AMBUOSK WlilTK. 
Buck-port, feb. s, 1SS1.—«; 
Notice of Sale. 
1)1 list \ \T to a license from the Hon. Judge of Probate for the Countv of Waldo, f shall sell 
at public auction, on Saturday, the.'toth day of April, 
issl.at ten o’clock in the forenoon,on the premises, 
all the right, title ami interest, which OKOKOF W. 
MoKKNNKN, late of Waldo, in said County, de- 
ceased, bad in audio the following described real 
estate, \ i/.: the homestead on which' said MeKenney lived at and before bis death, and also tin* lot called 
the Wilson lot. connected with the same. 
S AMl’KL K1NCiSBl’HN 
Vdmr. of said Kstate 
1 »alcd this -Ktb day of March. \ I) IsM ~:iwl;l 
I'or Safe at a Itaryain. 
rpiIK following machinery call lie seen at F. A. 1 HOWARD'S Machine Shop. Pleasant Street. 
Belfast, Maine, w here lie keeps on hand, or w ilt 
furnish to order, all kinds of eastings at manufac- 
turer's prices, and will do all kinds of machine 
work in a stele and at prices that cannot fail to 
please. 
I Horizontal stationary Steam Engine. 15 Horse 
Power, with Huntoon (inventor and feed Hitter 
heater. 
I Iprlghl Portablr Steam Engine, 3 1-2 Horse 
Power, with Eeed Pump attached, and a copper 
roll heater. 
These engines having been thoroughly repaired, 
are as good its new, and can lie seen in motion it 
desired. 
1 Huntoon (iovrrnor (new; right size fora 15 
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Engine. 
1 Air Pump for condensing engine (new. cylin- 
der 8x10, connections for 1 3-4 Inch pipe. 
1 Irregular Moulder,in good condition, and with 
over #100 worth of Moulding ( utters. 
I am also prepared to rut on carriage axles. In 
take ui> end play in box, and w ill guarantee satis- 
faction in all eases. lOtf 
SHOP IX BRICK urn.DISH OX PI.EASAXT 
STREET. SEAR SHOE FACTORY. 
F A HO W A R I > 
K 
X fchop is nowfairh running, and brine; equipped 
u 1th 
First-Class Mechanics & Tools, 
i wo are prepare*! t«> do work promptly and just :t- 
our customer^ direct. 
Mining Machinery & Ship Work 
will be made a specialty. IMiplir.de parts or full 
sets of nearly all agricultural implement" in use in 
till" \ ieinity in stork or made to order. Prices will 
be made low, and we hope and expect to merit ami 
obtain a liberal patronage. 
POWKR WITH ROOM TO RKNT. 
C. J, HALL, Lieasee 
Belfast, March I, IS8I.— {» 
MEADOW KING 
MOWER! 
'Phis favorite mower i- offered to farmer- for the 
emuing season. f ifteen years «»f eonti*ned >neee-- 
i-> sutlieient e\ idenee <>t merit. f nrmei are invited 
to give the MEADOW KINO an examinati*»;i. The\ 
w ill eonsult their own interest in lmvimr a >•, liable 
mower oi re-pon>iMe partie-. \ full -P 'k «»f re 
pairs on hand. ( ireulars free. 
FRED \TWOOD, Winterport. Mr., (ieneral Vgent 
New England and Provimes. 
x I». In territory w here we !ia\ « no ayenev «»r- 
respondenee is n.noted from reliable parties.' i-JtT 
SEED , 
CATALO^g 
M) Annual Catalogue ot Vegetable and Flower 
Seed tor 1 hs| ,; irh ill engraving- : non photograph^ 
of the original-, will he -ent 1*1*KiI t<»ail’.vho ap- 
ply. I other mu* of tin* larged collection- of vcge 
table seed ever sent <»(it by ;inv -erd llou-e in 
Vim riea, a la»\g portion o| which w ere grow n mi 
•Viv live .-eed farm-. Full directions for cultivation on 
each package. All -eed warranted to In both fresh and 
true to nana ■ .-■> far, Liiat .-limild it prove other 
wise, I will refill the order gratis. ’Flit- original in- 
troducer <»f the Huhbard s.|iia.-h, l’hinnev'.- Melon. 
Marblehead Cahhage-. Mexican < urn, and score-m 
other vegetable-, 1 inv ite the patronage of a/I irh'. 
are an > ions to hare their seed directly from (ft- 
grower, fresh, true, and or the eery b. st strain. 
NKtV VFbKTAMLKS \ SPKCIAm. Ju 1 \ 
I A M I > I II < .IMA d *b’V Marblehead. M:, 
FOR SALE ! 
Pin* U11'I**r-ia- for -all* 
Jut lann sitnatnl in Hast Sears* 
port. 'Pin* lann roimists of 10 
|ac.T(*s of land, out "ovrn ton*- of lliay. lias ijood pastnra.ua* ami a 
Bsasa*ak 111111 t lot. I lit* minding- 
are all good, and the lot well fenced. Tlie place i- 
a verv de-irahle one and is nflered at a bargain. 
MKS. KI.HIlllxiK HI. \\( HAIU>. 
Apply to Capt. 1\ 1‘. 1‘KMd.l < >. 
>eaY-port. Fell. In-l.- dt f 
Photograph Room & Hall to Let. 
rpin-; M ifx i;ihi:k okfkhs to iiknt. \ i \ A bargain, tin hall and photograph p-om- over 
his store'on High street. Tin* pilot..graph g,.i!cr\ 
was recently occupied by \V. < Tuttle, and i- es- 
pecially litted up for the' im>ine-s. \bundance ot 
water is carried to the room- h\ pump-, and th -U\ 
light is one of the be-t in the state. The hall over 
the store is oO hy Jofeet, well adapted bn any meet 
ings or any hall purpo-e-. Hn.|uire ot the proprie- 
tor at hi--ton*, on High -tre t, adjoining Ma-onic 
Temple. 1. H. KNOW I.Ton. 
Belfast. Kch. 17. Is.-’l.—7t! 
c © t’r 2 
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Cure Your Corns ! 
BY USING 
si'ULOtrr:i;i;i;< ks 
Kntirely harmlcs.-: i< not a eau-tir. 
It removes Corns, Wart-, Bullions ami all.mi-, 
without leaving a hlemi-h. 
Brush for applying in each hottle. 
tto a cent: is <;r.u:ax/ /■:/■:/> Mr 
Price* 25 cents. For sale* b) all DriitfsKts. 
'Prv it ami you will hr romim*. ! like thousand- 
who have used it and now testily (<> it- value. 
Ask for Sehlotterbeck's Coni ami Wart Sohent 
and take no other. I. 
SCHOOL KOTfiCE. 
THU -I I'KIIINTKNDIM, -< Jionl. < oMMIT 
1 tee will he in session at Hie 11i11 Srhool room 
in this city, on Saturday. April J.i l. and — t; ■ ir*i.i\ 
May 7th, at 1 o’rloek IV M.. for the purpo- <-i ex 
aminiii^- teaeher-. Applicants for tlm -primr and 
summer -ehool- mu.-l not expert to he examined 
:it anv other time, l’ei order 
>11*. m llooi. < oMMITTP.I 
Belfa-t, Mareh _**.». l-si. :i\\ I.: 
FERTILIZERS ! 
Ii” \lfl.K Holi-KKnoT (.1 \M> i. im-tii pa — nl IX as a fertilizer. It- <|ii ililie- are permanent 
ami ladling, anil it is twentv per rent, cheaper than 
lior-r manure. II « ill assure guml nop-, ami as a 
tup ilressiug nr lor Imrtieullural purposes p |Kls a., 
i'i11ittl. AppI>’ liberally ami use no other manure. 
Semi for circulars anil sec ..inis. K util's 
l'llnspu vu t ii., I’roviileiiee, K. I. I-or sale lo 
JOHN ITWOOI) A (0„ 
Imll 110 Smith Marker SI., Biistmi, Muss. 
WANTED 
.soliciting A^ent- to travel in the New Kn.uland 
states, and take order- for 
NURSERY STOCK, 
I.M I!It \CIN«. 
Trees, Shrubs, Tines, Host s, Ac, 
P ur terms, address, stating ajre, prev'ion.- occupa- 
tion and name- as reference, 
•swH>* s. T. CANNON, Aiiirusta, Maine. 
TEN PER CENT. 
Annual Interest, 
Eaidquai'tcrlv.tth dividend pavalilc Mai I. Eorl'ull 
particulars send for 'id-page illustrated pamphlet h, 
I'vii THE GLOBE COMPANY, 
Oil Devonshlrr Street. Huston, Mass. 
MANHOOD RESTORED. 
A victim id' early imprudence, causing nervous 
debility, premature decay, etc., having tried in vain 
every known reined'.’.has discovered a simple means 
of self-cure, which he will send free to his fellow 
sufferers, \ddress.l. II. REEVE;.*, Id Chatham -t 
N. Y. lyric. 
rriIK subscriber hcrcl.v gi \public notice to all JL concerned, that lie'lias been dulv appointed and taken upon himself the trust of Executor of 
the last will and testament of 
JONATHAN El AYE EE. laic of Northpnrt, 
ill tile County of Waldo, deceased; he therefore 
requests all persons who are indebted to said de 
eeased's estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon,' to exhibit 
tile same for settlement to him. 
,:i JAMES s. HAKKIM \N. 
Sulky Plow. 
Yes, ride and plow. A liov can do the work. 
Send tor circular. EKED ATWOOD, Agent. 1-hll \Vinter{Hirt, Maine. 
SEAMEN WANTED. 
SE A M EX AN D 0It I) I \ A It Y SE A M EN, for eonst ers. Apply to J. S. KAM.ETT, •iltr Intelligence Office, Rockland. 
Babbitt Metal for Machinery. 
r|''T'T*E MET.YE, the best anti-friction metal for JL lining machinery boxes, for sale at 
-oi'if THE .JOURNAL OFFICE. 
TTT1 8 Sarop1«a and Cataloprue of best se 
V Hill Hi 
<>m4 
HALF A CENTURY OLD, 
r11" 
“o O 
p Is a sure remedy for 
Coughs, Colds, Whoop- 
§ ing Cough, and all Lung 
CS diseases when used in JJ 
S season. Fifty years ago, 
09 Elder Downs was given 2 
up by his physicians to o 5 die with Consumption. O 
O Under these circumstan- 
^ ces lie compounded this W 
O Elixir, was cun .!, and z t" lived to a good old age. pi 
09 You can try it for the ^ 
priced one doctor’s visit. 
For sale everywhere. 
CURED ANNUALLY. 
lyrM 
HI LLand DRILL 
(PHOSPHATE 
SEND >“0 P -.1t-'H LET. 
1 Thin is a t m 1 ;< nhor phate. and 
| may Im* used .. .•/ 1 in-lii:i or .Irill 
or broad, a.-t.i ill. /, ■. < MiiUir.ro. 
f, tuul will pt nilma* .1 m ••!> a; randl.i r 
f I ‘Ton. In tin* Import. ih lm. 1 of Fertilizers, its v;:ln-iti.*n is iron p. to 
£10 per toil hi^li. r than Ui. u’i h.ivs 
whieh pell at the s p;« ! 
y. ar over o0<»0 t. m w.r■ M :1 .... joo 
tons three years a_<>. >!. it is j lik« d by the lat in. is. if tie s i i... i J ! 
at'ent near y.»u. ml t«. ns. 
Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES. i 
BOWKER FERTILIZER £0 
h BOSTON & NEW YORK 
•• /s;s ir,4.4:s *; 
•• is;» ;.-,<>.ur,o 
/wo ; ; 
JOHN E. DeWITT, President. 
1.mt\ • 1 a> al noon. }.jeei-c]y. U'TKI! \ 1*111 L. 
Hallo,.11 -i\ led high will he relea-< d 1 iIt tin t j 
"1 hik I fall. H"'inn. and .. reward :i -ui; ! 
lotlies will he paid to the hov who capture- h and | return' it to lio.-tou. Weal', give t-> v er\ .-i:d 
nu r in our !.o\department, an mil in t 1 
I hi I loon, no centimeters in diameter' 
I he 'took of Men'- and I ■ ■ -p« i -imi- 
nier Suits and spring “ ereo'at' i- f.mpleb ami 
surpa-'f-in variety and general execllem e ai! no [ 
mer displays, hi three hu'mlred New Knglaml tmvn 
and eifies w e are represciite 1 !»y e-tahli-iied \g- nt 
in w lio't- hand' full lines <-i spring and -umiier 
sampler will he found, ami w i: li whom our trade 
‘‘an confidently deal. 
When you go to Poston he 'tire and i-it «>uk 
Hall —tin1 famoii'. one price, reliable ( l .thina 
House. 
s a I n p I •' and rules for -ell infiNiiv -.nil 
G. W. SIMMONS i SON. 
OAK HALL. 
to / / \orth St rrrt, Hoston, 
The ohIc't ( lolhing lloii'C ill New l-.nalaml. 
PATENTS. 
R. H. EDDY. 
No. 7h Since si., opposite Kilby. Iloslon, 
secure' Patent' in the l nited stale also it- (,r< at 
I’.ritain. Kranee and other foreign rnuntric-. « opie~ 
of tlu* claims of any Patent furni'he.l h\ remitting 
one dollar. As'ign’ment.' r« • rd- 1 nr Wa-hiim; .... 
Xo Agene// in the t'nited States />• -ssrs>■ -up. 
acilitit s for obtaining Patents or as-->-rt lining th- 
patent ahilitg of inn n't ions. 
U. II. KI >I»N -'oli-itor Patent 
I KSTlMoM M.'. 
“! regard Mr. Kddy a- one of the ,,, <<t s,,pnbt> 
and successful practitioner'w ith wlmm I ha\> had 
official intercourse. < II \- M\-<>\. 
< <muni'-loner oj 1 ’atent- 
Inventors cannot employ a per.-on ::i •..• tn 
Worth) •■! more capable of securing for them an 
earlv and favorable consideration at the Patent <>i 
line. I! i >M l \l> P,l KKK. 
I.ate ( oninii"!oner of |*ateni 
IlnsrON, letoher 10. 1 -7m. 
It II. KI)|»V. Ksiy -I>ear Mr Mm procured tor 
me, in lMo, m\ first patent, since then you ha\e 
acted lor and advised me in hand red of ea-es, a: id 
procured many patent', rei~-ue- and exteii'i m- ! 
have occasionally employed the best ageneic' in 
New 'i ork, Philadelt»hia and Washington, hut 'till 
give you almo-t the whole ■ t my lm-iue- -. in .mi 
line, and advise others to empho vam. 
Yours truly. •. I <>li<. K Dli \ I’Kli. 




klD.NKDFV i> highly rccimi in ended and iiumip 
passed for \\ K V h or FOIL kIDSFYS. DROI’M, 
BKItillT'S DISKASF, LOSS of FNKHM, NFBVOIS 
DEBILITY, or any 0I5STBI (TIONs arising from 
BRWKL or BLADDKH IHNKASKS. \lso for YELLOW 
FFVFB, BLODDand klDNKl PIHSOMXi. in iulvct- 
ed malarial sections. 
tto Bv tin- distillation of a F< >RE>T I.1-. W with 
•H Ml'lal BERRlE>and BARLE} M AI. I we have 
discovered |\ 11 *NKt. I \, w hich acts -~)»e«• iii« ally 
no the Kidney s and t rinary Organs, renew ina de 
posits in the Bladder and any straining, -tunning 
heat or irritation in the water pa-sages. si \ ing them 
strength, vigor and causing a healthy coloraud eas; 
tlow of urine. It can lie taken at all time-, n a i 
climates, without injury to the -wv-tem. 1 nlik> any 
other preparation for Kidney ililhewltie-. il ha- 
very pleasant and agreeable taste and davor. It 
contains positive diuretic propcrtic- and will not 
nauseate. Ladles especially will likrii.ai. hen- 
tlcmcii will Hud KIDNEt.EN tin- In-: Ki'iney 
Tonic ever used! 
NOTICE.- Each bottle bear- the Mgnalure o'. 
LAWRENCE* MARTIN, also a Proprirtonj (lor 
eminent Stamp, which permits KlbNKt.KN to he 
sold (without license) by druggists, grocer- and 
other persons everywhere. 
Put up in Quart si:e Pottles for tleueral ami 
Family Use. 1 vreow ls 
LAWRENCE X MARTIN, Prop’rs, Chicago. III. 
And « Barclay Street, New York. 
'Sold bv Druggists, (iroeers and Dealers every w here. 
Sold in Belfast bv R. II. MOOD}, Druggist. 
AOENTS ANTfl) 
-TO .SKI,I.- 
Fruit ‘trees anti otter Nurseiy Stock 
In the New England States. 
'fbe best of testimonials required, tiood wage- 
anil steady employment given to successful men. 
For terms, etc., address, Mating age, pre\ ion- oeeu 
pation ami names of references. 
SWS* M. V. B. ( IIASK, Augusta, Me 







#30. KOR SALK m 
A. B. MATHEWS, Belfast, Me. 
itlteowi" 
The Sanford Steamship Company 
-BETWEEN- 
BANCOR & BOSTON. 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT. 
steamer ( \MBIillMiK. 
t apt. < ms INCUAII VM, 
Steamer, KATAIIDIN. 
t apt- W. R. Roi\. 
(OMMKXTXi MONDAY, \PKIL 4th. hM. 
WILL MAKI. 
3 TRIPS PER WEEK 3 
t util further notice, leaving Lincoln'- Wharf. 
Boston, overv Mondav. Wedne-dav and Fridav. at 
1*. M. 
Leaving Belfa.-t every Mon-lay Wednesday and 
Friday, at 2 '■> 1*. M. 
Doing Fast, connections made at ltoekland with 
Knox A Fineoln I*. IL tor Thoniaston, Waldohor-u 
Damariscotta and other .station-; with -teamer 
Lewiston for Deer Isle. ( astine. Sedgwick, Mt. 
Desert and Macliiasport; at Belfast, with-teamer 
May tpiceu tort astine and l-le-boro ; at Buck-port. 
with -tages for Bluehill and Fllsworth; at Bangor, 
with F. A N. A. It. It. and Bangor A Pi-oata-|Uis 
It. It., ami all -tages for the surrounding country. 
.-dug West, ticket- may be obtained -m each -team 
er for I owell. New Y--rk, Philadelphia, Baltimore 
ami 'Washington, and baggage checked through, 
also ticket- for the W< -t and soiithw-l via Penn 
-ylvania It. It. 
FAKE : 
single tickets to Boston.$3.00 
It (Ml lid Trip to ** 5.00 
To L tted. 3.50 
D. LANE, Agent. 
Belf -!. Mac h i i ,-i |.; 
-F< Ml- 
Itodilanil, 111. IN'sen. Billbrulge awl llatliia- 
S Pill KG AHKAKGEMENT 
TWO TRIPS FIR WEEK 
ar ti.. -[.aiiii’i 1i"i <"K i:i< umoni>. 
aJ^-gUUVM. 1 1 M'x x I-< in Ma-t-T. will i- 
itiiiin-aii A'n.iri. I‘--rtland. c\«• Tuesday and Fri- 
day evenings, at 11.15 o'clock, 
Pullman e\prc-- train from ll-t'-n. -r I-• n.. -n 
< a -title, Dc: !-!-•. st-,|gv. i< k. Wot Dari. Bai 
Harbor. Alt. Dc-eri. Mil ri-igr, don. 
M n liia-p- -r;. 
Bet uruing, wi I Monda\ 
and Thursday uioruing, at 4.30 o'clock. 
a above, arris i ug in Port land about midnight. 
no.-ting with the Pullman night train for B.-t.-n 
lhe Wc-t. Passenger- will not be disturbed e- !•• 
u i-liing l" take the Pullman. 
•**tea.liter! iry <-t Itn lmn-n : n -a- .n 1;• =» k 1 
with Sanford' s s. ( .... for Belfast, Bang--r 
Li cr Ian lings. e cry --al unlay nn-rnii g. 
< miring AN -i *•-»iiii\m t for B---toi \|-. 
and receive- passenger- and freight from Lis. 
landings for Portland. 
Through ticket- and baggage click-- i l>» all point 
F. ( I -INN-.. (.. .-I 
■ I'd L L. DAY. DonoralTicket Went. P-rthr •; 
April 1, is-1.-14 
Maine Central R. R. 
TIME-TABLE. 
ON A Ml AFT KB AIOMIA1. 
JUKI ‘201 li. MMin-n:'! r.jn 
5 mllim < I llcl!:i~! 
h.-f a. m.. < .i '. point <; •>. Waif, p. .ok 7 
l\ii"\ 7..J. l iioni'like T.-'iT, I'nity 7. 7. I:,i 
( ros>in.ir ".nT. arriving at liimiham at via a. m. 
Leave lielfa-t at -.•'»<» )•. in., t ity P int _ .'7. \N ai 
L l -. lirook- Iv:i• \ Th ..like I ;ii' 
4.--. LeonanT«• ( : ■ — ii.«_r arriving .it Baiail;.,n 
at 4.4’> j.. m. 
Ueturnina — Lea\liurnLain .. In a :n.. Leon 
mpI’s ( pi'-inir I mi' in. ml ike. 
kno\ lip''.:.* w .-.M i" in. < n\ p- 
1" arriving at l»elia>l at Ua. in. 
Leaveliiintiiaia a’ j• in.. 1 .••oiiap|7 t i..-- 
'* IT, Lnit> riionnUke, .n.i:,, Km>\. y:.|, lip. 
'■..i », Waliiu t ity Point »ki;*», arriviiiir at Belt 
|i. m. PAVsON Tl( KKB, Superintemle t. 
lielt.i' t. l»e«-. _>n, i »n. i nt 
BOHAJNJ P. FIELD, 
Counsellor at Law, 
Oilin' niili Kcalliia A Held, mcr Nallnnal Bank 
MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
W. C. FRYE, 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, 
Office over V.IL t haseS store,I ustom IIoum* N<juar< 
BELFAST, MAINE, 
H. D. HADLOCK, 
COUNSELLOH AT LAW, 
Koom No. i. f t ntennial Block, «»:> Kxehaime m, 
I'ORTLA \ II Tl A I * I 
Mi I i: '! k will 4-o, it i mie to at ten -1 tin ■: 
Hane.u-k t Wal'lo fountie>. .ini'* 
PHILO HERSEY. 
Ally. & Counsellor at Law, 
><*. 1. Ilarailen Block. Belt'aM, Me 
11 a\ i n |,i,e-i' |ci! os .-i ■ e pi ,,att a in 1 i; 
» ourt 1-t the j».t-1 -nr ear-. I fee! that ! ran 
aluahle ••oun-u ami -ei to ,■ h, 
ni .: t.-r- in hi < un i. 
Peit:»>t. .Ian. 17. I»1 
C. C. KILGORE, M. D 
Office over II. II. Johnson A ( o.'n store. 
HIGH STREET. BELFAST, MAINE 
Nlsht calls ansHcrcd from 'lie llllhc. 
J. P. COWLES, M, D 
I'll j/sirin n ,1 Sit ri/,on. 
CAMDEN, .... MAINE 
G. P. LOMBARD. 
DE3NTTIST 




N". III Main Si., licITast. Me 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
H\\l m.M< >\ Kh i1' tluii lieu Banking K in < ustoni ll"ii -■ -'i|ii:ire. are prepared 
reive «le}..»-ir-. placing tin -ana- •*» intefe-t •>: 
lir.-t «la\s ■ -1 line, .ln!>. \ugust 11:.I >epten 
and 1 >ee,ml.er, Jamiar;., E'ebriiar;. md M i: I 
t ere-t being e..ni put id <>a -ame, the ii r-1 Mow in 
dune and 1 >e«vinl»er I >• p• -it reeeiw. 1 dad 
eept "i, -.imda> and I g.-d H »!i !.> fr nii'v 
\. M., and to 'l IM. > it 111 ■!-:\ Bank -!••-. at 
noon. \>.\ K.i l N< Fie-! ieir 
I. Ills II. (11'lMin IV. -: 
THUMBS & OSBORNE 
SAIL MAKERS. 
AND DKAI.KUS IN 
JUNK, PAPER STOCK, IRON & METALS 
Swan & Sibleys Bros.' Wharf, Belfast, M- 
ighe.-t oa-h prkw paid i•»r id rag.-, 
tuetal.-, bones, &e. 'o 
Woman's Triumph. 
\ S(*\ere Surglml Operation, il I- K ml u re it a 
out taking Filler. Mibjeet, Mrs. Kiluanl 
M>rrs. of liomloiit. \. \. 
Front the nv-pondeuee ot i,. king-i< \ 
Free nia n. 
The ease ot Mr- Kduard M)«r-. o| Id 
New York, l’u rn i-he inapt i!lii-irat ion oi w-. 
power of endin'.me. !’• lad) lia-l been 
for month- in the j-n;11 \va\ tor Krv-ipela- 
ha-id, u ith .nl b. e. -tip N..; pi |uhand f 
eoiiic a ma-- of oe| n jh-d lle-h, did -lie I un 
Kenned'. pr -pi a v t! I V v ■ IP 
for help. 
Me at on* mf.-nm ... in u a- n ,p.. 
-a\e the hand it mii-t l.e amputated she ree. 
thi- terrible intelligence piietl), d.-- lined to 
ether, -tipulating merely to lmM her Im d a 
hand during the operation, and underu ent > In 
! ill pi'oe»-- \\ it ho lit im* ing a musele or utter: 
groan, hr. Kennedy then ga\< "l a\ rite Id w 
free!) to <‘lean-e the blood and prevent the r< 1 
o| the di-ease, and M' M er an live.-ai 
joiee- in her great dellxeranee. 
“Favorite Kerned; i- la-1 bee inuig a tin 
household friend in all ea-es ot Female W eakn 
and disea ses of the Hood. One dollar a 1- 
\ our druggi-t has it. ivr '- 
I W .4 H It 4 .1T ON E BoTTI.E a porteei 
1:1' nil the w nrst torjus ol 1*1 EES, two ti> four m 
» .mm- ..f I.El’KosY, s( itoKi |. \. l>l; 
< AXCER, ECZEMA. SALT RHECM, RI1EI 
MATIsM, KIDNEYS. KYsl’Kl'sl V. ( \T Mil.' 
and all diseases of the SKIN and BLOOD. Ent 
j> ^ effelahle. Internal and externa! use. lane 
i/.i' and thank all dealers to return the inonev 
e ha rite it liaek in me in all eases of failure. »ei 
Express p, ;l|| parts of the 1 s. ,i| hottle 
everywhere. Send for new 1*\MI’m.irr free. II 
El )\V EE, Chemist, Boston. illteow .’f 
$500 REWARD ! 
\N L will pay the above reward for anv «;i 
1 -Ivor Complaint. Dyspepsia, sick Headache, It 
L,rC'tion, ('<mstipatio‘n or ('ostiveuess we ran not 
with West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the dir- 
tion*. arc strictly complied with. They are pic 
ye^et.able, and never fail to jrive satisfaction, Coated. Large boxes, containing 30 Pills, j:» c. 
f or sale by It. H. Moody, Helfast, Me. Hew tin' 
eounterieit and imitations. The genuine man1-' ttired only by .IOH\ C. WKST A: CO.. •Tin I 
Makers,” 181 A: 183 W. Madison St., Chicago C trial package <ent hv mail prepaid on rcet-ip; 
cent stamp. lyreow44 
